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Because maybe

You’re gonna be the one that saves me

And after all

You’re my van-der-Waals
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ABSTRACT

Transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) have received considerable attention in

the past decade for their optoelectronic applications in photovoltaics, lasers, and

quantum information. In the monolayer limit, these materials exhibit extraordi-

nary properties, including efficient light-matter coupling, ultrafast charge transfer,

long-lived interlayer excitons with high binding energies, and many-body excitonic

interactions.

In this thesis, we present the development and application of multidimensional co-

herent imaging spectroscopy (MDCIS), a four-wave mixing (FWM) based nonlinear

spectroscopic imaging technique, to TMD monolayers and heterostructures. Based on

multidimensional coherent spectroscopy (MDCS), MDCIS allows us to distinguish be-

tween homogeneous and inhomogeneous contributions to the material linewidths and

distinguish coherent and incoherent coupling mechanisms in TMD heterostructures.

The imaging aspect allows us to capture the spatial variation of the aforementioned

physical processes across TMDs.

We first discuss our results applying MDCS to an MoSe2/WSe2 heterostructure,

for which we characterize the coherent and incoherent coupling mechanisms present in

these materials. We quantify the timescales of rapid electron (91±9 fs) and hole (148±

28 fs) transfer between the two materials. Furthermore, we visualize strong coherent

coupling between excitons in the MoSe2 and WSe2 layers by observing oscillations of

the coupling peaks in one-quantum MDCS and measuring a mixing energy of 73 meV

in zero-Quantum MDCS. We also observe many-body signatures of the interlayer
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excitons and, in conjunction with photoluminescence measurements, measure their

binding energy to be 254 meV.

To accelerate nonlinear imaging, we develop a lock-in amplifier that uses a box-

weighted instead of an exponentially-weighted lowpass filter. The transfer function

of the box lock-in has tunable notches in the frequency domain that enable sufficient

suppression of adjacent modulations present on the detector. We use Monte-Carlo

simulations to quantify the signal-to-noise ratio and suppression of adjacent modu-

lations, demonstrating the superiority of the box lock-in over the conventional ex-

ponential lock-in at short pixel-dwell times. We further experimentally demonstrate

this advantage by imaging a monolayer of MoSe2 on a distributed Bragg reflector.

Furthermore, we present results using MDCIS to study the potential of MoSe2

monolayers and MoSe2/WSe2 heterostructures for quantum information applications.

We map the distribution of homogeneous and inhomogeneous linewidths across an

MoSe2 monolayer, identifying promising areas with low inhomogeneity and long de-

phasing times that bear the potential for qubits. We also visualize the strain across

the MoSe2 monolayer and comment on the detrimental effects strain may have in

device applications. Similarly, we map strain across an MoSe2/WSe2 heterostructure

and quantify the spatial homogeneity of coherent coupling (81% of the sample) and

charge transfer (91% of the sample). We further map the distribution of interlayer

exciton lifetimes. These quantities display a surprising robustness in the presence of

strain, strengthening the case for TMD heterostructures as an applications platform

for quantum information and photovoltaics.

Lastly, we demonstrate how to further accelerate the nonlinear imaging techniques

in this thesis by smart scanning and sampling schemes in the time-domain. We obtain

FWM images, dephasing maps, and decay maps within minutes, opening the avenue

for moving these techniques out of the lab and into a fabrication/manufacturing

setting for advanced materials characterization.
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CHAPTER I

Introduction

Aristotle once said, “It is during our darkest moments that we must focus to see

the light”. Light has indeed been a fascination for thousands of years, with sources

crediting the ancient Egyptians and Mesopotamians with the creation of lenses as

early as 2000 BC [1]. Since then, optics, the study of light, has made vast progress,

finding its way into our everyday lives, e.g., at the supermarket checkout in the form

of barcodes, through industrial machining [2], or energy generation with solar cells

[3]. The history of light is inherently entrenched with the concepts of emission and

absorption. Over 10,000 years ago, humankind realized that when burning oil, one

could “generate light” [4], in this case through the emission of blackbody radiation

(although humans did not have a deep understanding of the underlying physics). The

inverse process, the absorption of light, might have been concealed to many but has

dominated the world around us, from human vision [5] to the photosynthesis of plants

[6]. The list of applications for both the emission and absorption of light is almost

endless.

As harnessing light’s absorption and emission properties enters the third decade of

the 21st century, a new group of materials with strong absorption and emission prop-

erties, potentially revolutionizing many applications, has entered the stage: transition

metal dichalcogenides (TMDs). With the goal of identifying the fundamental limits
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of the materials for applications, a deep and thorough understanding of this group

of materials is necessary. Therefore, the basis of this thesis and the work conducted

throughout the PhD is the fundamental desire to understand TMDs and the physical

processes fueling their favorable properties.

The investigation of TMDs is a logical continuation of research into semiconduc-

tors for both a fundamental understanding and applications. The most ubiquitous

semiconductor, silicon, has profoundly impacted electronics and the world around us,

ringing in the “Silicon age” [7] in the late 20th century. As electronics rapidly acceler-

ate and new applications such as electric vehicles enter the marketplace, new semicon-

ductor materials with higher switching speeds, higher breakdown voltages/currents,

and high-temperature resistance are needed. The past decades have seen vast progress

in the fields of III-V semiconductors such as gallium arsenide (GaAs) and gallium ni-

tride (GaN) in both science [8–10] and industry [11] and silicon carbide for electric

vehicles [12].

While scientists have studied TMDs for several decades [13–15] and have found

applications for bulk MoS2 in lubrication for motorcycles [16] and skis [17], they

recently entered a new era of drastically increased interest due to their transition

toward a direct band-gap and strong light-matter coupling when in the monolayer

limit [18, 19]. Specifically, researchers have shown near-perfect absorption of 99.6%

when coupling a single TMD monolayer with a mirror [20], an impressive number

considering the sub-nanometer thickness for a single TMD monolayer [21]. These

properties have shifted the interest of almost the entire fundamental optical processes

in semiconductors community to this group of materials. Physicists and material

scientists alike have been especially interested in the rapid electron and hole transfer

(charge transfer) in TMD heterostructures [22–28], coherent coupling in monolayers

[29, 30], and interlayer excitons (ILEs) [31–34], as well as Moiré excitons [35–40].

Combined with the efficient light-matter coupling, these physical processes also
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spurred interest in the engineering physics community about potential device appli-

cations. To this day, applications such as photodiodes [41], lasers [42], photovoltaics

[43], and quantum light-emitting diodes [44], to name a few, have been realized. In

recent years, strain engineering in TMD monolayers has also gained momentum with

the potential for room-temperature entangled-photon sources [45, 46]. Moreover,

long-lived ILEs have been proposed as promising candidates for qubits [47, 48].

To understand the underlying physics, as well as push the application potential

of these materials forward, numerous material characterization techniques have been

employed: white-light optical microscopy to photoluminescence (PL) imaging [49],

micro-reflectance and transmission [50], scanning tunneling microscopy [51], angle-

resolved photoemission spectroscopy [51], Raman spectroscopy [52–54], atomic force

microscopy imaging [55], tip-enhanced spectroscopy [56], ultrafast nanoscopy [57], and

four-wave mixing (FWM) imaging [58–61]. However, there often is a trade-off between

the amount of information these techniques convey about the sample/material and the

experimental complexity/data acquisition time required to collect this information.

Moreover, not all information about a material is accessible with a single technique.

In this thesis, we use nonlinear spectroscopy and imaging to characterize TMD

samples. Nonlinear imaging and spectroscopy have proven useful for a wide variety

of samples, including semiconductor quantum wells (QWs) [62–64], quantum dots

(QDs) [65–69], photosynthetic bacteria [70], melanoma [71], cells and tissue [72, 73],

label-free DNA imaging [74], molecules [75], gases [76], and even antique oil-paintings

[77]. The reason behind the practicality of these techniques, which include, among

others, two-photon (2P)- and three-photon absorption, transient absorption spec-

troscopy (TAS), stimulated Raman Scattering (SRS), and multidimensional coherent

spectroscopy (MDCS) lies in the information that these techniques can access. The

nonlinearity of these techniques helps with the confinement of the sample-emitted

light along the lateral and transverse directions, reducing scattering contributions
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and increasing spatial resolution. Moreover, spectrally non-degenerate techniques

such as SRS and 2P help with scattering in biological media. Lastly, many of these

techniques are more sensitive in their signal strength to sample changes, e.g., FWM

is more sensitive to doping, defects, and strain than its linear counterparts [78, 79].

Specifically using ultrafast laser imaging, Huang et al. [80] have shown the practi-

cality of two-color transient absorption decay times for defect sensing in graphene,

while Jacubczyk et al. [60] have shown the potential of FWM strength and dephasing

times as an indicator of material quality for TMDs.

With regards to spectral information, MDCS stands out as a valuable technique

among many spectroscopy techniques through its ability to correlate absorption and

emission energies, enabling access to many-body effects, coupling, and the true ho-

mogeneous and inhomogeneous linewidths of a material. Access to these quantities

is vital for many applications, such as quantum information, since the spatial and

temporal coherence relate to the inhomogeneous and homogeneous linewidths. Fur-

thermore, coupling between resonances, may it be electronic or vibrational, not only

reveals the underlying physics that helps us understand photosynthesis [70], deoxyri-

bonucleic acid (DNA) [75], or the nature of the coupling between quantum dots [29]

- it also can be harnessed for coherent control of quantum systems [81].

The response cannot be assumed to be spatially homogeneous for many sample

systems. While in some instances, an ensemble-averaged response could be preferred,

in many cases, information is hidden in the spatial dynamics. As a matter of fact, in

the TMD community, many measurements are taken on a single spot or on “magic

samples”, wherefore the claims derived from these measurements cannot be easily

translated to entire samples and larger spatial scales. Hence it is inevitable to combine

the spectroscopic richness of MDCS with imaging.

Past implementations have primarily focused on spatially addressed MDCS [58,

70] or small-area MDCS imaging with data acquisition times of hours [60, 61]. While

4



undoubtedly useful in a scientific setting, these techniques are cumbersome. Moreover,

many samples cannot provide the required stability on an hour time scale, often due to

sample drifts, sample degradation [82], or photobleaching [70]. Moreover, hour-long

wait times are unacceptable if researchers and engineers try to characterize a sample

at a manufacturing/fabrication stage. The abovementioned limitations constitute a

significant barrier to widespread adoption in in-situ (fabrication) settings.

The goal and mission of this thesis is, therefore, two-fold:

1. Better understand the properties of TMDs by combining temporal, spectral,

and spatial information.

2. Develop and accelerate nonlinear imaging techniques that can be used in an

in-situ fabrication setting.

The order of chapters in this thesis is chronological with the PhD because many of

the technique developments happened in parallel with the learnings from experimental

results.

In Chap. II, we will introduce semiconductors and excitons, the quasiparticles at

the heart of this thesis. We will then discuss the dynamics of excitons within TMD

sample systems, answering the question: “What happens after light impinges on a

TMD sample?”.

We first introduce nonlinear spectroscopy, specifically MDCS, from a theoretical

viewpoint in Chap. III. We motivate this technique by discussing the shortcomings

of linear and one-dimensional spectroscopies and highlighting how MDCS can over-

come their limitations. Subsequently, we present the experimental implementation of

MDCS in Chap. IV. We also discuss how to integrate MDCS with laser-scanning imag-

ing. This chapter contains a majority of the technique development work conducted

throughout the PhD, with a discussion on the efficient implementation of collinear

MDCS and the build and calibration of the laser-scanning microscope.
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Chaps V-VIII subsequently focus on the experimental results and insights derived

from them. After Dr. Eric Martin had previously established how homogeneous and

inhomogeneous linewidths are affected in TMD monolayers [83], we were initially

intrigued to move on from monolayers and study a TMD heterostructure in MDCS.

Specifically, reports of charge transfer by Hong et al. [22] and many others [23–27]

in these heterostructures without the ability to simultaneously resolve the electron

and hole transfer made us believe that there is value in studying TMDs with MDCS.

Moreover, Hao et al. [30] observed coherent coupling between excitons and trions in an

MoSe2 monolayer. Similarly, we expected the potential of coherent coupling between

intralayer excitons in TMD heterostructures. Chap. V discusses our initial results on

studying charge transfer and coherent coupling in an MoSe2/WSe2 heterostructure.

We extract rapid charge transfer times of 91± 9 fs for the electron and 149± 28 fs for

the hole transfer. We further demonstrate the presence of strong coherent coupling

between intralayer excitons residing in the MoSe2 and WSe2 layers. We also simulate

the optical response of the system using the optical Bloch equations (OBEs). On a

few picosecond time scale, we see signatures of “hot” ILE relaxation into the bound

ILE state, while longer time scales of hundreds of picoseconds reveal the ILE lifetime.

Through a combination of PL and many-body-sensitive MDCS experiments, we are

also extracting the binding energy of the ILEs.

Following this work, we were motivated to combine MDCS with imaging because

we noticed significant spatial inhomogeneity while acquiring the data. Faced with

the issue of hour-long scans when trying to implement spatially-addressed MDCS, we

decided to improve the acquisition speed of nonlinear imaging, especially in multi-

pulse experiments. The results of these deliberations, a novel lock-in amplification

scheme that enables us to combine MDCS with imaging at reasonable data acquisition

times, is discussed in Chap. VI. We present the lock-in design and elucidate how it

outperforms conventional lock-ins by efficiently suppressing adjacent modulations in
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multi-pulse experiments. The superiority is demonstrated through both simulations

and experiments on an MoSe2/distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) sample.

Newly enabled to perform multidimensional coherent imaging spectroscopy (MD-

CIS), we put this technique to use in Chap. VII to study the strain-induced changes of

homogeneous and inhomogeneous linewidths across an MoSe2 monolayer. We visual-

ize significant changes in areas of high tensile strain, especially in the inhomogeneous

linewidth. We further visualize strain across an MoSe2/WSe2 heterostructure through

large resonance shifts and show the robustness of coherent coupling, interlayer charge

transfer, and ILE lifetimes across the sample despite the presence of considerable and

complex strain. Specifically, we find that 81% of the sample shows robust coherent

coupling, while 91% shows robust charge transfer.

Having established the usefulness of nonlinear spectroscopic imaging and ma-

terial properties such as dephasing time for the assessment of sample quality, we

were intrigued by the potential of nonlinear imaging for in-situ sample and material

characterization. Further accelerating the extraction of relevant sample properties

became necessary, encouraging us to apply smart scanning and sampling schemes in

the temporal domain. Chap. VIII discusses how to rapidly extract dephasing times,

inhomogeneous broadening, and population decay times. We experimentally demon-

strate the extraction of FWM intensity, dephasing times, exciton population decay

times, and dark exciton state distribution from these rapid measurements that can

be performed within minutes.

On the techniques side, the body of work of this thesis has seen a clear transi-

tion from sophisticated spectroscopic techniques, to coupling them with imaging, to

simplifying the spectroscopy side of things to get spatial information faster. Simi-

larly, the technique development has enabled new insights into exciton dynamics in

TMD monolayers and heterostructures that further the development of devices with

this group of materials. Chap. IX summarizes the findings and gives a perspective
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on what is next for understanding TMDs, their applications, including photovoltaics

and quantum information, and accelerating nonlinear imaging techniques.
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CHAPTER II

Excitons in Van-der-Waals Materials

2.1 Introduction

Excitons, bound states of an electron and a hole, are at the heart of many optical

applications of van-der-Waals (vdW) materials and TMDs in devices. This chapter

introduces the theory behind the formation of excitons and how they interact with

their environment. Fundamentally, this chapter tries to answer three questions:

1. What is an exciton?

2. How does an exciton form?

3. What happens to an exciton after formation?

We first discuss the Schrödinger equation and Bloch’s theorem for an electron in

a periodic potential, leading to the concept of the band structure in materials. We

will also describe how to interpret band structures with regard to direct vs. indirect

band gaps and electron and hole effective masses. Subsequently, we introduce the

concept of the exciton, explaining how it forms and alters the optical absorption

of semiconductors. In this context, we specifically discuss the binding energy of

excitons and how it is affected by electron and hole effective masses and the dielectric

environment. The latter is crucial in the following, where we focus on the band
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structure evolution from bulk TMDs to monolayer TMDs and the transition from an

indirect to a direct band gap. We also discuss other features of the monolayer TMD

band structure, such as the strong spin-orbit coupling, a spin-valley coupling that has

raised interest in TMDs for valleytronics applications, and the high binding energies

of several hundred meVs of excitons in monolayer TMDs. We then introduce how

excitons interact with their environment in semiconductors - leading to the observed

effects of inhomogeneity, dephasing, and decay. Subsequently, we first discuss the

history of semiconductor heterostructures in epitaxially-grown QWs before diving

into TMD heterostructures. We specifically highlight the additional pathways for

excitons to interact and change: Charge transfer of the electron and holes, leading

to the subsequent formation of ILEs, energy transfer, and coherent coupling between

intralayer excitons. Lastly, we touch upon Moiré superlattices and their ability to

further alter the exciton physics in TMD materials.

2.2 Bulk Semiconductors and Band Structure

Materials are commonly classified into conductors, insulators, and semiconduc-

tors, according to their ability to conduct electricity. Conductors (e.g., metals) show

a high conductance, and insulators show a very low conductance. However, while in-

trinsically semiconductors are poor conductors, they are intriguing due to their ability

to transition between low and high conductance through techniques such as doping

or gating. The physical processes behind this behavior are best understood through

the electronic band structure.

The band structure can be derived from the Schrödinger equation for the wave

function Ψ(r) single electron in a bulk crystal

HΨ(r) =

[
− ℏ

2m
∇2 + U(r)

]
Ψ(r) = EΨ(r) . (2.1)
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with H being the Hamiltonian of the system, m the mass of the electron, and U(r) the

periodic potential of the crystal lattice, which fulfills U(r+R) = U(r). According to

Bloch’s theorem, solutions for the wave function can then be expressed as the product

of a plane wave envelope function and a periodic Bloch function un,k(r) [1],

Ψn,k(r) = eik·run,k(r) , (2.2)

where the plane wave vector in the crystal, k, is proportional to the crystal momentum

p = ℏk, and the band index, n, accounts for the fact that there are many solutions

to the Schrödinger equation for any given k. The energy eigenvalues En(k) for the

eigenfunctions Ψn,k(r) are hence defined as a function of the crystal momentum k and

describe the energies of the electronic states an electron can occupy. The k-dependent

energy values are referred to as the band structure.

k points

En
er

gy

π/a0-π/a0-3π/a0 3π/a00
k points

En
er

gy

π/a0-π/a0 0

(a) (b)

Figure 2.1: Schematic of a simple electronic band structure, showing the energy
eigenvalues as a function of k points. Here, a0 denotes the lattice period. (a) Band
structure with |k| values larger than π/a0. (b) Band structure with all bands folded
into the first Brillouin zone.

Although the k vector is three-dimensional, plotting this is rather inconvenient.

Hence, a common way of plotting band structures involves plotting the energy values
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along straight lines connecting high symmetry points in k-space, as done in Fig. 2.1.

In Fig. 2.1(a), we show the schematic of a single band. It is easy to show from Eq. 2.2

that the energy eigenvalues are periodic with the reciprocal lattice vector K. Thus,

the band along a single k axis is only defined for the range 0 to π/a0, with a0 being

the lattice period. The dispersion relation for larger k values gets folded back into

the Brillouin zone, such that the dispersion relation for π/a0 < |k| < 2π/a0 defines

the second energy band, 2π/a0 < |k| < 3π/a0 defines the third, and so on [2]. The

back folding is illustrated in Fig. 2.1(b), which shows the same band structure as in

Fig. 2.1(a), but with the bands folded back into the range 0 < |k| < π/a0, often

referred to as the (first) Brillouin zone.

With the band structure, the distinction between insulators, semiconductors, and

conductors can be understood: The electrons will fill the available states, dictated

by the band structure, from the lowest energy up. The highest filled energy level at

T = 0 K is called the valence band, while the first unfilled level above the valence

band is called the conduction band. In insulators, these two bands will be several

eVs apart, with the Fermi level in between, while in metals, the Fermi level is mid-

band, resulting in one partially filled band. In the latter case, electrons can be easily

scattered into unoccupied conduction band states through externally applied electric

fields. In insulators, band gaps are too large for electrons to overcome easily, even

when applying moderately strong external electric fields (e.g., irradiation with visible

light). Some semiconductors have band gaps that fall within the visible to near-

infrared spectrum, with GaAs having a band gap of 1.42 eV at room temperature [3]

and monolayers of various TMDs in the range of 1.57 eV for MoSe2 to 2.03 eV for

WS2 [4]. Electrons in semiconductors can hence be excited into the conduction band

by application of an external light field in the case of direct band gaps.

The band gap in semiconductors can either be direct or indirect, as illustrated

in Fig. 2.2 along k points in one dimension. For a direct band gap (Fig. 2.2(a)), the
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of the difference in band structure for a (a) direct and (b)
indirect band gap. For a direct band gap, a photon (solid black arrow) is sufficient to
transfer an electron from the valence to the conduction band and vice versa. For an
indirect band gap, additional momentum, e.g., through a phonon (horizontal green
arrow), is needed for electron relaxation (dashed black arrow).

minimum of the conduction band and maximum of the valence band have the same

crystal momentum k. In this case, a photon can directly excite an electron from

the valence to the conduction band, leaving behind a hole in the conduction band.

Similarly, an electron can directly emit a photon when relaxing from the conduction

back into the valence band and recombining with a hole.

For an indirect band gap, however, the minimum of the conduction band and

maximum of the valence band have different k-vectors (Fig. 2.2(b)). While a higher

energy photon can excite an electron from the valence to the conduction band (dashed

arrow), the same is not true for the emission process: Equilibrium electrons are

at the minimum of the conduction band, and because of momentum conservation

constraints, momentum needs to be transferred for the electron and hole (situated

at the maximum of the valence band) to recombine. The momentum of a photon,

p = h/λ, is small for photons with energies in the range of semiconductor band gaps.

In this case, phonons, the quasiparticles for lattice vibrations, need to be emitted or

absorbed (green arrow) for an electron to relax through this band gap (solid arrow),

significantly lowering the probability of this process.
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Figure 2.3: Electronic band structure of a monolayer of MoSe2 obtained from first
principle calculations in Ref. 5. The top of the valence band is highlighted in blue, and
the bottom of the conduction band is highlighted in red. The black arrow highlights
the direct band gap around the K-point. Figure adapted from Ref. 5.

In general, semiconductor band structures are complicated and are commonly

calculated using first principles, ab-initio density functional theory (DFT) [4–10]. We

plot the band structure for a monolayer of MoSe2 obtained from DFT calculations by

Kumar et al. [5] in Fig. 2.3.

Near high symmetry points, e.g., around the K-point of the Brillouin zone where

the smallest direct band gap can be found for TMDs, the band structure can be

approximated to be quadratic

E(k) = Eg +
ℏ2|k|2

2meff

, (2.3)

with the band gap at the K-point, Eg, and the effective mass of the electron/hole, meff .

Given the positive curvature of the conduction band and the negative curvature of

the valence band, the effective mass for the two bands differs, with the effective mass

for the valence band being negative. However, since the mass of a hole is opposite to

that of the band electrons, holes still have a positive effective mass.

In the discussion thus far, electrons and holes have been treated as independent

particles. However, this is not strictly true in semiconductors, where Coulomb inter-
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actions and many-body effects play a significant role and alter the material properties,

as discussed in the following section.

2.3 Excitons

When an electron gets excited from the valence band into the conduction band,

leaving behind a positively charged hole, the electron and hole can bind together

through attraction mediated by their Coulomb interaction [11]. This bound electron-

hole state is called an exciton.

Because of the Coulomb force, the wave function of the bound state contains

elements of the hydrogenic wave function, describing the binding of the electron and

hole while also having components of the Bloch function from the single electron/hole

wave functions [2]. The energy of the exciton is [12]

E(n,k) =
ℏ2

2M
|k|2 + Eg − EB , (2.4)

with the exciton center-of-mass wave vector, k = ke +kh, the electron and hole wave

vectors, ke,h, the total mass, M = me + mh, the electron and hole effective masses,

me,h, the band gap of the semiconductor, Eg, and the binding energy EB. The binding

energy is

EB =
ER

n2
, (2.5)

with the principle quantum number (band index) of the exciton, n, and the exciton

Rydberg constant, ER. The exciton Rydberg constant is

ER =
µe4

2ϵ2ℏ2
, (2.6)

with the exciton reduced mass, µ = memh/(me + mh), elementary charge e, and

the background dielectric constant ϵ. The center-of-mass momentum of an optically-
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Figure 2.4: Schematic of the optical absorption of a semiconductor showing the
absorption due to the exciton states and the absorption above the free particle band
gap. The inset shows the energy structure of the semiconductor. Figure adapted
from Ref. 14.

created exciton is negligibly small in Eq. 2.4, therefore, the ℏ2
2M

|k|2 term is often

approximated to be zero. Eq. 2.5 is only true for a three-dimensional bulk material.

For the TMD monolayers discussed later, no closed expression for the binding energy

can be obtained. In this case, the binding energy can be calculated through the

Bethe-Salpeter equation, or 2D Wannier models [13].

A schematic of the resulting energy structure, together with the material’s ab-

sorption, is shown in Fig. 2.4. The free particle band gap (between the vacuum state

and the free particle states (FP)) corresponds to the band gap between the con-

duction and valence band in the aforementioned band structure. However, Eq. 2.4

shows that the n = 1 exciton is a binding energy EB below the free particle band

gap, resulting in an energetically lower optical band gap. The higher exciton states

can then be found between the n = 1 exciton and the free particle band gap, with

higher states having decreasing energy spacing until the free particle band gap is

reached. Absorption occurs at energies above the free particle band gap, and the

Coulomb interaction between electrons and holes increases the continuum absorption

(“Coulomb/Sommerfeld enhancement”) [2]. However, the absorption of the exciton

states below the free particle band gap is significantly stronger.
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Although we have thus far described the energetic structure as atom-like, there is

an important distinction from this simplified picture: As seen in Fig. 2.4, the exciton

states show an energetically broad absorption. As discussed in Sec. 2.5 and Chap. VII,

the linewidths associated with exciton transitions can be broadened by the many in-

teraction channels excitons have with their environment. The environment is also

crucial for the binding energy, which predominantly depends on the dielectric con-

stant ϵ and the effective masses me,h for the electron and hole, as further discussed

in the following section. As an example, the effective masses for electrons and holes

in GaAs yield a reduced exciton mass of around 0.06 m0 (depending on the mea-

surement) [15], with the free electron mass m0, while the reduced mass of hydrogen

is approximately 1 m0 [16]. Meanwhile, the dielectric constant ϵ of GaAs is around

13.56ϵ0 [17], while the dielectric constant of Hydrogen is approximately 1ϵ0 [18], with

the vacuum permittivity ϵ0. Hence, despite the similarities in mathematical treat-

ment and because of a lower reduced mass and higher dielectric constant, the binding

energy of excitons in semiconductors, including GaAs, is often significantly smaller

than the binding energy of hydrogen.

2.4 Bulk vs. Monolayer Transition Metal Dichalcogenides

The discussion of band structures and excitons has been kept general so far and

applies to various semiconductor samples. This thesis, however, is dedicated to TMDs,

which show particularly interesting band structure and excitonic properties.

As shown in Fig. 2.5, MoSe2 experiences a transition from indirect band gap to

direct band gap as its thickness decreases from bulk to the monolayer limit. This

transition is caused by the indirect band gap gradually blueshifting due to quantum

confinement as the material thickness is decreased. As a result, in the monolayer

limit, the valence band maximum and conduction band minimum can both be found

at the K-point, transitioning the material from an indirect to a direct band gap.
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The direct band gap only arises for a true monolayer and not the bilayer, which still

shows an indirect band gap. As shown in Ref. 5, this behavior is reproducible for

many TMDs.
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Figure 2.5: Electronic band structure for bulk, 8-layer, 6-layer, 4-layer, bilayer, and
monolayer MoSe2, obtained from first principle calculations in [5]. The black arrows
show the lowest energy band gap, which transitions from indirect to direct for the
monolayer limit. Figure adapted from Ref. 5.

When this transition toward direct band gaps in TMDs was first experimentally

discovered by the groups of Feng Wang [19] and Tony Heinz [14] in 2010, it led to a

flurry of interest, creating the field of optically active van-der-Waals materials. The

field has subsequently been propelled forward by the strong light-matter interaction

exhibited by this group of materials: Reduced Coulomb screening in two-dimensional

(2D) materials [10, 19, 20] results in transition dipole moments almost two orders

of magnitudes higher than for GaAs QWs. This strong light-matter coupling leads

to an intriguing potential for optoelectronic device applications using TMDs, with
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many device prototypes already being realized, including phototransistors [21], logic

circuits [22, 23], and light-producing and harvesting devices [24–27] among others.

Further contributing to the application potential of these materials is the high

binding energy of excitons in these materials, determined to be on the order of

500 meV [28–33], far exceeding binding energies in bulk GaAs [34] and GaAs QWs

[35] by orders of magnitude and rendering excitons in TMDs stable well beyond room

temperature. This significant increase in binding energy can be traced back to Eq. 2.5

and Eq. 2.6: Monolayer TMDs show a reduced background dielectric constant ϵ com-

pared to thicker samples (including QWs) because their surroundings are vacuum (or

lower index materials such as hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) for encapsulated sam-

ples) instead of bulk material. Hence, the Rydberg energy ER significantly increases,

and so does the exciton binding energy.

σ+

ΔSOC < 0c

K+

MoX2

K-

σ- σ+ σ-

ΔSOC > 0c

WX2

(a) (b)

Figure 2.6: Schematic illustration of conduction and valence bands for the K+ and
K− valley of a MoX2 (a) and WX2 (b) monolayer. Figure adapted from Ref. 14.

Because of symmetry considerations, the direct band gap of monolayer TMDs is

located at the K (K+) and -K (K−) points of the Brillouin zone. Strong spin-orbit

coupling is present at the K+/K− points, leading to spin-split bands. Since the

two points of the Brillouin zone are connected by time-reversal symmetry, the spin-

polarization of the two bands is opposite at the K+ and K− points [36]. A schematic

of the band structure for a monolayer of MX2 (M=Mo, W; X=Se, S, Te) at the

K+ and K− points is shown in Fig. 2.6. The optical transitions are valley-selective,
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meaning that σ+-circularly polarized light can only excite transitions in the K+ valley,

while σ−-circularly polarized light can only excite transitions in the K− valley. This

spin-valley coupling has also raised interest in these materials for valleytronics [37,

38], where valleys (minima in the band structure) are used for quantum information

schemes, e.g., by storing information in the exciton valley pseudospin [39].

2.5 Excitons and Their Environment: Inhomogeneity, De-

phasing, and Decay

So far, the treatment of excitons and materials has assumed the idealized scenario

of infinite crystals with no defects. However, we know that this ideal scenario is

not true and that excitons are a product of their environment - the distribution and

inhomogeneity of exciton energies across the sample, dephasing and decay times,

as well as other relaxation and interaction channels, are both material and sample

specific, as we discuss in the following.

2.5.1 Inhomogeneity

Spatial inhomogeneity of exciton energies causes optical linewidths to be broad-

ened and is associated with a lower spatial coherence because the energy shifts destroy

the coherence between excitons.

In TMDs, the inhomogeneity of exciton energies can be caused by strain, wrin-

kling, flake deformations, cracks, changes in doping/trapped charges/impurities/defects,

and the free carrier concentration [40–43]. Some of these physical effects alter the

band structure of the material itself [43], while some change the dielectric environment

of a sample, affecting exciton energies according to Eq. 2.4.

As Martin et al. [44] demonstrated, encapsulation of TMD monolayers can sig-

nificantly lower the inhomogeneity, mainly by passivizing the monolayer from its
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environment. However, local strain changes can still lead to residual inhomogeneity

[40, 41, 44, 45].

2.5.2 Decay/Dephasing

The strong light-matter coupling for excitons in TMDs can be both a blessing and

a curse, depending on the desired application. While strong light-matter coupling

allows for efficient excitation of excitons, it also significantly impacts the dephasing

time and lifetime of the excited excitons. Decay and dephasing in semiconductors

in general is a complex phenomenon whose complete discussion is well beyond the

scope of this thesis. As Kira and Koch demonstrate in Ref. 46, effects such as hole

burning in exciton distributions due to fast radiative decay through spontaneous

emission and slow scattering from dark into bright exciton states, and polarization-

to-population transfer related to the concept of coherent and incoherent excitons,

play an important role for a complete discussion of decay and dephasing. Additional

phenomena, including exciton-exciton scattering that is the leading mechanism for

excitation-induced dephasing (EID) in TMDs [47], will not be discussed in detail

because the research in this thesis does not focus on these effects.

The population decay time of excitons, T1, can be expressed as T1 = 1/Γ, with

the decay rate

Γ =
1

T1
= Γrad + Γnon−rad , (2.7)

with Γrad describing the radiative decay rate, while Γnon−rad describes any additional,

non-radiative decay processes. Radiative decay stems from the exciton-light coupling:

Optically active excitons, defined as having a wave vector within the light dispersion

cone, |k| < E
ℏc , can decay by (spontaneous) electron-hole recombination and simulta-

neous emission of a photon, thus contributing to the radiative decay.

Furthermore, non-radiative decay processes can contribute to exciton population

decay. In non-radiative processes, no photon is emitted, but other incoherent pro-
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cesses, such as exciton-phonon scattering and scattering by defects, change the state

of the exciton. A typical example in TMDs is the decay into optically dark exciton

states that might be spin-forbidden or momentum-indirect such that no emission of

a photon can occur. Optically bright excitons in TMDs scatter into the momentum

dark states through exciton-phonon scattering, enabling transitions between different

valleys of the band structure [10, 48, 49]. Phonon-mediated and defect-scattering-

mediated spin-flip processes have been proposed for bright exciton transitions into

spin-dark states [50, 51]. Transitioning out of dark states is usually slow because

another scattering process is needed to transfer an exciton back into a bright excited

state or the ground state. As another example, spectral diffusion by inelastic scat-

tering of excitons into another excited state is common in many semiconductors [2],

which often requires the absorption or emission of a phonon to bridge the momen-

tum mismatch. Lastly, Auger recombination, a process without the involvement of

phonons, has been shown to occur in TMDs [52]. In this process, an electron and

hole can recombine and transfer their energy to a conduction band electron.

In dephasing processes, the phase of the exciton coherence (i.e., a fixed phase

relationship between ground and excited state excitonic wave functions) is destroyed.

Hence, it is often also referred to as the coherence time of the exciton system. All

processes that affect the population decay time of the excitons also affect the excitons

dephasing time T2 = 1/γ, with the decay rate

γ =
1

T2
= Γ/2 + γ∗ , (2.8)

and γ∗ denoting the intrinsic (pure) dephasing. Intrinsic dephasing describes pro-

cesses that decrease the dephasing time of excitons while not affecting the decay of

the exciton population. Intrinsic dephasing stems from elastic scattering processes,

such as scattering with phonons, or exciton-exciton scattering, that do not change
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the lifetime of the exciton coherence [53].

2.6 Excitons in Semiconductor Heterostructures

Although this thesis focuses on TMDs and their corresponding heterostructures, a

lot of the physics and observations for these materials have been informed by previous

work in other semiconductor nanostructures, such as QWs. What is often referred to

as ILEs in TMD heterostructures is well known as indirect excitons in QWs. Almost

three decades ago, Butov et al. [54] showed that when applying a gate voltage to

a coupled GaAs/aluminum arsenide (AlAs) QW, electrons reside in the AlAs QW

while holes reside in the GaAs QW. The band structure change with varying gate

voltage is illustrated in Fig. 2.7 for a symmetric QW. In the case of zero gate voltage

(Fig. 2.7(a)), i.e., no external electric field, the electron and hole ground states split

into symmetric (SS) and antisymmetric (AS) combinations, forming coupled well

excitons with the electron and hole wave function extending over the entire QW

structure [55]. However, when an external electric field is applied (Fig. 2.7(b)), the

Coulomb attraction changes, and electrons and holes will be confined in opposite

QWs, forming a spatially indirect exciton. Direct excitons with electrons and holes

in the same layer can also form in this scenario.

The motivation behind seeking out device applications with these spatially indirect

excitons is their increased lifetime because of the reduced electron-hole recombination

for spatially separated electrons and holes. High et al. have used indirect excitons in

QWs to create a cold exciton gas to form a model system for exploring the quantum

physics of cold bosons in solids [57]. Using indirect excitons, researchers have further

realized excitonic transistors [58] and excitonic integrated circuits [59]. While the

prospect of these devices is exciting, indirect excitons in QWs have relatively low

binding energies of only a few meVs [60]. The low binding energy renders these

devices mostly useless at room temperature because thermal excitation of electrons
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Figure 2.7: (a) Coupled QWs without external electric field (Vg = 0). AS and SS
denotes the asymmetric and symmetric extended states for the electrons and holes,
respectively. (b) With an external electric field (Vg > 0), indirect excitons with
electrons and holes residing in opposite QWs form. Figure adapted from Ref. 56.

can easily overcome this binding energy. In contrast, ILEs in TMD heterostructures

show large binding energies on the order of hundreds of meV [8, 61], rendering the

potential for devices based on these systems much more exciting.

2.7 Transition Metal Dichalcogenide Heterostructures

TMDs have not only received decade-long interest for their efficient light-matter

coupling and overall favorable excitonic properties - another reason for the consid-

erable attention that they have received is the strong tunability of their material

properties. Vertically stacking different TMD monolayers, as illustrated in Fig. 2.8,

allows for a variety of new physics. In TMD heterostructures, coherent coupling be-

tween excitons in different monolayers, electron and hole (charge) transfer, and the

formation of long-lived interlayer excitons with high binding energies and long valley

lifetimes have been observed, as discussed in Chap. I.

Heterostructure samples are usually manufactured by separately manufacturing

the monolayers before vertically stacking them by transferring one of the monolay-

ers onto the other, usually via poly(methylmethacrylate) (PMMA) stamps. In the

case of hBN encapsulated heterostructures, transferring takes even more steps, with
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Figure 2.8: 2D heterostructures can be assembled by vertically stacking layers of 2D
materials, conceptually similar to Lego. However, TMD heterostructures have more
degrees of freedom, including the twist angle between layers of different materials.
Figure adapted from Ref. 62.

each layer of the sample (hBN-TMD monolayer - TMD monolayer - hBN) being

transferred separately. Over the past decade, numerous techniques to fabricate high-

quality monolayer TMDs have been explored. The “standard” techniques are mechan-

ical exfoliation [63–65], liquid exfoliation [66–68], wet chemical growth [69, 70], and

chemical vapor deposition (CVD) growth [71–74]. While CVD growth is seen as the

most promising method for high-quality, large-area growth of TMDs [75], exfoliation

is currently treated as the gold standard for high-quality TMD samples.

2.7.1 Charge Transfer and Interlayer Excitons

One of the earliest interests in TMD heterostructures has been caused by the

observation of ultrafast charge transfer, first discovered by Hong et al. in 2014 for

a MoS2/WS2 heterostructure [76]. This charge transfer has been reproduced and

further studied in many TMD heterostructures ever since [6, 7, 77–80].

This charge transfer is enabled by the type-II band alignment most TMD heterostruc-

tures exhibit. The type-II band alignment of a MoSe2/WSe2 heterostructure is illus-

trated in Fig. 2.9. In the type-II band alignment, the maximum of the valence band

and the minimum of the conduction band reside in different layers. The electron en-
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Figure 2.9: Schematic of the type-II band alignment for a MoSe2/WSe2 heterostruc-
ture. Electrons and holes prefer to reside in different materials (layers) due to the
band alignment. The electrons and holes in different layers can bind together, form-
ing interlayer excitons (dashed ellipse). Figure adapted from Ref. 76.

ergetically prefers the conduction band minimum, while the hole energetically prefers

the valence band maximum. Hence, depending on whether an exciton has been ex-

cited in the MoSe2 or WSe2 layer, the electron or hole transfers into the other layer.

Recently, it has been shown for a MoS2/WSe2 heterostructure that the interlayer

tunneling process proceeds through intermediate dark exciton levels around the Σ

point [81]. Excitons formed at the K-valley tunnel rapidly, on a sub-50 fs timescale to

the Σ-valley, forming a dark intralayer-exciton state. Hybridization between the MoS2

and WSe2 valence bands is strong around the Σ point, and electron tunneling can

efficiently occur. As an additional channel during early times, the authors in Ref. 81

also observe resonant tunneling at the intersection points of the inter- and intralayer

dispersion relations, preserving energy and in-plane momentum of the excitons when

transitioning from the intralayer into the interlayer state.

After going through the charge transfer process, it has been shown that the elec-

trons and holes residing in different layers can also bind together, forming an ILE [7,

8, 77, 82, 83] that is conceptually very similar to the indirect excitons discussed in

Sec. 2.6. The generated ILEs exhibit nanosecond lifetimes [84–86] that are highly tun-

able by twist-angle [87]. They are therefore seen as potential candidates for qubits [88,

89], especially given their binding energies of hundreds of meVs [8, 9, 61], rendering
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them stable far beyond room temperature.

Besides charge transfer and interlayer exciton formation, energy transfer on the

scale of a few picoseconds has also been shown to occur in these materials [90].

2.7.2 Coherent Coupling

Excitons cannot only interact incoherently via charge transfer and incoherent

exciton-exciton scattering but can also exhibit a Raman-like non-radiative coherent

superposition between two excited states. This coherent coupling has been previously

observed in semiconductor bulk, quantum wells, and quantum dots [80, 91–98], as well

as MoSe2 monolayers [99, 100], and was first demonstrated in a TMD heterostructure

by us, as discussed in Ref. 101 and Chap. V.

The nature and origin of coherent coupling can best be understood in the diamond

level system displayed in Fig. 2.10. In this model, we take the ground state (E0), two

excited states for the excitons in the respective layers (EA,B), and a two-exciton

state (EAB) into account. Here, the dipole moment and energies for the ground

state-excited state transitions (|0⟩ → |A⟩ and |0⟩ → |B⟩, respectively) and excited

state-two-exciton state transitions (|B⟩ → |AB⟩ and |A⟩ → |AB⟩, respectively) are

degenerate in the case of no coherent interactions. As Hao et al. [100] discussed, this

model is equivalent to two independent two-level systems.

However, as first discussed by Bott et al. [102], interactions can lift the degeneracy

in different ways, depending on the type of interaction. For one, so-called biexcitonic

coupling (corresponding to an energy renormalization of the two-exciton state due to

static dipole-dipole or exchange interactions) either spectrally shifts the upper level of

the diamond (illustrated in Fig. 2.10(a) via the dashed line), or changes its dephasing

time, lifting the degeneracy. In contrast, the interaction between excitons can also

mix the single exciton states through transition dipole coupling (Förster, radiative).

This coupling changes the oscillator strength (illustrated in Fig. 2.10(b) through a
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Figure 2.10: Different coherent coupling mechanisms illustrated for a diamond level
system: (a) displays biexcitonic coupling, corresponding to an energy renormalization
of the two-exciton state, (b) displays coupling through the mixing of the single exciton
state wave functions.

decreased width of the transition arrows), effectively lifting the degeneracy while also

affecting the radiative decay rates of the transitions [80].

2.7.3 Moiré Superlattices

Although all TMD samples discussed throughout this thesis do not form moiré

patterns to the best of our knowledge, it would be remiss not to discuss moiré patterns

and the prospect of excitons in vdW moiré superlattices.

θ
θ

R-stacking H-stacking
(a) (b)

M
M’
X

Figure 2.11: (a) Moiré pattern formed when two TMD monolayers with small lattice
constant mismatch are aligned with a 2°twist-angle (R-stacking). The black diamond
shape shows the moiré supercell. (b) Moiré pattern formed in H-stacking where the
two monolayers are aligned with an angle close to 57°.
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Simply put, when stacking two atomically thin vdW layers with different lattice

constants or twist angle vertically, areas with near-perfect atomic overlap and ar-

eas with poor atomic overlap can be found. The resulting periodic variations in the

atomic alignment between the layers are illustrated in Fig. 2.11, where zones of near-

perfect overlap show up as white circles (corners of the black diamond). Both the

lattice constant mismatch between the two materials and the twist angle between

them determines the periodicity of the moiré superlattice. Common periodicities

for TMD heterostructures are on the order of 1-100 nm in near-commensurate het-

erostructures (where both TMD monolayers share the same chalcogen atom) [103–

105], with smaller supercell sizes of up to 8 nm for incommensurate heterostructures

[106–108]. This spatial variation in atomic alignment gives rise to a spatially depen-

dent energy landscape that is called the moiré potential. It has been shown that these

moiré potentials can reach values above 300 meV for the valence band and 150 meV

for the conduction band, significantly altering the energy landscape that excitons in

these materials experience [109].

The immense interest in these moiré superlattices is caused by the flat bands that

emerge in the band structure of these material systems. These flat bands allow for

the study of exciting physics, such as correlated insulator states, unconventional su-

perconductivity [110–114], and strongly correlated electronic phases [115–123]. Two

common material platforms that have emerged in the past decade for these moiré

superlattices are magic-angle twisted bilayer graphene [110–114, 124] and TMD het-

erostructures [115–120]. TMDs bear several advantages over twisted bilayer graphene:

Because of the sizeable band gap of TMDs, excitons are more thermally stable and can

be coupled to light. The strong spin-orbit coupling discussed in Sec. 2.4 also provides

opportunities for engineering topological bands and optical control of spins/valleys.

Moreover, the flat bands arise only at magic angles (e.g., 1.1◦) for twisted bilayer

graphene but exist over a wide range of twist angles for TMD heterostructures [115,
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125, 126].

Moiré excitons in TMD heterostructures can be found either in R-stacking (around

2◦) or H-stacking (around 57◦). The two different stackings are shown in Fig. 2.11(a)

and (b), respectively, and lead to differences in the resulting band structure and band

alignment [127]. Moiré excitons in TMD heterostructures were first experimentally

observed in 2019 by several groups [128–132]. Tran et al. [130] provide experimental

evidence of multiple broad linewidth (∼10 meV) ILEs that experience tight lateral

confinement due to the moiré potential by observing energy shifts in the ILEs PL

emission for different stacking angles. Seyler et al. show that ILEs trapped by the

moiré potential also show significantly narrowed (100x) linewidths of 100 µeV and

strong circular polarization [129] when excited at low power.

The observations of the broad and sharp resonances are not contradictory. Bai

et al. have shown, in agreement with [129], that the sharp features arise at lower

excitation intensities while the broad features arise at higher excitation densities

[108, 133]. They attribute the broad resonances to delocalized states and the sharp

resonances to zero-dimensional moiré potential traps.

2.8 Conclusions

This chapter introduces the fundamental exciton physics in TMDs that forms

the basis of the experimental results discussed in the following chapters. Most of

these physics, apart from the moiré potential, have been observed in one way or

another in more “traditional” semiconductor systems, such as bulk GaAs, GaAs QW,

and QDs. However, the quantitative scale of many of these properties serves as the

make-or-break criterion for many applications. What makes TMDs stand out is that

they have stronger light-matter coupling than many bulk, QW, and QD systems, as

well as a smaller spatial footprint with their atomic thickness and higher binding

energy of intralayer excitons and ILEs. The work in the following chapters focuses on
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quantifying the exciton properties of interest, such as inhomogeneity, homogeneous

broadening, charge transfer times, exciton population decay times, coherent coupling

strength, and decay times, both temporally and spatially.
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CHAPTER III

Theoretical Treatment of Nonlinear Spectroscopy

3.1 Introduction

In Chap. II, we established the exciting physical phenomena that render TMDs an

interesting and promising platform for device applications, from photodiodes to lasers

and beyond. To explore both the potential and limitations of this group of materials,

a thorough understanding of the fundamental physical processes in these materials

is necessary. We also introduced the concepts of homogeneous and inhomogeneous

linewidths and coherent and incoherent coupling. These are physical phenomena that

are hard, if not impossible, to distinguish using common linear and one-dimensional

nonlinear techniques (one-dimensional here meaning only resolving one frequency

axis, e.g., absorption or emission). MDCS can overcome many of these limitations

and thus is ideal for studying TMD monolayers and heterostructures.

We first introduce MDCS in this chapter from a purely theoretical perspective,

enabling us to understand the reasoning behind the experimental implementation

presented in Chap. IV. We start by introducing linear spectroscopy and the Lorentz

oscillator model, a good model to phenomenologically (and roughly quantitatively)

understand the concept of absorption. Subsequently, we work up from linear to non-

linear spectroscopy using the density matrix approach. In this context, we introduce

the different pulse excitation schemes for zero-quantum, one-quantum, and double-
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quantum implementations of MDCS, which allows us to access various physical prop-

erties of the TMD samples. The density matrix then leads us to the OBEs employed

in Chap. V to simulate the optical response of a MoSe2/WSe2 heterostructure.

Subsequently, we discuss the different MDCS spectra (rephasing vs. non-rephasing,

one-quantum vs. zero-quantum), how to interpret them, and how to extract quanti-

tative information such as homogeneous and inhomogeneous linewidths from them.

3.2 An Introduction to Linear Spectroscopy and Linear Ab-

sorption

3.2.1 Linear Spectroscopy

The most fundamental idea behind (linear) spectroscopy is the desire to learn

about and understand a material when other experimental techniques are not feasible.

One of the first instances of spectroscopy is the determination of the gas content of

planets [2]. Still, spectroscopy is also used in applications as varying as the detection

of explosives [3, 4], semiconductor characterization [5–7], chemical analysis [8], and

pulse oximetry [9], a staple of everyone’s doctor’s visit nowadays. The idea behind all

of these techniques is mostly the same: The spectral characteristics of the sample (i.e.,
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of a linear spectroscopy experiment: An excitation laser im-
pinges on the sample. The sample response is subsequently recorded with a spec-
trometer. Figure adapted from [1].
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the sample response as a function of wavelength/energy) yield absorption/emission

energies, linewidths, and more, revealing important information about the sample.

Many linear spectroscopy experiments look similar to Fig. 3.1, where a laser is

directed at a sample of interest. The sample absorbs part of the initial laser radiation

(and can also emit radiation), and the response of the laser-sample interaction is sent

to a spectrometer to spectrally resolve the sample response. In a simplified expla-

nation, a grating-based spectrometer consists of a diffraction grating that disperses

different wavelengths at different angles and a camera that records the resulting sig-

nal. Because different wavelengths impinge on different pixels, a measured intensity

as a function of wavelength can be retrieved, as shown on the right of Fig. 3.1.

Two common modes of operation are either recording the amount of absorbed light

by comparing the spectrum with and without the sample (absorption spectroscopy)

or looking at the PL the sample emits after initial absorption of the laser light (PL-

spectroscopy).

A good first model for understanding light absorption is the Lorentz oscillator

model, introduced by Dutch physicist Hendrik Lorentz in the 19th century, which

models the response of bound electrons to external optical excitation.

3.2.2 The Lorentz Oscillator Model

When applying an external electric field E(t) to a material, the electrons of charge

e will experience a force

F = −eE(t) . (3.1)

The displacement r for a single electron, caused by the external electric field, then

leads to a dipole with a dipole moment

p = −er . (3.2)
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The collective dipole moment of all electrons in the material is then

p =
∑
n

−ern , (3.3)

with rn being the displacement of the nth electron. The macroscopic polarization P,

defined as the dipole moment per unit volume, can then be obtained as

P = Np , (3.4)

with the electron density N .

The electric displacement field D, which can be thought of as the effective electric

field in a material, can be obtained as the sum of the external electric field E and the

polarization P of the electrons, which often opposes the external electric field:

D = ϵ0E + P , (3.5)

with the vacuum permittivity ϵ0.

An expression for the polarization must thus be found to determine the displace-

ment field. The Lorentz oscillator model for the material’s polarization describes an

electron orbiting a stationary nucleus as a spring-mass-damper system. We consider

the driving force Fdriving = −eE(t) caused by the external electric field, the spring

force Fspring = mω0
2r, and a damping force Fdamping = m

τ
ṙ. Here, τ is the relax-

ation/scattering time, ω0 the resonance frequency of the oscillator, which is given

by ω0 =
√
k/m with k being the spring constant and m the effective mass of the

electron. As a result, the equation of motion for the electron,

r̈ +
1

τ
ṙ + ω0

2r = − e

m
E(t) , (3.6)
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is that of a driven, damped, harmonic oscillator [10].

Using a time-harmonic electric field, E(ω, t) = E0e
−iωt and making a time-harmonic

ansatz for r(ω, t) = r0e
−iωt, we then obtain

r(ω, t) =
−e/m

ω0
2 − ω2 − iω/τ

E(ω, t) , (3.7)

for the electron displacement. Using Eq. 3.3 and Eq. 3.4, we obtain

P(ω, t) = P̃(ω)e−iωt = −Ner(ω, t) (3.8)

=
Ne2

m

([
ω0

2 − ω2

(ω0
2 − ω2)2 + (ω/τ)2

]
+ i

[
ω/τ

(ω0
2 − ω2)2 + (ω/τ)2

])
E0e

−iωt ,

(3.9)

for the polarization. Here, we have separated the complex expression for r(ω, t) into

its real and imaginary parts. The static, time-independent part of the polarization

(without the plane wave) is often expressed in terms of the external electric field as

P̃(ω) = ϵ0χ(ω)E0 , (3.10)

with the vacuum permittivity ϵ0, and the susceptibility χ(ω) defined as

χ(ω) =
Ne2

ϵ0m

([
ω0

2 − ω2

(ω0
2 − ω2)2 + (ω/τ)2

]
+ i

[
ω/τ

(ω0
2 − ω2)2 + (ω/τ)2

])
. (3.11)

The imaginary part of the susceptibility corresponds to absorption, while the real

part corresponds to refraction. Thus, the interference of the macroscopic polarization

P and the external electric field leads to features such as absorption dips in linear

absorption spectroscopy.
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3.3 The Density Matrix Approach

Eventually, the approximations of the Lorentz-oscillator model break down for

the solid-state systems treated in this thesis. We must move from our classical,

phenomenological approach toward a quantum mechanical description. Again, the

final goal is to find an expression for the polarization P. In this section, we use the

density matrix, which describes the quantum state of a physical system [11].

The density matrix of a pure quantum state |ψ⟩ is defined as

ρ = |ψ⟩ ⟨ψ| . (3.12)

Expanding the wave function ψ in a basis |n⟩, we can write

|ψ⟩ =
∑
n

cn |n⟩ , (3.13)

and similarly

⟨ψ| =
∑
m

cm
∗ ⟨m| . (3.14)

The amplitude coefficients cn need to fulfill
∑

n |cn|2, i.e., the total probability of being

in either of the available states is one. The density matrix can then be described in

the Hilbert space spanned by the states |n⟩ as

ρ =
∑
n,m

cncm
∗ |n⟩ ⟨m| , (3.15)

with specific elements of the density matrix

ρn,m = ⟨n| ρ |m⟩ = cncm
∗ . (3.16)

While every wave function |ψ⟩ can be expressed as a density matrix, the latter is often
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more general, and more powerful for describing the optical processes in this thesis.

For example, if a physical system has a 50% probability of being either in state |0⟩ or

|1⟩ (a realistic scenario for exciton populations after dephasing), the density matrix

of the mixed state is

ρ =
1

2

1 0

0 1

 , (3.17)

which is distinct from the density matrix for a quantum superposition of the two

states, |ψ⟩ = (|0⟩ + |1⟩)/
√

2, in which case

ρ =
1

2

1 1

1 1

 . (3.18)

Before diving more deeply into how to describe the time-dependent evolution of a

quantum system in this framework, it is helpful to remind ourselves how this density

matrix leads to our eventual goal of determining the polarization P.

In Eq. 3.4 we used the classical value of the dipole moment to calculate the polar-

ization P. Here, instead of having a classical value for the dipole moment, we need

to calculate the expectation value of the corresponding operator. The polarization P

can then be calculated as the expectation value of the dipole operator

µ =

 0 µ01

µ10 0

 , (3.19)

with the transition dipole moment µij = ⟨i|er|j⟩. In the following, we will omit the

vector notation for r,µ, and P for simplicity.

Because in quantum mechanics, the expectation value of an operator µ is defined

as the trace of the operator applied to the density matrix,

⟨µ⟩ = ⟨ψ|µ|ψ⟩ = Tr(µρ) , (3.20)
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the polarization can be obtained as

P (t) = Tr(µρ(t)) . (3.21)

Therefore, by calculating the time-dependent density matrix ρ(t), we can obtain a

quantum mechanical expression for the polarization.

It follows rather straightforwardly from the Schrödinger equation that the time-

evolution of the density matrix is given by the Liouville-von Neumann equation

ρ̇ = − i

ℏ
[H, ρ] . (3.22)

This description is exact; however, approximations are commonly made when describ-

ing the Hamiltonian H. Here we approximate the Hamiltonian as

H(t) = H0 + V (t) ,

with the system Hamiltonian H0 and a small perturbation V (t) that stems from the

interaction of the system with an external light field.

We start with a simple two-level system, with a ground state |0⟩ and an excited

state |1⟩. Instead of treating this as an isolated system, we will let the system interact

with its environment, assuming it is within the Markovian limit [11, 12] for the

system-bath coupling. The Markovian limit describes a system with “no memory”

and leads to exponential dephasing of the material’s optical response [11]. For the

sample systems studied in this work, this is a reasonable approximation, although

other frameworks to describe more complicated systems exist [11] and have to be

applied to study the dynamics of colloidal QDs [13], for example. In this case, the
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system Hamiltonian H0 can be written as

H0 =

ϵ0 0

0 ϵ1

 , (3.23)

with the energy eigenvalues ϵ0,1 for the ground and excited state, respectively. The

light-field-interaction Hamiltonian can then be written as

V (t) =

 0 −µE(t)

−µE(t) 0

 , (3.24)

with the transition dipole operator µ and the external electric field E(t). The resulting

differential equations for the evolution of the density matrix elements then read

ρ̇ =
d

dt

ρ00 ρ01

ρ10 ρ11


= − i

ℏ

 −µE(t)ρ10 + µE(t)ρ01 ρ01(ϵ0 − ϵ1) + µE(t)(ρ00 − ρ11)

ρ10(ϵ1 − ϵ0) + µE(t)(ρ11 − ρ00) µE(t)ρ10 − µE(t)ρ01

 .

(3.25)

3.3.1 Liouville Representation and Optical Bloch Equations

It is often more convenient to represent Eq. 3.25 in the Liouville representation



ρ̇01

ρ̇10

ρ̇00

ρ̇11


= − i

ℏ



ϵ0 − ϵ1 0 −µE(t) µE(t)

0 ϵ1 − ϵ0 µE(t) −µE(t)

−µE(t) µE(t) 0 0

µE(t) −µE(t) 0 0


·



ρ01

ρ10

ρ00

ρ11


, (3.26)
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such that

ρ̇ = − i

ℏ
Lρ , (3.27)

with the superoperator L. The convenience of this description is that adding ad-

ditional physics, such as dephasing and decay (relaxation), can be simply done by

writing

ρ̇ = − i

ℏ
Lρ− Γρ , (3.28)

with another superoperator for the relaxation, Γ. Adding dephasing, the equations

of motion for the density matrix read

ρ̇00 = − i
ℏ(−µE(t)ρ10 + µE∗(t)ρ01) + Γ11ρ11

ρ̇01 = ρ01(
i
ℏ(ϵ1 − ϵ0) + Γ01) − iµE(t)

ℏ (ρ00 − ρ11)

ρ̇10 = ρ10(− i
ℏ(ϵ1 − ϵ0) + Γ10) + iµE(t)

ℏ (ρ00 − ρ11)

ρ̇11 = − i
ℏ(−µE(t)ρ10 + µE∗(t)ρ01) − Γ11ρ11

, (3.29)

or more compactly

ρ̇ij = − i

ℏ
∑
k

(Hikρkj − ρikHkj) − Γijρij , (3.30)

with the relaxation rate Γij = (Γi + Γj)/2 + γij
ph containing contributions from the

population decay rate Γi,j of state i,j, as well as pure dephasing γij
ph (i ̸= j) [14]. The

model of simple exponential decay for dephasing can be justified by a more rigorous

treatment of energy fluctuations and lineshape theory [12]. Eqs. 3.30 are called the

OBEs [14], which describe the time evolution of the quantum system when perturbed

by an external harmonic electric field.
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3.4 Limitations of Linear Spectroscopy

While tremendously useful, there are also severe limitations and ambiguities in

linear spectroscopy that hinder a deep and thorough understanding of the underlying

material.
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Figure 3.2: Ambiguity in linear/one-dimensional spectroscopy experiments: These
experiments will measure the spectrum on the left, which can be either caused by
an ensemble of emitters with the same resonance frequency and broad linewidth
(right-top panel) or an ensemble of narrow linewidth emitters with varying resonance
energies (right-bottom panel).

A classic example of the ambiguity in linear spectroscopy is shown in Fig. 3.2.

From the spectrum on the left, which would be obtained in a linear spectroscopy ex-

periment (e.g., absorption or PL), it is not inherently clear if a single, broad linewidth

emitter is observed (top-right panel), or if an ensemble of narrow linewidth emitters

that are shifted in their resonance energy with respect to each other (bottom-right

panel) is observed. The difference in implication for the two scenarios is significant:

Commonly, linewidths from PL measurements on TMDs are cited and assumed to

be in the homogeneous limit of the upper-right panel of Fig. 3.2 and hence a measure

of the homogeneous linewidth [15–18]. However, as illustrated from the bottom-right

panel, the individual linewidths of the emitters, corresponding to the homogeneous

linewidth, could be much narrower. As shown by Martin et al. [19], this is indeed the
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case for TMDs. The distinction between homogeneous and inhomogeneous linewidths

is important because the physics fundamentally differs: The homogeneous linewidth

is a measurement of the true dephasing of the material, while the inhomogeneous

linewidth is a measurement of the inhomogeneity of the ensemble. In gases, a com-

mon source of inhomogeneous broadening is Doppler broadening, caused by the ran-

dom movement of the atoms and the associated Doppler shift [20]. In semiconductor

nanostructures such as QDs and QWs, the inhomogeneous broadening is caused by

an inhomogeneity in size. In TMDs, they are more commonly an indicator of strain

and changes in thedielectric environment, as discussed in Ref. 19 and Chap. VII.

Another example of the shortcomings of linear spectroscopy is the inability to

measure coupling between resonances. In its simplest way, coupling can be described

as the excitation of one resonance at a particular frequency affecting the response of

a different resonance at a different frequency. As explained in Chap. II, this coupling

can be either coherent or incoherent and can have several physical causes, such as

dipole-dipole interactions, wave function overlap, charge transfer, and energy transfer.

However, linear spectroscopies have no means to measure this coupling, as shown in

Fig. 3.3, because only one frequency axis is resolved. Moreover, no temporal dynamics

that could hint towards coupling, e.g., through quantum beats or signal increase due
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Figure 3.3: Linear spectrum for a system with two species. Resolving a single
frequency axis, we cannot obtain any information about potential coupling between
the two species. Figure adapted from [1].
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to incoherent coupling processes, can be accessed in linear spectroscopy. In this

case, the occurrence of two peaks just yields information about the presence of two

resonances but not their coupling.

3.5 Nonlinear Spectroscopy in the Density Matrix Treat-

ment

Nonlinear spectroscopies can overcome the limitations of linear spectroscopies with

regard to deconvolving the sample response. A nonlinear response of the material

can be found in regimes of high-intensity electric fields, such as high-intensity light

fields, which will inevitably drive the electron discussed in the Lorentz oscillator model

(Sec. 3.2.2) beyond the approximation of a linear restoring force, yielding a breakdown

of the simple harmonic oscillator model.

In this case, Eq. 3.10 does not remain true, and P will not only depend linearly

on the electric field E but can instead be expanded in powers of E,

P = ϵ0(χ
(1) · E + χ(2) · E · E + χ(3) · E · E · E + O(E4)) , (3.31)

with χ(n) denoting the n-th order susceptibility of the material. While often omitted,

the electric field is a vector; hence χ(n) is a tensor. Because χ(n) gets increasingly

smaller with increasing n, higher electric field strengths are needed to have noticeable

contributions from the higher orders.

How do we connect the perturbative expansion of the polarization with the density

matrix approach? Recalling the Liouville-von Neumann Eq. 3.22, we can try to solve

this differential equation by integration

ρ(t) = − i

ℏ

t∫
−∞

dt′ [H(t′), ρ(t)] . (3.32)
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and applying a perturbative expansion similar to Eq. 3.31 to the density matrix

ρ(t) = ρ(0)(t) + ρ(1)(t) + ρ(2)(t) + ρ(3)(t) + O(ρ(4)(t)) , (3.33)

where ρn(t) is the n-th order density matrix.

The system will start in the state ρ(0) and, after one interaction with the light

field, will be in the state

ρ(1)(t) = − i

ℏ

t∫
−∞

dt′[H(t′), ρ(0)(t)] . (3.34)

By induction, it is then straightforward to show that the n-th order density matrix

can be found as

ρ(n)(t) = − i

ℏ

t∫
−∞

dt′[H(t′), ρ(n−1)(t)] . (3.35)

When working in the interaction picture and rotating wave approximation [12], it can

be shown that this can be expressed more conveniently as [21]

ρij
(n)(t) = − i

ℏ

t∫
−∞

dt′[V (t′), ρ(n−1)(t′)]ije
−Ωij(t−t′)dt′ , (3.36)

with the complex resonance frequency

Ωij = ωij − iγij with ωij =
Ei − Ej

ℏ
. (3.37)

Hence, each interaction with the electric field contained in the perturbation V (t)

increases the order of the density matrix by one. The so-called rotating-wave ap-

proximation employed to obtain Eq. 3.36 can be understood from the fact that the

electric field of a single laser pulse can be written as E(t) = 2A(t) · cos(ω0t) =

A(t) · (e−iω0t + eiω0t). Inserting this electric field into Eq. 3.36 yields a term rapidly
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oscillating with t′ and a term slowly oscillating with t′ for the respective exponential

functions. The rapidly oscillating term will average out upon integration, so only the

slowly oscillating survives.

Since the work in this thesis employs third-order nonlinear spectroscopy, we will

focus on the third-order nonlinear polarization in the following, which is given by

P (3)(t) = Tr(µρ(3)(t)) , (3.38)

according to Eq. 3.21. The motivation behind employing third-order nonlinear tech-

niques is the information that can be gained by correlating absorption and emis-

sion energies of an underlying system or by observing the coupling between excited

states, as further discussed in Sec. 3.6. Because each interaction of the light field

with the material can only increment or decrement one side of the density matrix

(e.g., |0⟩ ⟨0| → |0⟩ ⟨1| or |0⟩ ⟨0| → |1⟩ ⟨0|), correlating the absorption polarization

field with the emission polarization field inherently requires at least three interac-

tions, i.e., a third-order nonlinear technique. Similarly, coupling between two excited

states requires at least two interactions, and because these coherences are commonly

non-radiative, a third interaction is needed to probe the system.

Separating the contributions from electric fields and material properties in Eq. 3.38

and using Eq. 3.36, we can write

P (3)(t) =

∞∫
0

dt3

∞∫
0

dt2

∞∫
0

dt1E(t−t3)E(t−t3−t2)E(t−t3−t2−t1)R(t3, t2, t1) , (3.39)

with R being the response function of the material [12]. Because the response func-

tion R is triple-convolved with the three electric field interactions, comparison with

Eq. 3.31 shows that F (R(t1, t2, t3)) = ϵ0χ
(3)(ω1, ω2, ω3).

According to Eq. 3.39, the most general third-order time domain FWM experiment
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consists of three laser pulses with variable inter-pulse delays τ, T , and t (which differs

from the generic time t used earlier), as illustrated in Fig. 3.4.

time
tTτ

A B C

FWM

Figure 3.4: Schematic of the three laser pulses with variable time delays to generate
a FWM signal in the time domain. In the case of strong inhomogeneity, the FWM is
emitted after t = τ , as shown here.

In general, the electric field at the generic time (not time delay) t̃ can be written as

E(t̃) = 2E1(t̃) · cos(ω0t̃) + 2E2(t̃) · cos(ω0t̃) + 2E3(t̃) · cos(ω0t̃)

=E1(t̃) · (e−iω0 t̃ + eiω0 t̃) + E2(t̃) · (e−iω0 t̃ + eiω0 t̃)

+ E3(t̃) · (e−iω0 t̃ + eiω0 t̃) , (3.40)

with the pulse envelopes E1,2,3(t̃) and carrier frequency ω0. Eq. 3.39 can be solved an-

alytically in some instances [21]. However, the most general solution can be obtained

by numerically solving the OBEs (Eq. 3.30). To get a general understanding of the

spectral response for a given sample system, it is often assumed that the excitation

pulses are short compared with any time scale of the sample system, in which case

we can assume δ-pulses for the electric fields E, such that Eq. 3.40 simplifies to

E(t̃) = EAδ(t̃) + EBδ(t̃− τ) + ECδ(t̃− τ − T ) . (3.41)

In this approximation, called the semi-impulsive limit, we obtain for Eq. 3.39

P (3)(t) = R(t, T, τ) , (3.42)
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with the time delays τ, T , and t from Fig. 3.4. Hence, by employing three short pulses

in the temporal domain, we get complete access to the third-order optical response

of the sample. The third-order response of the sample, even in the case of δ-pulses,

and assuming proper time-ordering of these pulses consists of many terms. Here we

focus on a single term to understand the intuition behind the sample response and

how each light-matter interaction alters the state of the density matrix.

We assume a simple two-level system with ω01 = E1−E0

ℏ and assume the initial

density matrix to be in the ground state

ρ0 = |0⟩ ⟨0| =

1 0

0 0

 . (3.43)

Using Eq. 3.36 with the perturbation from Eq. 3.24 and the initial state from Eq. 3.43,

we then obtain the density matrix after the first interaction

ρ(1)(τ1) =

0 eiω01(τ1−t0)µ01

0 0

 , (3.44)

with the absolute time τ1 (see Fig. 3.5). After the first interaction with a laser pulse,

the ground state population (an on-diagonal element) is converted into a coherence

(an off-diagonal matrix element). It is important to note that only a fraction of the

ground state population gets converted into a coherence, and most of the system

remains in the ground state. However, the signal isolation techniques presented in

Sec. 4.2.2 ensure that only the contributions that interacted exactly once with each

pulse are filtered out.
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Similarly, the second and third interactions yield the density matrices

ρ(2)(τ2) =

0 0

0 µ01e
iω01(τ2−τ1)µ01


ρ(3)(τ3) =

 0 0

µ01e
iω01(τ3−t0)µ01e

iω01(τ2−τ1)µ01 0

 , (3.45)

with the absolute times τ1, τ2, and τ3, shown in Fig. 3.5. The second interaction thus

converts the coherence of ρ(1) into an excited state population. Subsequently, the

third interaction converts this excited state population back into a coherence.

Lastly, the fourth interaction (µI(t)) is the coherence relaxing into a ground state

population by emitting a light field:

µI(t)ρ
(3)(τ3) =

µ01e
iω01(t−τ3)µ01e

iω01(τ2−τ1)µ01µ01 0

0 0

 . (3.46)

The polarization, according to Eq. 3.38, can then be obtained as

P (3)(t) = µ4
01e

iω01(τ2−τ1)e
− τ2−τ1

T2 e
− τ3−τ2

T1 eiω01(t−τ3)e
− t−τ3

T1 , (3.47)

where we have phenomenologically included dephasing with the dephasing time T2 =

1/γ10 = 1/γ01 and population decay, with the decay time T1 = 1/γ11, as defined in

Sec. 3.3.1.

An easier way to visualize these interactions is shown in Fig. 3.5. This diagram,

called a double-sided Feynman diagram, shows the evolution of the system’s density

matrix from the ground state to a coherence, to an excited state population, and back

to a coherence. The color coding shows the corresponding terms from Eq. 3.47. Each

pulse interaction is represented by an arrow, with a (rightward) leftward pointing

arrow for a (non-)conjugate interaction.
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Figure 3.5: Example of a double-sided Feynman diagram for a simple two-level
system (left). The expression on the right is the material’s optical response function
and is related to the Feynman diagram by color coding. Dephasing and population
decay have been phenomenologically introduced. Figure adapted from [22].

3.5.1 Modalities of Multidimensional Coherent Spectroscopy

The single quantum pathway highlighted in Fig. 3.5 is not the only third-order

pathway that can be obtained with three pulses. E.g., the second interaction could

convert the system into a ground state population instead of an excited state popula-

tion. Moreover, third-order nonlinear pathways can include several interactions with

the same pulse, etc. Filtering out the contributions of interest requires some sort of

signal isolation - e.g., through wave vector selection, which can be best understood

by the following consideration: As an extension of Eq. 3.40, the electrical field of each

pulse can be written as

E(t) = E0(t)(e
iω0t−ikr + e−iω0t+ikr) . (3.48)

The two exponentials are complex conjugates of each other. To obtain a spectrally

degenerate FWM signal, one of the three excitations needs to be “conjugate”, i.e.,

involve the second exponential, while the other two interactions involve the first ex-

ponential. The signal will be emitted at a wave vector k that is a combination of the

three wave vectors k1,2,3 of the excitation pulses, e.g., k = −k1+k2+k3. The require-

ment of one conjugate interaction then leads to the four pulse schemes highlighted in

Fig. 3.6. The desired signal can then be obtained in a specific spatial direction given
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by k. As discussed in Sec. 4.2.2, there are other schemes to filter out the signal that

do not rely on different wave vectors.

time
tTτ

A* B C

One-Quantum Rephasing

time
tTτ

A B* C

One-Quantum Non-Rephasing

time
tTτ

A* B C

Zero-Quantum

time
tTτ

A B C*

Two-Quantum

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3.6: Pulse time-ordering sequences for different MDCS modalities. In the
rephasing one-quantum and rephasing zero-quantum modality, the first pulse inter-
action is conjugate, but different time delays are scanned. For the non-rephasing one
quantum modality, the second interaction is conjugate. For the two-quantum modal-
ity, the third interaction is conjugate. The different modalities give access to different
dynamics and physical processes within the sample. Figure adapted from Ref. 14.

For a rephasing one-quantum rephasing scan, shown in Fig. 3.6(a), the first inter-

action is conjugate (signaled by a * on the pulse name), while the first (τ) and third

(t) time delays are scanned. Upon Fourier transform, scanning the τ -delay gives ac-

cess to the absorption energy as elucidated in Sec. 3.6 while scanning the t-delay gives

access to the emission energy. For a rephasing zero-quantum scan (Fig. 3.6(b)), the

pulse ordering is the same, but the second (T ) and third (t) time delays are scanned.

In this case, mixing between excited states that can occur during T can be energy-

resolved. For a non-rephasing one-quantum scan (Fig. 3.6(c)), the second interaction

is conjugate while the first (τ) and third (t) time delays are scanned. Lastly, for a

two-quantum scan (Fig. 3.6(d)), the third interaction is conjugate, and the second

(T ) and third (t) time delays are scanned. This scheme resolves the energy of the

two-quantum coherence that the system is in during T .
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As further discussed in the following section, each scan modality gives a different

insight into the sample system by accessing different quantum pathways. The rephas-

ing one-quantum scheme is often the “default” scheme, as it provides access to a myr-

iad of information, including the homogeneous and inhomogeneous linewidths, as well

as coupling between resonances. The non-rephasing one-quantum scan is sometimes

used to help separate and quantify overlapping quantum pathways between rephasing

and non-rephasing scans. A zero-quantum scan is helpful for studying Raman-like

non-radiative coherent coupling contributions that oscillate during the second time

delay. Lastly, the two-quantum scheme gives insights into many-body effects, includ-

ing EID [23] and excitation-induced shift (EIS) [24].

3.6 Multidimensional Coherent Spectra

3.6.1 One-quantum Spectra

While our scheme of MDCS is implemented in the temporal domain, the acquired

complex time domain signal can be translated into spectra via Fourier transform. In

the following, we will discuss the two types of MDCS spectra presented in this thesis,

namely one-quantum and zero-quantum spectra, and highlight their capabilities and

how to interpret them.

Fig. 3.7 illustrates how (one-quantum rephasing) MDCS overcomes the shortcom-

ings of linear spectroscopies discussed in Sec. 3.4 by resolving and correlating absorp-

tion and emission energies. In the case of an ensemble of emitters with a two-level

system energetic structure and identical resonance energies (Fig. 3.7(a)), the MDCS

spectrum shows a singular peak at an absorption and emission energy E1. In this

scenario, the information obtained from a linear emission spectrum is the same as

from the MDCS spectrum. It is important to note here that the absorption energy

in the MDCS spectra has a negative sign because of the opposite evolution of the
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Figure 3.7: Level systems and corresponding one-dimensional (1D) and MDCS spec-
tra. (a) A single two-level system with a non-zero homogeneous linewidth. (b) Two
uncoupled two-level systems. (c) Two coupled two-level systems. (d) N uncoupled
two-level systems with varying resonance energies. Figure adapted from Ref. 1.

signal in time along τ than t, as evident from Eq. 3.46. In Fig. 3.7(b), the spectra of

a set of two uncoupled emitters with a two-level energy system are plotted. Because

the two emitters absorb and emit at the same energy, respectively, they line up along

the diagonal (dashed line), where |Absorption energy| = Emission energy. In this

scenario, the information obtained from a linear emission spectrum appears to be the

same as from the MDCS spectrum. However, 1D spectroscopy cannot distinguish

between the case of two uncoupled two-level systems in Fig. 3.7(b) and the case of

two coupled two-level systems in Fig. 3.7(c). The 1D spectrum in Fig. 3.7(c) is iden-
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tical to the uncoupled scenario in Fig. 3.7(b). However, the MDCS spectrum clearly

shows two coupling peaks off the diagonal. These coupling peaks are identified by ab-

sorption at one resonance energy (e.g., −E1) and emission at the energy of the other

resonance (e.g., E2). A linear measurement obscures this crucial piece of informa-

tion. Moreover, even a nonlinear but one-dimensional measurement cannot retrieve

the information about coupling: Projecting onto the emission energy axis, which cor-

responds to a nonlinear, but “one-dimensional” measurement, still only shows two

peaks. Another dimension, e.g., absorption energy or a scan of the T delay, which

can reveal signatures of coupling, is thus necessary.

Lastly, Fig. 3.7(d) shows the linear and MDCS spectrum for an ensemble of uncou-

pled two-level system emitters with varying resonance energies. Because the emitters

absorb and emit at the same energy, they line up along the diagonal. Hence, the

linewidth along the diagonal will reflect the inhomogeneous distribution of resonance

energies and is indicative of the inhomogeneous broadening (though mathematically

speaking, this is not strictly true, as discussed in Sec. 3.7). Meanwhile, the narrower

linewidth of the single emitters, found across the diagonal, is unaffected and extract-

ing the linewidth across the diagonal thus enables measurement of the homogeneous

linewidth of the single emitters. In this case, the linear spectrum only shows a broader

linewidth, which is not indicative that this linewidth broadening is associated with

broader homogeneous linewidths of the single emitters or an increased inhomogeneity

of the sample system.

3.6.2 Zero-Quantum Spectra

The level scheme shown in Fig. 3.7(c) can show the existence of coupling between

two resonances but does not yield complete information about the nature of the cou-

pling. The easiest way to distinguish between coherent and incoherent coupling is

to vary the T -delay between the second and third pulse. Hence, the zero-quantum
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scheme from Fig. 3.6(b) is uniquely suited to study the nature of coupling. The (sim-

plified) level system for two coherently coupled resonances is shown in Fig. 3.8(b). In

this simplified picture of Fig. 2.10, it is assumed that the uppermost level is signifi-

cantly energetically detuned because of the coupling, such that it does not noticeably

contribute to the MDCS spectrum in the selected spectral range.
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E2
Emission energy
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gy

E1

E2

(a) (b)

Figure 3.8: (a) V-Level system, which represents two coupled two-level systems.
(b) Zero-quantum spectrum of a coherently coupled two-level system, showing the
coherent coupling contribution at positive and negative mixing energies.

For the corresponding zero-Quantum spectrum in Fig. 3.8(b), the T -delay between

the second and third pulse is scanned instead of the τ delay between the first and sec-

ond pulse. The zero-quantum spectrum is thus similar, but not identical, to spectrally-

resolved pump-probe spectroscopy with an additional Fourier transform along the

pump-probe delay T , which yields the mixing energy axis. The term “mixing” energy

stems from the useful application of zero-quantum MDCS spectra for systems that are

in a non-radiative, Raman-like coherence during T . The crucial difference between

pump-probe (or transient absorption) spectroscopy and zero-quantum spectroscopy

is the fact that zero-quantum spectroscopy is phase-resolved. The implications can

be understood from Fig. 3.8(b), which shows two strong peaks at the two emission

energies E1,2, and zero mixing energy - these are all “population” contributions from

both on- and off-diagonal peaks that either stay constant, decay, or increase in ampli-

tude during T . The oscillating mixing contributions from coherent coupling, however,

show up at positive and negative mixing energies, respectively, with the lower energy
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emission displaying a negative mixing energy. The reason for the sign shift between

the E1 emitting and the E2 emitting mixing lies in the sign evolution during T , which

can be understood by writing out the Feynman diagrams for a V-Level system [25].

In spectrally resolved TAS, the sign of the oscillations cannot be resolved. The sign

of the oscillation can be important for understanding the system dynamics, though,

with Liu et al. [13] showing that the deviations from the “expected” two peaks at

positive and negative mixing energies can be an indication of non-Markovian exciton-

phonon interactions. While this thesis focuses on the coherent coupling that leads to

the occurrence of mixing peaks in zero-quantum spectra, other effects that lead to

an oscillation along T , such as LO-phonon coupling [13] and Terahertz inter-triplet

coherences in Cesium lead-halide perovskite nanocrystals [26] can also be discerned

with zero-quantum spectroscopy.

3.7 Fitting Multidimensional Coherent Spectra

To extract the homogeneous and inhomogeneous linewidths from one-quantum

MDCS spectra, we need to fit the lineshape to models that consider both the ho-

mogeneous and inhomogeneous contributions to the lineshape. A rule of thumb says

that the linewidth across the diagonal of an MDCS spectrum gives the inhomogeneous

linewidth, while the linewidth in the cross-diagonal direction can be associated with

homogeneous broadening. However, Siemens et al. [27] show that this is not strictly

the case, and the two linewidths are coupled along the diagonal and cross-diagonal

directions of the spectrum. They assume δ-function pulses in the semi-impulsive limit

in their derivation, which is reasonable given that finite pulse (i.e., limited bandwidth)

effects on linewidths are either negligible or can be considered by normalizing with

the laser spectrum, as shown in Ref. 21. The FWM signal in the time-domain for an

ensemble of uncoupled emitters with varying resonance energy, assuming δ-function

pulses, a Gaussian inhomogeneous distribution, and the Markovian approximation
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can then be written as

R(t, τ) = R0e
−γ(t+τ)+iω0(t−τ)+σ2(t−τ)2/2Θ(t)Θ(τ) , (3.49)

with the homogeneous linewidth γ, the inhomogeneous linewidth σ, and the two

Heaviside functions (Θ) that ensure causality, such that the signal only arises after

the pulses have arrived, i.e., for positive times [27]. Eq. 3.49 looks very similar to

Eq. 3.47, with the distinction of the inhomogeneous broadening included in Eq. 3.49.

The reasoning behind the Gaussian form of the inhomogeneous broadening is that

the inhomogeneous distribution of resonance energies is modeled by convolving the

time domain signal with a Gaussian distribution G for the resonance energy,

R(t, T, τ) →
∫

dω01G
(
ω01 − ω01

(0)
)
R(t, T, τ) , (3.50)

with the center resonance frequency ω01
(0) [12].

An exemplary two-dimensional time-domain signal for a homogeneous linewidth of

γ = 1 meV and an inhomogeneous linewidth of σ = 3.75 meV is plotted in Fig. 3.9(a).
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Figure 3.9: (a) Time trace for an MDCS measurement, showing the characteristic
photon echo. (b) MDCS spectrum obtained by Fourier transform of the time-trace
in (a). (c) Slices in the frequency domain along the diagonal (red) and cross-diagonal
(blue) drawn in (b).

A more convenient and intuitive coordinate system in the two-dimensional time-

domain can be obtained by introducing a new, rotated coordinate system with the

photon echo direction t′ = t+ τ (blue dashed line in Fig. 3.9(a)) and the anti-echo di-
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rection τ ′ = t−τ (red dashed line in Fig. 3.9(a)). Rewriting Eq. 3.49 in this coordinate

system, we obtain

R(t′, τ ′) = R0e
−(

√
2γt′+i

√
2ω0τ ′+σ2τ ′2)Θ(t′ − τ ′)Θ(t′ + τ ′) , (3.51)

where the signal consists of a homogeneous decay along the photon-echo direction

and a Gaussian multiplied by an oscillation along the anti-echo direction:

As discussed in Ref. 28, this form allows us to obtain the homogeneous and inho-

mogeneous linewidths in the temporal domain by taking slices along the photon-echo

direction (t′)

R(t′, τ ′ = 0) = e−
√
2γt′Θ2(t′) , (3.52)

and across the photon-echo direction (τ ′)

R(t′ = t0, τ
′) = e−

√
2γt0′+i

√
2ω0τ ′+σ2τ ′2Θ(t0

′ − τ ′)Θ(t0
′ + τ ′) , (3.53)

Alternatively, one can fit in the frequency domain by Fourier transforming the

complex time signal from Eq. 3.51 and Fig. 3.9(a), obtaining the MDCS spectrum

plotted in Fig. 3.9(b). In this case, the projection along the diagonal (red dashed line

in Fig. 3.9(b)) can be expressed as

RProj,ω0(ωτ ′) =
2π

γ
Voigt(γ, σ, ωτ ′) , (3.54)

where we use the Voigt profile, which is defined as the convolution of a Gaussian with

a Lorentzian and can be obtained through the real part of the Faddeeva function:

Voigt(γ, σ, ωτ ′) =
1

σ
√

2π
Re

[
erfz

(
ωτ ′ − ω0 + iγ√

2σ

)]
, (3.55)

with the complex complementary error function erfz. The projection across the diag-
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onal (blue dashed line in Fig. 3.9(b)) can be expressed as

RProj,ω0(ωt′) =
e

(γ−iωt′ )
2

2σ2 Erfc
(

γ−iωt′√
2σ

)
σ(γ − iωt′)

, (3.56)

with the complementary error function erfc. Eqs. 3.54 and 3.56 are valid for arbitrary

inhomogeneity and yield robust quantitative retrieval of γ and σ in most cases.

An even more general solution

RSI(ωt, ωτ ) =
1

2σ(2γ − i(ωt + ωτ ))

(
e

(γ−i(ωt−ω0))
2

2σ2 Erfc

[
γ − i(ωt − ω0)√

2σ

]
+e

(γ−i(ωτ+ω0))
2

2σ2 Erfc

[
γ − i(ωt + ω0)√

2σ

])
,

(3.57)

that considers the entire MDCS spectrum has been derived by Bell et al. [29]. Dr. Eric

Martin has employed this scheme in his thesis [30] to further derive a fit function with

an inhomogeneous dephasing rate across the inhomogeneous distribution to account

for spectral diffusion. Moreover, Namuduri et al. [31] have employed this scheme to

train a neural network to fit linewidths with arbitrary inhomogeneity.

In this thesis, we employ linewidth fits together with imaging. Because the under-

lying sample systems, monolayer MoSe2 and WSe2, and a MoSe2/WSe2 heterostruc-

ture are well-described within the constraints and limitations of the model in Ref. 27

and Eqs. 3.54 and 3.56, we employ the slice-fitting procedure here. Furthermore, this

leaves us with reasonable data evaluation times since we combine linewidth fitting

with imaging and have to perform thousands of linewidth fits across the sample.

3.8 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have introduced the techniques employed to obtain the experi-

mental results in this thesis from a theoretical perspective. We first introduced linear

spectroscopy and absorption from a Lorentz oscillator model approach. We then intro-
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duced how to combine the density matrix approach and spectroscopy before pointing

out the limitations and shortcomings of linear spectroscopy. The limitations and

shortcomings led to the discussion of nonlinear spectroscopy, specifically third-order

nonlinear spectroscopy and MDCS in the density matrix framework. Furthermore, we

introduced different MDCS modalities and a guide on how to interpret the spectra,

including how to extract linewidths.

To acquire MDCS spectra, however, we are still missing a crucial piece: The ex-

perimental implementation. In the next chapter, we are thus going to explore how to

acquire MDCS spectra with our Coherent Imaging Nonlinear Multifunctional Spec-

trometer (CINeMaS) setup and further introduce laser-scanning imaging to combine

the spectroscopic might of MDCS with microscopy.
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CHAPTER IV

Experimental implementation of coherent

nonlinear imaging spectroscopy

4.1 Introduction

After the theoretical discussion of nonlinear spectroscopy in Chap. III, we present

the experimental implementation of MDCS in the CINeMaS setup in this chapter.

MDCS becomes even more powerful when combined with imaging because it allows

us to visualize the spatial variations of the spectroscopic and temporal quantities

extracted with MDCS. Hence, we work towards introducing an imaging version of

MDCS, referred to as MDCIS, as a “universal microscopy” technique in this chapter.

First, we focus on the spectroscopy aspect of the CINeMaS setup. We introduce

passive phase stabilization and Fourier transform spectroscopy, a common way of

implementing collinear MDCS [1, 2]. We also discuss experimental improvements

specific to the CINeMaS setup, including the Michelson interferometer design, arbi-

trary reference, continuous scanning, and phase correction modalities, some of which

were developed by Dr. Eric Martin and Dr. Chris Smallwood.

In the second part of this chapter, we present the integration of the spectroscopy

setup with laser-scanning imaging. We introduce the design of the imaging apparatus

of the CINeMaS setup, discuss its calibration, and discuss how to implement rapid
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MDCIS with this setup. The focus on rapid MDCIS is motivated by setup stability

limitations and the desire to achieve reasonable data acquisition times.

4.2 Experimental Implementation of Collinear Multidimen-

sional Coherent Spectroscopy

We introduced the three-pulse scheme used to obtain FWM and the concept of

phase-matching in Sec. 3.5. Historically, a box geometry with the three pulses A,

B, and C impinging at different angles (different wave vectors kA,kB, and kC) has

often been used [3]. In this geometry, illustrated in Fig. 4.1(a), the FWM signal is

emitted in the signal direction kS = −kA +kB +kC. The different MDCS modalities

discussed in Fig. 3.6 can then be achieved by changing the time ordering of the pulses.

Fig. 4.1(a) assumes the time-ordering for a rephasing scan. The signal is subsequently

heterodyne-detected with pulse D that propagates in the signal direction. In addition,

extensive phase-cycling schemes have been developed and applied to reduce scattering

contributions [4].

AB

C

D

D

FWM

D ABC D
FWM

(a) (b)

Figure 4.1: Pulse geometries for MDCS experiments. (a) Box geometry employing
wave vector selection. (b) Collinear geometry employing frequency-tagging. Figure
adapted from [5].

However, there are experimental limitations when employing this scheme, mainly

the large spot sizes, which are fundamentally limited to 20-30 µm. For many state-

of-the-art TMD samples, this is equal to or greater than the size of the samples [6–

11]. Instead, to allow for diffraction-limited spot sizes on the order of 1 µm diameter

or smaller, a collinear MDCS scheme, as illustrated in Fig. 4.1(b), is required. In
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collinear MDCS, all pulses are spatially overlapped and propagate in the same direc-

tion. The collinear scheme allows MDCS to be combined with standard microscopy

and diffraction-limited resolution.

4.2.1 Phase-Matching Scheme Using Acousto-Optic Modulators

[12]

Tekavec et al. [1] developed a scheme for collinear MDCS in 2007. Instead of using

wave vector selection, a continuous phase-cycling scheme is implemented to filter the

FWM signal by subsequent lock-in detection. More specifically, the four pulses are

each tagged with a specific frequency by an acousto-optic modulator (AOM) in the

tens of MHz range. This scheme is a continuation of the efforts by Hall et al. [12],

who demonstrated heterodyne detection to separate the pump and probe signals in

ultrafast (femtosecond) experiments, and Borri et al. [13], who scanned the time

delay between the local oscillator and probe to time-resolve the FWM signal. In the

scheme from Ref. 1, the individual electric fields of each pulse can then be written as

Ei = E0(t)(e
iω0t−iΩit + e−iω0t+iΩit) , (4.1)

with the AOM frequency, Ωi, for i =A, B, C, D, and the carrier frequency, ω0, of

the laser field. In our experiment, pulses A, B, and C generate the FWM, while

pulse D is used for heterodyne detection. In the fluorescence-detected approach to

MDCS of Ref. 1, the fourth pulse also interacts with the sample. Because Ωi in

Eq. 4.1 is six orders of magnitude below ω0, the frequency tag results in a pulse-to-

pulse carrie- envelope phase shift. The phase-matching condition introduced earlier

for wave vectors then easily translates to AOM frequencies, based on which beams

provide the conjugated interaction with the sample. In the collinear scheme illustrated

in Fig. 4.1(b), time ordering is explicitly assumed, and different MDCS modalities can
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be obtained by varying the AOM frequencies for the different pulses. The rephasing

FWM signal is then modulated at the frequency ΩSI
= −ΩA + ΩB + ΩC − ΩD, and

the non-rephasing FWM signal is modulated at ΩSII
= ΩA − ΩB + ΩC − ΩD.

A

B

C

D

ΔΦA
2ΔΦA

ΔΦB
ΔΦA,B

ΔΦC,D

Trep

n=0 n=1 n=2

time

Figure 4.2: Illustration of the AOM phase-modulation as a continuous phase-cycling
scheme. The four beams (A, B, C, D) are shown for τ = T = t = 0 here. The
distinct radio frequency shift for each beam leads to a shift of the carrier-envelope
phase between beams that evolves with time. Figure adapted from Ref. 14.

In Fig. 4.2, we illustrate how this phase-matching procedure corresponds to a

continuous phase-cycling scheme. As shown in Ref. 14, the pulse-to-pulse carrier-

envelope shift for beam i can be expressed as

∆ϕi = (Ωi + 2πfCE)Trep , (4.2)

with the carrier-envelope offset frequency fCE and the repetition period Trep = 1/frep
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with repetition rate frep. The phase difference between A/B and C/D for the n-th

pulse then is

∆ϕA,B = ΩA,B(nTrep) ∆ϕC,D = ΩC,D(nTrep) . (4.3)

The phase evolution of the rephasing (SI) and non-rephasing (SII) FWM signals then

reads

ϕSI
= ∆ϕC,D − ∆ϕA,B ϕSII

= ∆ϕC,D + ∆ϕA,B . (4.4)

This phase-cycling of all four beams imparted onto the signal leads to oscillations of

the rephasing and non-rephasing FWM signals at the frequencies ΩSI,II
introduced

earlier. The signal can subsequently be filtered out with a lock-in amplifier by setting

the detection frequency to ΩSI,II
.

While this phase-cycling scheme allows for retrieval of the FWM signal in the

temporal domain, spectroscopy relies on the fact that a Fourier transform of the

time-domain signal can be easily achieved. In the following, we explain how phase

stabilization is required for accurate retrieval of a spectrum in Fourier transform

spectroscopy.

4.2.2 Passive Phase Stabilization for Fourier-Transform Spectroscopy

The Fourier transform requires knowledge of the complex electric signal field in

the temporal domain, including amplitude and phase, to reconstruct the spectral

amplitude and phase. Given the wavelength range of 720-880 nm that our CINeMaS

setup operates in, acceptable λ/20 fluctuations [15] are on the order of sub-40 nm.

However, as discussed in Fig. 4.3 below, temperature fluctuations and air currents

lead to phase instabilities that can be larger than 40 nm. Therefore, to obtain a

meaningful phase in the temporal domain that allows for the realization of Fourier-

transform spectroscopy, a phase stabilization scheme is required.

Active phase stability of λ/100 has been previously demonstrated with loop filters
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and piezoelectric-controlled mirrors [16]. While feasible, active phase stabilization

significantly increases both the complexity of the setup and the data acquisition time.

As described by Nardin et al. [14], one can use a continuous wave (CW) reference laser

to retrieve the phase fluctuations between the interferometer arms at all times, thus

passively phase-stabilizing the setup when using this phase in the lock-in detection

of the nonlinear signal. To clarify, when co-propagating the reference laser with the

signal, the phase evolution of the reference and signal reads

ϕsig = ϕsig,0 +
2π

λsig
(xt + δfluc) + fmodt , (4.5)

ϕref = ϕref,0 +
2π

λref
(xt + δfluc) + fmodt , (4.6)

with the intended change of path length (through the movement of a delay stage)

xt, the path length difference due to unwanted fluctuations in the interferometer

(influenced by temperature changes, table vibrations, and air currents) δfluc, and the

relative frequency modulation of the two arms fmod, given by the difference of the

two AOM frequencies (e.g., ΩAB from Sec. 4.2.1 for the A and B pulse). Additionally,

λref is the reference wavelength, and λsig is the signal wavelength. When using the

reference laser interference as the reference input in the subsequent lock-in detection,

the phase error on the resulting phase is suppressed by |λsig/λref − 1|. Even for a

relatively broad bandwidth of 50 nm, this results in a factor of 15 for the suppression

of phase fluctuations for the edges of the spectrum. As evidenced in Fig. 4.3, short-

term length fluctuations are on the order of 100 nm, yielding sub-10 nm fluctuations

in the passive phase stabilization scheme. Moreover, measurement of the reference

phase during the experiment allows for phase correction of slow, larger path length

fluctuations in the postprocessing, as elucidated in Sec. 4.2.5.

Fig. 4.3 also shows that these unwanted phase fluctuations can be significant. For this

measurement, the entire setup was enclosed, significantly reducing the influence of
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Figure 4.3: Phase stability of the CINeMaS setup in the presence of laboratory
temperature fluctuations. The fluctuations of the lab temperature by less than 0.5 °C
alter the path length A-B and C-D interferometers by several µm.

air currents. Nonetheless, noticeable oscillations of the relative length of beam paths,

in-phase with the temperature fluctuations, can be observed. For example, the C-D

path changes by as much as 3 µm, corresponding to 10 fs, over 40 minutes.

Another advantage of passive phase stabilization using a reference laser is that the

evolution of xt (the change in path length) during a scan, which corresponds to a time

delay, leads to a phase evolution at the energy difference between the reference laser

and signal. Upon subsequent Fourier transform, the signal energies are measured with

respect to the reference laser energy. Therefore, this method also allows for significant

undersampling when the reference laser is reasonably close in energy to the signal.

4.2.3 Arbitrary Reference

A major obstacle of past collinear MDCS implementations is the need to change

the diode of the external-cavity diode reference laser every time a sample is changed.

The change is required because of the reference laser’s constraints to be energetically

below the signal but close in energy such that the phase fluctuations are effectively

canceled out. Martin, Smallwood, and Cundiff [17, 18] invented a method for an arbi-
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trary reference, where a constant CW laser is used as a co-propagating reference laser,

but its effective wavelength can be continuously and easily tuned by postprocessing

in a field-programmable gate array (FPGA).

The concept behind the scheme is as follows:

1. The measured interference between two reference beams, e.g., A and B, can be

obtained from I = |EA +EB|2. Noting that a bandpass filter around the AOM

difference frequency ΩAB = ΩA−ΩB is applied and EA,B ∝ sin(ΩA,Bt+ϕB−ϕA),

the only term after the interference filter is I ∝ sin(ΩA,Bt+ ϕA,B) with ϕA,B =

ϕB − ϕA.

2. Once the signal is digitized, we can apply a Hilbert transform to obtain a 90°

phase-shifted signal. From the original and phase-shifted signal, we note that

sin(θ)
sin(θ+90◦)

= tan(θ), such that applying the arctan to the division of the two

signals yields the term ΩA,Bt+ ϕA,B.

3. The term ΩA,Bt can be removed from the previous expression by subtraction for

all time points t because ΩA,B is known. While this leaves us with the desired

term ϕA,B, there is an ambiguity because the phase only ranges from 0 to 2π

(corresponding to a path difference of λref). As such, a minimum of four data

points per full modulation (from 0 to 2π or 2π to 0) is needed to resolve said

ambiguity.

4. Every time the phase crosses 0 or 2π, we can track it, effectively unwrapping

the phase from the 0-2π domain. The resulting, unwrapped phase can then be

multiplied by the ratio of the actual reference wavelength (here: 1064 nm) and

the desired reference wavelength to create the arbitrary wavelength reference

phase.

5. This phase can then generate a phase-locked reference input for a lock-in am-

plifier. It can also be used in postprocessing, as explained in Sec. 4.2.5.
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4.2.4 Continuous Scanning

Another limitation to the widespread adoption of MDCS, apart from its experi-

mental complexity, is the long acquisition time necessary to acquire two-dimensional

spectral (or, in our case, temporal) data. Historically, an MDCS measurement, e.g.,

of a one-quantum rephasing pathway, that does not involve a grating spectrometer

proceeds as follows: The τ - and t-stages are initially moved to their respective time

zeros. Time zero between two pulses is defined as the point of perfect overlap where

both pulses arrive at the same time. Subsequently, the t-stage is equidistantly stepped

until the signal has decayed. It is then moved back to the t stage time zero, while

the τ -stage is translated by a single step. This procedure is repeated until the signal

has also decayed along τ . For each of the N2 sample points (N being the number

of steps along either temporal dimension), the stages need to move, settle from their

movement, then wait for several time constants of the lock-in amplifier for the signal

to stabilize and record the values from the lock-in amplifier. This scheme yields long

acquisition times ranging from several minutes to tens of minutes, depending on the

sample parameters. When needing to change beam powers, step the T -stage, or alter

another experimental parameter, this can very quickly lead to hour-long measure-

ments that exceed the time range during which our cryostat is stable.

An efficient way of speeding up these measurements is to accelerate the acquisition

of one of the two time axes by scanning it continuously. The continuous acquisition

procedure was mainly developed by Dr. Eric Martin during his PhD and subsequent

work at MONSTR Sense Technologies, LLC, while we provided occasional input and

testing. While he described a rudimentary continuous scanning procedure in his thesis

[19], several crucial improvements have been made since his departure.

An important consideration already described in Dr. Eric Martin’s thesis was the

correlation of adjacent data points when continuously moving a delay stage. While

discussed in further detail in Chap. VI, the exponentially-weighted low-pass filter
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employed in a lock-in has a settling time associated with it during which the measured

signal stabilizes. A two-pole lock-in (6-dB/octave slope) has a settling time of 4.75

time constants TC for a 95% stabilization of the signal, corresponding to a 95% decay

of the exponential weight of the low-pass filter. Hence, the effective step size in the

temporal domain should be 4.75TC. Given the bandwidth BW of the laser spectrum

and speed of light c, the stage velocity is

vs =
c

4BW · 4.75TC
. (4.7)

The factor of 4 results from the double-passing of the stage, which results in a time

delay of four times the stage step size. Because of the undersampling requirement

mentioned in Sec. 4.2.2, a reference close to the desired signal reduces the required

bandwidth. In the case of 100 meV bandwidth and a lock-in time constant of 3 ms,

this leads to a stage velocity of 0.22 mm/s.

The improvements made to the continuous scanning method during the PhD are

detailed in the following. An issue with continuous scanning is that the stage cannot

be expected to have a reliable, constantly changing position over time. This issue is

illustrated in Fig. 4.4(a), where we plot the assumed stage position vs. the measured

stage position. Although the deviations seem small, they can have noticeable effects,

especially on broadband spectra. In the magnified insets of Fig. 4.4(a), the difference

between the assumed and actual stage position is more than 25 fs. This difference

constitutes a phase shift of π for a signal 83 meV away from the reference energy (and

hence even larger phase shifts for signals further away). In Fig. 4.4(b), we plot an

excerpt of an MDCS spectrum on a MoSe2/WSe2 heterostructure. The MoSe2 peak is

offset from the diagonal by a few meV. While there are actual physical processes in the

sample that can lead to this behavior, applying a phase correction by considering the

measured, not the assumed, stage position shifts the peak back onto the diagonal, as
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Figure 4.4: (a) Measured stage position and expected stage position as a function
of sampling points as the stage moves, highlighting the inconsistent continuous stage
movement. (b) MDCS spectrum obtained assuming a constant stage velocity, show-
ing a shift of the FWM peak off the diagonal along the emission energy. (c) MDCS
spectrum phase-corrected for the stage position deviation, showing the FWM peak
on the diagonal.

evident from Fig. 4.4(c), identifying the off-diagonal shift as a measurement artifact.

The shift only occurs along the emission energy (corresponding to the t delay in the

time domain).

While postprocessing is reasonable to correct this issue, given the powerful passive

phase stabilization technique, this issue can be overcome in situ: By tracking the

reference phase, we have means to monitor variations in path length at all times,

allowing us to trigger the measurement on specific stage positions while the stage is

moving, thus guaranteeing equidistant sample points along the continuous scan axis.
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4.2.5 Phase Correction Scheme for Multidimensional Spectra

Another advantage of the continuous scanning is the ability to account for time

zero shifts that can be caused by phase fluctuation and stage backlash. Starting

the scan of the t-delay stage at negative delays, such that we scan both negative and

positive t-delays, we can determine any relative dispersion between the probe beam C

and local oscillator D. We can also use the negative delay-scanning to determine time

zero, which can differ from the previously set time zero due to the abovementioned

factors. The relative dispersion and time zero offset between C and D will then

similarly apply to the FWM-signal and D. The time zero and chirp correction scheme

can be summarized as:

1. Fourier transform C-D interference and FWM-D interference signals.

2. Extract spectral phase of C-D interference, ϕCD.

3. Subtract the C-D spectral phase from the FWM-D spectral phase: ϕFWM−corr =

ϕFWM − ϕCD.

4. Inverse Fourier transform FWM-D signal.

5. Set all values for t < 0 to zero.

By the abovementioned scheme, we can correct for any residual relative spectral

chirp and ensure that the time zero is consistent across all measurements. While not

currently implemented, this scheme can similarly be applied along τ .

From the discussion of Fig. 4.3 above, it is evident that there is an issue with

passive phase stabilization: While phase-fluctuations can be tracked and mitigated

using setup enclosures and improved temperature stability environments, they will

still alter the measured sample points along the slow (non-continuous) scan axis. In

some instances, using the phase measurement as a feedback mechanism is feasible, but

this will significantly extend the scan duration. Furthermore, for small stage steps as
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required for rapid sample dynamics present in most TMD samples, the stage accuracy

limit of the Newport M-UTM100CC1DD/MFA-PPD stages employed in our setup

approaches 20% of the step size. In this case, a robust phase-correction algorithm

needs to be used. From Eq. 3.43, the FWM signal contains a phase factor eiωt along

the τ and t axis, respectively. The unwanted phase change due to a fluctuation in

stage position can then be considered by multiplying the measured FWM signal in

the time-domain with

ϕcorrect = e−iωt(treal−tideal)e−iωτ (τreal−τideal) , (4.8)

where tideal and τideal are the assumed sampling points along t and τ while treal and

τreal are the temporal delays inferred from the measured stage positions. This phase-

correction requires N2 Fourier transforms, one for each combination of ωt,τ , with N

being the number of zero-padded sampling points along either temporal axes. This

phase correction does not account for effects that alter dephasing or inhomogeneous

broadening. However, assuming that most phase changes correspond to path length

changes that are much smaller than dephasing or decay times, the influence on the

extracted times is negligible. In the case of continuous scanning for the t axis, only the

phase correction along τ needs to be employed for MDCS scans. The phase correction

along both axes is vital for the MDCIS spectra introduced in Sec. 4.5.

4.2.6 The Transfer Function for Lock-In Amplifiers

Another factor that we have to consider for continuous scanning with rapidly

moving stages is the transfer function of the lock-in amplifier. The low-pass filter

employed in the lock-in amplifier will impart a spectrally varying attenuation onto

the signal because of the continuous stage movement. The time-domain signal is con-

volved with the impulse response function of the low-pass filter. Since a convolution
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in the time domain is the same as a multiplication in the frequency domain, the re-

sulting Fourier transformed signal needs to be divided by the transfer function (the

Fourier transform of the impulse response function) of the low-pass filter to accurately

reflect the signal amplitudes.

The transfer function of an exponentially-weighted moving average filter can be

obtained by considering the impulse response in the temporal domain and applying

a Fourier transform. The difference equation for this filter in the time domain reads

y[n] = αx[n] + (1 − α)y[n− 1] , (4.9)

with y[n] being the current output, x[n] being the current input, and y[n− 1] being

the previous output. Additionally, α is an expression for the weight of the filter that

can be related to the time constant via TC = ∆T (1 − α)/(α), with ∆T being the

digital lock-in sampling period. By recursively substituting the previous inputs into

the difference equation, we obtain

y[n] = α
n∑

k=0

(1 − α)kx[n− k] . (4.10)

The impulse response is obtained as the output in the time domain when a δ-function

is applied to the input. Plugging into Eq. 4.10, we obtain

yimpulse[n] = α(1 − α)n . (4.11)

Fourier transform of this expression then yields the transfer function

H(f) =
α

1 − (1 − α)e−i2πf
. (4.12)
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4.3 Experimental Setup

The experimental setup based on the concepts of collinear MDCS introduced in

this chapter is shown in Fig. 4.5. Changes made to the setup throughout the PhD

are elucidated in later sections and chapters. Our setup employs a Coherent Vitara

titanium-sapphire (Ti:Sapph) oscillator laser with an adjustable bandwidth between

30-125 nm (full-width at half maximum (FWHM)) and a tuning range between 755-

860 nm at minimum bandwidth. The laser has an output above 525 mW for all

spectrum settings and a repetition rate of 80 MHz.

The broad bandwidth of the laser requires efficient pulse compression, especially

because several elements of the setup, including a Faraday rotator and the AOMs,

impart large dispersion onto the laser pulses. We initially employed a Grism compres-

sor for the results in Chap. V and moved to a spatial light modulator (SLM)-based

pulse compressor for later chapters. Details about the pulse compression setup can

be found in App. A.

After initial dispersion pre-compensation, we send the laser through a half-wave

plate (HWP) and polarizing beamsplitter (Thorlabs PBS102, PBS) for power adjust-

ment. We subsequently send the laser through a combination of a polarizer, Faraday

rotator, half-wave plate, and polarizer to prevent reflected beams from coupling back

into the laser, leading to FWM in the laser crystal and laser instabilities. This com-

bination is commonly known as a Faraday isolator (ISOL). Using a beam splitter,

the laser emerging from the Faraday isolator setup is combined with a 1064 nm CW

laser (CrystaLaser). The CW laser is co-propagating the Ti:Sapph laser and serves

to generate the reference discussed in Sec. 4.2.2.

The two lasers are subsequently split into four beams (A, B, C, D) using four cube

beamsplitters (Thorlabs BS011). The advantage of beamsplitter cubes in the Michel-

son configuration is that it eliminates relative chirp between the respective beams.

Since other optical elements, such as AOMs, already require chirp pre-compensation,
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Figure 4.5: Schematic of the MDCS setup employed for the measurements in Chap. V
with the local oscillator beam (D) routed around the sample. A half-wave plate
(HWP) and polarizing beam splitter (PBS) are used for power adjustment. Long
pass filters (LP) are used in front of the reference (Ref) detectors to isolate the
reference laser and block the pulsed laser. A combination of polarized beam splitters
and polarizers (POL) is used to recombine C and D.

compensating for the additional chirp from the beamsplitters is straightforward. The

four beams then double-pass AOMs, as illustrated in the dashed box in Fig. 4.5: The

beams transmit through the AOM and are reflected after passing through a lens

(f=10 cm) that is a focal length away from the AOM and a mirror. The double

passing eliminates spatial chirp that is acquired from the dispersive lead-molybdate

in the AOMs, as further elucidated in Sec. 4.3.1.

The A beam impinges on a retroreflector (Newport UBBR1-1I) mounted onto a

25 mm travel delay stage (Newport UTM100CC1DD) [τ -stage], as does the D beam

[t-stage]. In contrast to the schematic in Fig. 4.5, which is simplified to emphasize

clarity, the A and B beams are subsequently recombined on the same beam split-

ter they were split off. The combined A-B beams impinge on a retroreflector on a

100 mm travel delay stage (Newport MFA-PPD). After this stage, a low-group-delay

dispersion (GDD) ultrafast beamsplitter (Thorlabs UFBS5050) splits off half of the

A-B beam and sends it onto a reference detector with a long pass filter (Thorlabs

FEL1050, LP) installed in front of it. The A-B beam is recombined with the C beam

before being sent onto the sample with a microscope objective (Nikon ELWD 20x,
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NA=0.4). The beams reflected from the sample and the FWM signal pass through a

polarizing beam splitter and get combined with beam D, which acts as a local oscil-

lator for heterodyne detection. The reason for employing a polarizing beam splitter

is the power of beam D, which is significantly larger than that of A/B/C and the

FWM because it is not reflected off the sample. With the polarizer in front of the

signal and reference detector, the transmission of A/B/C/FWM, which have horizon-

tal polarization, and D, which has vertical polarization, can be tuned such that the

detector is not saturated while the detected interference signal is maximized. The

signal detector output is subsequently sent into the signal input of a lock-in amplifier

(MONSTR Sense Technologies, LLC). The employed FPGA-based lock-in amplifier

also has two inputs for the AB and CD references and employs the arbitrary reference

scheme introduced in Sec. 4.2.3.

4.3.1 Michelson Interferometry for Broadband Spectroscopy

Although the spectroscopy part of the CINeMaS setup shows strong similarities

with the MDCS setup presented by Dr. Eric Martin in his thesis [19], there are

important improvements that have been made to the experiment since. The most

significant change is upgrading the setup to a Coherent Vitara Ti:Sapph laser with

>100 nm bandwidth, requiring treatment of both spatial and temporal chirp.

Spatial chirp is caused by a wavelength-dependent diffraction angle of the AOMs,

which is given by Bragg’s law

sin(θm) =
m

2Λ

λ

n
=
mλΩmod

2vs
. (4.13)

Here, θm denotes the diffraction angle of the m-th order, Λ is the wavelength of

sound in the AOM medium, λ is the wavelength of the laser, n is the refractive index

of the AOM, Ωmod is the modulation frequency of the AOM, and vs is the speed
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of sound. While the wavelength-dependent diffraction angle strictly only leads to

angular dispersion, subsequent propagation and transmission through the glass in

optical elements along the beam path yields spatial chirp.

The solution to spatial chirp, which we borrow from the atomic physics community,

is to double-pass the AOM [20].

f f

AOM
m=+1

m=-1
m=0

Figure 4.6: Double-pass design for the AOM, eliminating spatial chirp.

The double-pass configuration is shown in Fig. 4.6. The beam is transmitted through

the AOM to apply the frequency tag discussed in Sec. 4.2.2. The different diffraction

orders (m = 0,m = ±1) can be seen for the beam exiting the AOM. Higher diffraction

orders exist but rapidly decrease in intensity with increasing order. The AOM is

slightly tilted to operate at Bragg condition such that θi = θm=1 = θB for the incoming

angle θi and Bragg angle θB. Subsequently, the m = 0 and m = −1 orders are blocked.

By placing a lens a focal length f away from the AOM and a planar mirror a focal

length f away from the lens, the diffracted beam can be reflected through the AOM

along the same path, canceling the angular dispersion while doubling the frequency

of the modulation inscribed onto the beam. The specific lens-mirror combination is

commonly called a cat’s eye retroreflector.

4.4 Laser-Scanning Imaging

The collinearity of our MDCS scheme allows not only for combination with a mi-

croscope objective, yielding a diffraction-limited spot on the sample, but also enables

the MDCS setup to be used as a nonlinear microscope.
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While spatially addressed spectroscopy has been realized in the past [6, 21], the

common denominator of rapid nonlinear laser-based microscopes [22–24] is their laser-

scanning based imaging approach. In laser-scanning imaging applications, the laser

beam is scanned across the static sample instead of having a widefield implementation

(typical for white-light microscopy) or scanning the sample across a fixed laser beam.

The laser scanning is achieved with rapid scanning mirrors, usually galvanometric

(galvo) mirrors or resonant scanners, that are imaged onto the back of the microscope

objective with a 4f -imaging setup using a scan and tube lens (see Fig. 4.7).

4.4.1 Designing and Building the Michigan CINeMaS

In Fig. 4.7(a), we illustrate the galvo-based imaging setup we constructed during

the PhD, with a realistic rendering of the setup displayed in Fig. 4.7(b).

(a) (b)

Vertical 
translation stage

Horizontal 
translation stage

Galvos
Scan lens

Tube lens

Figure 4.7: (a) Schematic of the laser-scanning imaging setup. The x-galvo is relayed
onto the y-galvo with a pair of off-axis parabolic mirrors. The galvos are then relayed
onto the objective with a pair of scan and tube lens. (b) Rendering of the laser-
scanning imaging setup on the CINeMaS setup.

The incoming beam impinges on a galvo mirror rotating around its x-axis (Thor-

labs GVS001). Commonly, the galvo mirror rotating around its y-axis is placed close

to the x-galvo so that both are roughly but not perfectly imaged onto the back of

the objective [25]. However, in our setup, we first image the x-galvo onto the y-galvo

using two f=2-inch off-axis Parabolic mirrors (Thorlabs MPD129-P01). The first
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parabolic mirror is a distance f away from the x-galvo. A distance 2f away from the

first is the second parabolic mirror, which is also a distance f away from the y-galvo

mirror. These mirrors are subsequently imaged onto the microscope objective using

a scan lens (Thorlabs SL50-CLS2) and tube lens (Thorlabs TTL200MP). While, in a

simplified way, these can be thought of as simple lenses in a 4f setup, the scan and

tube lenses are specifically designed to reduce chromatic and spherical aberrations.

Moreover, they act as a 1:4 telescope due to their different effective focal lengths, in-

creasing the beam size such that it fills the back of the microscope objective to obtain

the minimum spot size at the sample plane. The scan lens is placed a focal length fscan

away from the y-galvo mirror, and the tube lens is placed a distance fscan +ftube away

from the scan lens, with the tube lens focal length ftube. The microscope objective is

then placed a distance ftube away from the tube lens.

Because we work with a cryostat that does not allow for sample movement, we

mount the imaging setup onto a horizontal translation stage (Thorlabs TBB0606)

and a vertical translation stage (Thorlabs VAP4), as shown in Fig. 4.7(b). The two

mirrors steering the incoming beam are mounted to different base plates, such that

changing the imaging setup’s vertical and horizontal position does not affect the

beam’s position on any of the imaging optics.

4.4.2 Galvanometer Calibration Procedure

The electronics, including firmware and software, of the CINeMaS setup were

entirely designed during an internship at MONSTR Sense Technologies. The galvo

mirrors are controlled via a digital-to-analog converter (DAC) output of an FPGA.

Because of noise and simplicity considerations, we trigger the data acquisition not on

the measured position but on the FPGA-internal galvo driving position (the digital

signal that is sent to the DAC that drives the galvos). To trigger at the correct

position, the delay between the driving signal and galvo movement is characterized,
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as shown in Fig. 4.8. For one, it can be seen that the galvo movement scales almost

perfectly linearly with the driving signal, such that triggering on the driving signal

instead of the galvo position is possible. Moreover, the delay between the driving

signal and the galvo movement is constant and must only be calibrated once. The

delay does vary for the up- vs. down-movement. However, this can be easily consid-

ered in post-processing, allowing us to acquire data during both the ascending and

descending movement of the fast galvo, as explained in the following.
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Figure 4.8: Galvo position as a function of time for the driving signal (blue) and the
recorded (moving) position (red).

Irregularities in the data acquisition can stem from three sources: Backlash of

the galvos, a delay between the galvo driving and galvo motion, and delay effects

associated with lock-in detection (because the fast galvo moves across one pixel during

the pixel dwell time, instead of remaining static). The first effect can be considered by

driving the galvos beyond the field-of-view (FOV) and triggering the data acquisition

within a subset of that FOV, such that the galvo can restore constant velocity by the

time data acquisition starts. This also ensures that the galvo movement covers the

entire FOV. The latter two effects lead to a shift between adjacent rows because they

are acquired during opposing motions of the fast galvo. However, every other line

in the image will be consistent with itself. Therefore, a constant pixel shift between

even and odd rows can correct this issue in post-processing. We use the measured
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driving and moving position of the galvo for rough calibration while we fine-tune the

delay considered for data triggering in the software on the actual image by minimizing

jagged edges between adjacent imaging rows. This allows additional delays associated

with the electronics to be accounted for.

4.4.3 Determining Spatial Resolution

Fig 4.9 shows the spatial calibration procedure for the CINeMaS microscope.
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Figure 4.9: (a) Linear reflection image of the calibration slide. (b) Slice of the
image in (a) taken along y = 6µm. (c) Zoomed in section of the image slice. Fits to
the edge rise behavior are shown as a dashed line and used to determine the spatial
resolution of the setup.

We use a conventional calibration slide which consists of a glass microscope slide with

a metal-printed ruler pattern with a line spacing of 10 µm. In Fig. 4.9(a), we plot a

linear reflection image taken with the CINeMaS setup on the calibration slide. A slice

along the x direction for a fixed y position is plotted in Fig. 4.9(b). From this slice,

we can determine the spatial resolution as follows:

We assume a Gaussian spatial profile

A(x) = e−x2/σ2

, (4.14)

for the laser beam, with beam radius σ. The rise of the signal at the edges of the
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metal ruler markings,

s(x) =

x∫
0

A(z)dz =
1

2

√
πerf

(x
σ

)
. (4.15)

then follows an error function.

Thus, by fitting the rise and fall of the signal with an error function and extracting

σ from the fit parameters, we can extract the FWHM of the Gaussian beam

FWHM =
√

2 ln 2σ ≈ 1.18σ , (4.16)

which is commonly employed as the “spatial resolution”.

An exemplary fit of the signal to the error function is shown in Fig. 4.9(c). Here,

we add an amplitude and constant background parameter to the fit function because

the reflection of the microscope slide outside the metal ruler area is non-zero, and the

amplitudes of reflection are arbitrary here. The fit shows excellent agreement with

the experimental data. We extract the FWHM for each fall and rise of the signal

displayed in Fig. 4.9(b) and average to obtain a spatial resolution of 870 nm in this

case. Given the 633 nm wavelength of the Helium-Neon (HeNe) laser used here and

an objective with a numerical aperture NA=0.4, the diffraction limit is 790 nm, very

close to our obtained resolution.

Another test for the spatial performance of the custom-built imaging setup is

the obtainable FOV. The current limit for the FOV is the incidence angles a given

objective accepts and the driving voltage resolution the FPGA can provide to the

galvos. FOV and spatial resolution are always at a trade-off: The field of view for an

objective with a given effective focal length fobj is [26]

FOV = 2fobj tan(α) , (4.17)
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with incident angle α. At the same time, the diffraction limit for a given objective is

defined as

d =
λfobj
nD

, (4.18)

with the refractive index n of the objective and beam diameter D at the back of the

objective (assuming the treatment of an objective as a simple lens). Therefore, choos-

ing a larger focal length objective increases the FOV while simultaneously increasing

the spot size and thus decreasing the spatial resolution. Furthermore, specific to our

setup, the galvos have a different amplification setting, in which case larger angles

can be achieved, increasing the FOV according to Eq. 4.17. However, this goes at the

expense of the galvo step size, given the limited resolution of the DAC driving the

galvos.
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Figure 4.10: (a) Linear reflection image of an undoped GaAs wafer, highlighting the
large FOV. (b) Corresponding FWM image.

The currently employed NA = 0.4, 20x objective is a good compromise between

a reasonably large FOV of 600 µm x 600µm and sub-µm diffraction-limited spot size.

In Fig. 4.10, we show a linear and FWM image obtained with the CINeMaS setup

on an undoped GaAs wafer. Fig. 4.10 (a) shows the linear reflection image, while

Fig. 4.10(b) shows the FWM image. From the linear reflection image, it is clear that

the entire FOV shows a homogeneous strength of reflection (apart from local changes

due to defects and other contamination of the wafer), and no vignetting is visible.
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Furthermore, the bright spot at a defect in the FWM image in Fig. 4.10(b) proves that

the beam intensities achieved with this objective are sufficient to obtain a noticeable

FWM signal on the sample.

4.5 Multidimensional Coherent Imaging Spectroscopy

We have discussed the benefits of MDCS in the preceding chapters. MDCS is a

great tool to access various information about a sample. Combining it with nonlinear

imaging allows the study of inhomogeneity and spatial dynamics of various samples

with this “universal microscope”.

During the PhD, we developed a rapid imaging version of MDCS that we coined

MDCIS. Using a novel scheme for lock-in detection (see Chap. VI), we developed a new

acquisition scheme for spatially addressed MDCS spectra. Instead of acquiring a full

MDCS spectrum at specific sample points, we acquire an image for each fixed temporal

delay stage position while stepping the stages, obtaining a full two-dimensional time

trace. Upon Fourier transform, we obtain an MDCS spectrum at every image pixel.

The data acquisition scheme is illustrated in Fig. 4.11.

The fundamental MDCS excitation schemes remain the same in this technique,

with three pulses (A, B, C) generating the FWM signal and a fourth pulse (D)

used for heterodyne detection. The fourth pulse is also sent onto the sample, which

requires additional considerations, as further discussed in Sec. 4.5.2. Instead of using

the continuous scanning of one stage (introduced in Sec. 4.2.4), we step the stages

of interest while acquiring full images. We still designate the t-stage as the fast

stage, as illustrated in the data acquisition scheme in Fig. 4.11. Each red dot signifies

the capture of an entire image. After each image, the t-stage (horizontal direction)

is moved. Once the full scan range of the t-stage has been sampled, the τ -stage

position is incremented, and the t-stage moves again over its full scan range. This

procedure is repeated until the τ -stage scan range is also sampled. The resulting two-
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Figure 4.11: (a) Illustration of the MDCIS data acquisition scheme. Each circle,
corresponding to a fixed τ , T , and t position, represents the acquisition of an im-
age. Between images, the τ and t delay stages are stepped. (b) hBN-encapsulated
monolayer of MoSe2. (c) Two-dimensional data sets in the time domain for different
sample positions, acquired with the MDCIS technique.

dimensional time traces for different spots on the hBN-encapsulated MoSe2 monolayer

in Fig. 4.11(b) are plotted in Fig 4.11(c). By obtaining complete temporal information

along τ and t for every single image pixel, a simple Fourier transform yields full MDCS

spectra at every image pixel. Given the short time constants realizable with the novel

box lock-in (Chap. VI), images can be acquired in less than a second, allowing for sub-

30-minute MDCIS scans of the desired sample.
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4.5.1 Experimental Setup Changes

Apart from attaching an imaging apparatus to the spectroscopic part of the CIN-

eMaS setup, a few additional experimental changes have to be realized to combine

the setup in Fig. 4.5 with imaging. Obtaining a reference signal from C-D interfer-

ence when routing D around the sample poses a significant challenge when adding

the imaging setup because additional losses to the power of D and hyper-sensitive

alignment render the setup non-robust. Instead, we decided to send D to the sample,

enabling us to split off the C-D reference before the imaging setup. As such, we have

constructed the C-D interferometer in the same way as the A-B interferometer, with

the pulses being recombined on the same beam splitter that they are split up. This

change also means no additional beam splitters have to be used after the imaging

setup, and the signal can be sent from the imaging setup straight into the signal

detector. Because all four beams now have the same power, no adjustment of the

beam powers using polarizing beam splitters and polarizers in front of the detector is

necessary.

Sending the D beam to the sample requires careful treatment of a few post-

processing corrections, as explained in the following.

4.5.2 Local Oscillator Corrections

For MDCIS, it is more convenient for the fourth pulse (D) to be recombined with

the three excitation beams before the sample and impinge on it. The recombination

before the sample leads to two additional factors that need to be considered in the

post-processing of the measurement: For one, the absorption of D by the sample is

imparted onto the detected FWM signal since Rdetect(ω) ∝ EFWM(ω) · ED(ω) with

Rdetect(ω) being the Fourier transform of the amplitude detected with the lock-in

amplifier. The D absorption can easily be accounted for by measuring the linear

interference between C and D, which is inherently measured and recorded by the
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CINeMaS setup. For this measurement, the digital lock-in amplifier digitally copies

the signal input and detects at both the FWM beating frequency and C-D beat-

ing frequency, hence acquiring both the FWM and linear interference signal. Since

RCD(ω) ∝ EC(ω) ·ED(ω), dividing the detected FWM by the square root of the C-D

interference (all in the frequency domain) gives the accurate FWM spectrum. This

normalization procedure assumes that the spectrum of C and D are the same, which

is reasonable given that the sample excitation changes the reflectivity by less than

1% [27].

Moreover, the contributions where D interacts before C need to be carefully filtered

out since real FWM (e.g., non-rephasing contributions) will leak into the desired

rephasing FWM signal when the interaction ordering between C and D is altered.

These contributions can be minimized when using short and nearly transform-limited

30 fs pulses, as is the case for the CINeMaS setup. However, great care needs to

be taken to minimize relative chirp between C and D, which can easily occur on

the order of 100-200 fs2 given the strongly dispersive nature of the lead-molybdate

AOMs. We minimize relative chirp by routinely checking relative chirp between all

four beams after realignment and inserting thin fused silica windows in the respective

beam paths.

4.6 Summary

After the theoretical introduction of the technique in the previous chapter, we

talked about the experimental implementation of collinear MDCS and the specifics

of the CINeMaS setup, including the laser-scanning microscope that allows us to

perform MDCIS. Not all the spectroscopic techniques and features and none of the

imaging ones presented in this chapter were available at the beginning of the PhD.

In fact, many features, such as continuous scanning, phase correction, and the laser

scanning imaging setup, have been developed as a response to experimental challenges
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in studying the nonlinear response of TMDs. Time was also spent on optimizing pulse

compression for the setup, which is presented in Appendix A.

Fully equipped with these sophisticated spectroscopic and imaging techniques, the

PhD work was able to shed light onto the underlying physics of TMD monolayers and

heterostructures, as discussed in the ensuing chapters.
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CHAPTER V

Exciton-Exciton Interactions and Rapid Charge

Transfer in a MoSe2/WSe2 Heterostructure

Reproduced in part with permission from:

Torben L. Purz, Eric W. Martin, Pasqual Rivera, William G. Holtzmann, Xi-

aodong Xu, and Steven T. Cundiff. ”Exciton-exciton interactions and rapid charge

transfer in a MoSe2/WSe2 heterostructure”. Phys. Rev. B 104, 24 (2021).

5.1 Introduction

In chapter II, we established the exciting physical phenomena that render TMDs

an interesting and promising platform for device applications ranging from solar cells

to lasers. To explore both the potential and limitations of this group of materials,

a thorough understanding of the fundamental physical processes in these materials

is needed. We have specifically introduced the concept of coherent and incoherent

coupling, the latter of which is usually present in the form of charge transfer in these

materials.

Coherent coupling between excitons is a manifestation of many-body effects, which

are at the heart of electromagnetically induced transparency [1, 2], lasing without in-

version [3–5], and excitonic quantum degenerate gases [6]. Furthermore, understand-
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ing the interactions between excitons is essential for efficient optoelectronic device

design, such as photovoltaics [7] and photodiodes [8].

The coherent coupling between these quasiparticles also opens a new avenue for

quantum information and quantum electronics applications, with the electronic states

of TMDs being easily accessible both optically and electronically. Quantum coherent

control of exciton qubits in QDs has been demonstrated previously [9–11]. Moreover,

ILEs in TMD heterostructures [12], QDs on TMD monolayers [13], and defects in

TMD monolayers [14] have been proposed as novel candidates for qubits in TMDs.

Coherent coupling has already been observed in numerous conventional semicon-

ductors [15–18] and recently in MoSe2 monolayers [19, 20]. While for TMD het-

erostructures, incoherent processes, including ultrafast charge transfer [21–27], the

associated ILE formation [23, 26, 28–30], and energy transfer [22] have been exten-

sively studied in the past, coherent coupling has been elusive in these samples due to

the rapidness of the incoherent effects. In this chapter and the accompanying paper

[31], we reveal the existence of coherent coupling between intralayer excitons in the

MoSe2 and WSe2 monolayers of a MoSe2/WSe2 heterostructure.

Furthermore, the high binding energy of ILEs in TMD heterostructures has raised

interest in these excitons and their associated dynamics for excitonic integrated cir-

cuits and qubits [12, 28, 32]. However, not all heterostructure ILE binding energies

have been determined experimentally but have only been theoretically predicted [30,

33]. Moreover, previous studies using linear or one-dimensional techniques [21–26]

have only been able to isolate charge transfer in an isolated manner and were unable

to resolve any coherent coupling in these materials due to experimental limitations.

While this work was in the publishing process, Policht et al. showed rapid electron

and hole transfer in a similar heterostructure using MDCS [27].

This chapter presents results applying MDCS to a MoSe2/WSe2 heterostructure.

We first show results comparing PL and MDCS on the sample. Using MDCS, we then
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extract linewidths for the MoSe2 and WSe2 resonances, showing significantly broad-

ened linewidths compared to the monolayer case. Subsequently, we demonstrate the

existence of coherent coupling and rapid electron and hole transfer in the heterostruc-

ture sample. We further extract the charge transfer times. Moreover, we simulate

the optical response of the system using the OBEs from Chap. III. We also show in-

termediate and long-term temporal dynamics (500 fs-600 ps) for this heterostructure,

hinting at the time scale of ILE formation and ILE lifetimes. Additionally, we see

signatures of the ILE through many-body effects, which allows us to determine the

ILE binding energy in the MoSe2/WSe2 heterostructure. Lastly, we show data on a

second MoSe2/WSe2 heterostructure that shows the same coherent coupling, charge

transfer, and ILE dynamics, corroborating the assertion that the observed behavior

is “universal” and does not depend on a “magic” sample.

5.2 Photoluminescence andMultidimensional Coherent Spec-

troscopy

A white-light microscopy image of the sample studied in this chapter is provided

in Fig. 5.1(a). The sample consists of mechanically exfoliated MoSe2 and WSe2 mono-

layers stacked on top of each other with a near-zero twist angle. The heterostructure

is encapsulated in hBN and contains thin graphite layers on top and bottom. The

sample was assembled using a dry-transfer technique with a stamp made of a poly-

dimethylsiloxane cylinder with a thin film of poly(bisphenol A carbonate) on top.

A PL spectrum for this heterostructure taken at 5 K is shown in Fig. 5.1 (b). This

measurement was performed by our collaborator William G. Holtzmann in the group

of Xiaodong Xu at the University of Washington. In this experiment, a HeNe laser

(632.8 nm, 100 µW) is used for excitation and focused to a 940 nm spot diameter on

the sample. A 90/10 beam splitter transmits the collected PL, which is subsequently
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Figure 5.1: (a) Microscope image of the heterostructure sample. (b) Full energy
range PL spectrum of the MoSe2/WSe2 heterostructure with right-circular polarized
excitation and left-circular polarized detection. (c) PL spectrum (gray curve) of
the sample and the laser excitation spectrum (red shade). (d) Characteristic low-
temperature, low-power MDCS spectrum of the MoSe2/WSe2 heterostructure at a
pump-probe delay T = 600 fs.

passed through a long pass filter and polarization optics. PL measurements presented

in this chapter use right-handed circular excitation and left-handed circular detection.

The PL is detected using a spectrometer (Princeton Instruments Acton 500 mm) and a

liquid-nitrogen-cooled silicon-based charge-coupled device (CCD) array. The grating

employed in the spectrometer has 600 grooves per mm. The PL in Fig. 5.1(b) clearly

shows the emission of the MoSe2 resonance (around 1.6 eV) and the ILE emission

(around 1.38 eV). The center energy of the ILE emission varies across the sample, as

further discussed in Chap. VII. The WSe2 resonance can only be seen in Fig. 5.1(c),

where the PL emission of the WSe2 is magnified. Despite bright PL in monolayer

TMDs [34], the PL in TMD heterostructures is significantly suppressed due to the

rapid charge transfer in the heterostructure samples [29]. Fig. 5.1(c) also shows the

excitation spectrum of the laser employed for the results in this chapter.

In Fig. 5.1(d), we show an MDCS spectrum acquired for T = 600 fs at a fluence
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of 13µJ/cm2 per beam. Because the resonances in these heterostructure samples are

very broad, even at the cryogenic temperatures (5 K) and low powers used for the mea-

surements in this work, we add up two different measurements to obtain Fig. 5.1(d):

A one-quantum rephasing measurement in which the first pump interaction is con-

jugate, and a one-quantum non-rephasing measurement in which the second pump

interaction is conjugate (see Sec. 3.5.1). The resulting absorptive spectra [35] are

spectrally narrower than the rephasing one-quantum spectra and allow us to discern

the dynamics within this heterostructure further. In contrast to the rephasing spectra

discussed in Sec. 3.6, the absorption energy in Fig. 5.1(d) is per convention positive.

The MDCS spectrum in Fig. 5.1 (d) shows four peaks. The two peaks on the

diagonal (dashed line) correspond to the two resonances of the MoSe2 and WSe2

monolayers. Meanwhile, the two cross (or coupling) peaks with different absorption

and emission energies indicate the presence of coupling between the two resonances.

The spectral shift between features in PL and MDCS can be traced back to a com-

bination of Stokes shift, spatial inhomogeneity, and limited bandwidth of the laser.

From the roughly round shape of the on-diagonal peaks, we can deduce that the

linewidths in this heterostructure sample are limited by the homogeneous linewidth.

To confirm this conclusion, we fit cross-diagonal and on-diagonal slices of only the

rephasing spectra according to the procedure outlined in Sec. 3.7.
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Figure 5.2: (a) Rephasing spectrum for the MoSe2/WSe2 heterostructure (b) Cross-
diagonal slices for the MoSe2 and WSe2 peak (circles) with corresponding fits (solid
line). (c) On-diagonal slices for the MoSe2 and WSe2 peak (circles) with correspond-
ing fits (solid line).
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Fig. 5.2(a) shows the rephasing spectrum for the heterostructure, which shows

significantly broadened peaks compared to the absorptive spectra in Fig. 5.1(d). The

linewidth of the peaks is further amplified due to the normalization of the rephasing

spectrum by the laser spectrum, which enhances the wings of the spectrum. Since

it is not essential to the time-dynamic effects observed in this chapter and increases

noise, we only normalize the rephasing spectrum here with this procedure to extract

quantitatively more accurate linewidths.

The cross-diagonal slices for the two resonances are plotted in Fig. 5.2 (b), and

the on-diagonal slices are plotted in Fig. 5.2 (c). As outlined in Sec. 3.7, we fit the

slices simultaneously for each resonance. The fits are indicated by the solid lines in

Fig. 5.2 (b,c). We extract the homogeneous linewidths γMoSe2=9.3 meV, γWSe2=14.9 meV,

and inhomogeneous linewidths σMoSe2=1.4 meV, σWSe2=5.7 meV. The fits are not well

constrained at the peaks’ edges because the spectrum’s normalization procedure en-

hances noise features. Therefore, we weigh the fit with the amplitude to de-emphasize

those data points. However, the fits still give a good estimate of the homogeneous

and inhomogeneous linewidths within a factor of 1-2 and show a clear increase of the

homogeneous linewidth compared to the literature, which has seen intrinsic (zero-

temperature, zero-power) homogeneous linewidths of 0.26 meV for monolayer MoSe2

[36] and 1.6 meV for monolayer WSe2 [37]. The latter measurement was performed on

a CVD-grown sample in a non-collinear geometry, substantially increasing the spot

size at the sample. We cannot extract an intrinsic linewidth due to experimental lim-

itations. However, the power- and temperature-dependent data the authors provide

in their respective publications indicate that our intrinsic linewidth should, at best,

be 2-3 times smaller than the values above, still showing a significant increase for

the linewidths in the heterostructure compared to the monolayers. It is reasonable

to assume that this increase is due to additional population decay channels, such as

charge transfer, in the heterostructure.
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5.3 Distinguishing Coupling via Time-Resolved Multidimen-

sional Coherent Spectroscopy

Discerning any coupling between the excitons from the dominant charge transfer

contribution is important. The temporal evolution of the off-diagonal coupling peaks

in the MDCS spectrum is key to isolating the coupling. There are two likely sources

for the occurrence of these peaks:

1. After excitation by a laser, electrons and holes bind together to form excitons

in the MoSe2 and WSe2, respectively, as shown in Fig. 5.3 (a). These excitons

can coherently interact (coherent coupling), as discussed in Sec. 2.7.2. This

coupling manifests itself through an oscillating amplitude along T whose fre-

quency matches the energy difference between the resonances, as illustrated in

Fig. 5.3(b). Decay of the oscillations stems from dephasing processes. In an

ideal chirp-free case, both coupling peaks oscillate in phase.

2. Incoherent coupling channels, such as energy or charge transfer, can also lead

to the appearance of coupling peaks. As discussed in Sec. 2.7.1, charge transfer

via electron and hole transfer, as illustrated in Fig. 5.3(a), with subsequent

formation of the ILE, is common in these TMD heterostructures. For this

coupling, separate level systems do not need to share a common ground state

in contrast to the coherent coupling, as illustrated in Fig. 5.3(b). Here, the

coupling manifests itself via a rise of the peak amplitude having a time scale

characteristic of the transfer for these processes.

To better resolve the dynamics of the heterostructure and determine the coupling

mechanisms, we take several MDCS spectra with varying T delay. We show exemplary

spectra taken at T = 25 fs, 50 fs, and 75 fs in Fig. 5.3 (c). The most notable changes

between these spectra are a visible decay for the two on-diagonal peaks and varying
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Figure 5.3: (a) Illustration of coherently coupled MoSe2 and WSe2 excitons and the
dephasing of coherent coupling (CC) via incoherent charge transfer (CT), yielding
ILEs in the heterostructure. (b) Characteristic coupling peak amplitude dynamics
and associated level-systems for incoherent vs. coherent coupling. (c) Characteristic
low-temperature, low-power multidimensional coherent spectra of the MoSe2/WSe2
heterostructure at time-delays T=25 fs, T=50 fs, and T=75 fs. All spectra are plotted
on the same color scale, shown for the spectrum taken at T = 600 fs in Fig. 5.1 (d).
(d) Integrated FWM of the four peaks in the MDCS spectrum. Integration areas
are marked by the dashed boxes in (c). Also shown are exponential fits to the rising
behavior of the two coupling peaks from 100 fs on (solid lines).

amplitude for the coupling peaks. Overall, the coupling peak amplitude increases

over time (compare Fig. 5.1 (d)). To better visualize these dynamics, we spectrally

integrate over each of the four peaks (integration area indicated by the dashed rect-

angles in Fig. 5.3 (c)) and plot the resulting integrated amplitudes in Fig. 5.3 (d). The

decay of the on-diagonal peaks (squares)and the rise of the coupling peaks (circles)

are visible. Moreover, the amplitude of the two cross-peaks shows features suggestive

of oscillations, a strong indication of coherent coupling. The coherent coupling also

explains the significant non-zero amplitude of the two peaks at early times.

The decay for both on-diagonal peaks occurs rapidly and noticeably faster than

the rise of the coupling peaks. This decay can be explained by the multitude of

processes, including charge transfer, rapid decay into dark or localized states, as

reported for both materials in the literature [37, 38], and population decay into the
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Figure 5.4: (a) High temporal resolution measurement of the two-coupling peaks
from Fig. 5.3(b). Curves have been offset to increase readability. The MoSe2/WSe2
curve was recorded with positive intentional GDD, and the WSe2/MoSe2 curve was
recorded with negative intentional GDD. (b) Zero-quantum spectrum, similar to
Fourier-transforming with respect to the delay of a spectrally-resolved pump-probe
experiment. Here, we added measurements taken with positive and negative inten-
tional GDD. Complete data sets can be found in Sec. 5.4.

ground state, all of which affect the on-diagonal peaks. However, the rise of the

coupling peaks occurs only due to processes that incoherently couple the two materials

together, such as energy and charge transfer. Based on the extensive literature on

these heterostructures [21, 22, 24, 39] and the similar time scale of the rise for the two

coupling peaks, we deduce charge transfer to be the dominant incoherent coupling

mechanism in this sample.

We fit an inverse exponential for T ≥100 fs to the rise of the coupling peaks (solid

lines), which yields an estimated rise time τM→W < 149±28 fs for the MoSe2/WSe2

peak and τW→M < 91±9 fs for the WSe2/MoSe2 peak, limited by the temporal resolu-

tion of 92 fs in our experiment (see Appendix A). These values are in good agreement

with the charge transfer times in the literature for similar samples [21, 24, 27, 39, 40],

which are in the range of 30 fs-600 fs.

5.3.1 Coherent Coupling

A separate data set with smaller T steps (range indicated by the gray area in

Fig. 5.3 (d)), shown in Fig. 5.4 (a), resolves early time dynamics better. Both coupling
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peaks show clear oscillations with a frequency around ℏω = 74 meV, corresponding to

the energy difference between the MoSe2 and WSe2 excitons. These oscillations are

emphasized by plotting a decaying cosine with an exponential rise (dashed lines) as

a guide to the eye. Since we see signatures of both coherent coupling and incoherent

charge transfer, the resulting plots in Fig. 5.3(d) and Fig. 5.4(a) are the sum of a

decaying oscillation and an exponential rise, as expected from Fig. 5.4(b).

A more quantitative measure of these oscillations can be obtained by taking a zero-

quantum MDCS spectrum, introduced in Sec. 3.6.2. Because we use phase-resolved

heterodyne detection, we can resolve the sign of the oscillation, which is different for

the two coupling features in the zero-quantum spectrum shown in Fig. 5.4(b). The

two features at zero mixing energy and MoSe2 or WSe2 emission energy correspond

to the non-oscillating contributions of both on-diagonal and coupling peaks. Two

features around a mixing energy of -74 meV and +71 meV can be seen for the MoSe2

and WSe2 emissions, respectively. Within the sample inhomogeneity, this matches the

energy spacing between the MoSe2 and WSe2-A excitons. This agreement supports

the assertion that excitons in the two materials are indeed coherently coupled and

oscillate during T with a frequency determined by the energy difference of the two

resonances. The broadness of the features stems from the fact that both coupling

contributions decay rapidly along T . The low energy (10-20 meV) signatures are due

to truncation effects. The nature of the coherent coupling is not immediately evident

and needs further investigation. Common interactions that lead to coherent coupling

are biexcitonic in nature, such as static dipole-dipole or exchange interactions, or due

to mixing of the single exciton states, such as transition dipole (Förster) coupling

[41, 42]. They can, for example, be distinguished by careful analysis of the real

part of the MDCS spectrum, as demonstrated in [42]. Future experiments using

double-quantum coherent spectroscopy can also provide insight into the nature of

the coherent coupling [15, 16]. In the current stage, the rapid dephasing of coherent
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coupling due to the rapid dephasing of the excitons, which is caused by the rapid

charge transfer, limits applications of coherent coupling in these samples, and further

work is required to transform this into viable applications. In Fig. 5.4 (a) and (b), we

combine measurements with intentional small negative and positive GDD on the three

excitation pulses, which enhances the coherent oscillations that are otherwise obscured

by residual third-order dispersion. In the following section, we discuss the chirp

dependence of coherent coupling and how applying intentional GDD can enhance the

coherent coupling oscillation.

5.4 Chirp Dependence of Coherent Coupling

The time resolution for incoherent and coherent dynamics is essentially differ-

ent. In this section, we discuss the chirp dependence of both coherent and incoherent

dynamics. While the chirped pulse duration limits the incoherent dynamics, the mea-

surement of the coherent processes, in theory, is not affected by chirp and is given

by the transform-limited pulse. However, as demonstrated here, there are intricacies

regarding dephasing that render efficient dispersion control necessary for the obser-

vation of coherent coupling.

Fig. 5.5 shows the coherent coupling measurements with negative intentional and

positive intentional GDD that are the components of Fig. 5.4 (a). We apply this chirp

by adjusting the grism distance in the Grism compressor discussed in Appendix A.

While this slightly affects the third-order dispersion, too, the effect is negligible here.

The integrated FWM curves are normalized to their respective maximum and offset.

The offset between the curves in Fig. 5.5 is chosen arbitrarily to enhance visibility. We

also plot a decaying oscillation together with an exponential rise as a guide-to-the-eye.

The time-zero for the exponential rise is adjusted for some of the guide-to-the-eye

curves presented here because the chirp shifts the time-zero for transfer dynamics

along T .
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Figure 5.5: Chirp dependence of the two coupling peak amplitudes in one-quantum
spectra for (a) negative GDD and (b) positive GDD. The MoSe2/WSe2 curve in (a)
has no guide-to-the-eye because it lacks a visible decaying oscillation.

In Fig. 5.5 (a), we detuned the GDD to be negative. As a result, the oscillation on

the WSe2/MoSe2 coupling peak can be resolved, while the MoSe2/WSe22 coupling

peak only shows a weak oscillatory feature. Because of the chirp, the rise of the

coupling peak has occurred at negative T delays here and thus does not show up

for the WSe2/MoSe2 coupling peak, while the peak rise is the dominant contribution

for the MoSe2/WSe2 peak. In Fig. 5.5 (b), we detune the GDD to be positive. Here,

the MoSe2/WSe2 peak has a visible oscillation with no significant exponential rise,

as explained above. Even the WSe2/MoSe2 shows a residual oscillation, although the

rising behavior obstructs it, and the oscillation is not as pronounced as in Fig. 5.5 (a).
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Figure 5.6: Zero-quantum spectra (a) in the presence of additional negative GDD,
(b) with no intentional GDD but residual third-order dispersion (TOD), and (c) with
additional positive GDD. The coherent coupling between MoSe2 and WSe22 can be
clearly resolved for negative and positive intentional GDD.

We similarly adjust the chirp for the zero-quantum measurements. The spectra
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provided in Fig. 5.4 are a combination of Fig. 5.6 (a), which shows the zero-quantum

spectrum for negative GDD, and Fig. 5.6 (c), which shows the zero quantum spectrum

for positive GDD. We also show a zero intentional GDD (and thus limited by the

third-order dispersion (TOD)) spectrum in Fig. 5.6 (b). Similarly to Fig. 5.5, we can

resolve the coherent coupling from WSe2 to MoSe2 with intentional negative GDD in

Fig. 5.6 (a) and the coherent coupling from MoSe2 to WSe2 with intentional positive

GDD in Fig. 5.6 (c). For the positive GDD case, we have removed values below

T=25 fs for Fig. 5.4, eliminating some spurious contributions at intermediate mixing

energies. However, we did not remove the values here to simplify the comparison with

the simulations below. Even in the zero intentional GDD case, we can retain features

reminiscent of the two coupling peaks. The broad features extending toward negative

mixing energies for the MoSe2 emission and towards positive mixing energies for the

WSe2 emission are reminiscent of coherent coupling. They show up at lower mixing

energies because only the edges of the broad resonances closer together in energy (and

thus timing) contribute to these zero-quantum spectra.

5.4.1 Temporal Resolution in the Context of Coherent Coupling

The temporal resolution of 100 fs referred to earlier refers to the temporal reso-

lution of the charge transfer and does not immediately translate into the temporal

resolution for the coherent oscillations. The reason for the difference is the different

nature of coherent and incoherent dynamics and how they are affected by chirp and

overall pulse duration. As discussed by Tekavec et al. [43], absorption frequencies

exceeding 400 THz, corresponding to sub-3 fs oscillation in the temporal domain, can

be readily resolved by scanning the τ delay stage between the two pump pulses whose

pulse duration exceeds 200 fs in their experiment. The reason is that, despite the

dispersion, as the τ stage is scanned, the phase of the FWM signal evolves rapidly

with the period determined by the resonance energy. This consideration is similarly
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true for a linear pulsed Fourier transform experiment, as can be easily shown from

P (1)(t) ∝ ie−iω0t

∞∫
0

dt′1E(t− t1)e
−t1/T2 , (5.1)

for arbitrary chirp [44]. In this case, the temporal amplitude and phase, corresponding

to a chirped pulse, only contribute as a constant.

Incoherent dynamics along T are limited in their resolution by chirped pulses.

However, the evolution of coherences along T , as is the case for the coherent cou-

pling described in this chapter, can be resolved with chirped pulses, as long as their

bandwidth covers the oscillation period in the temporal domain. Therefore, the tem-

poral resolution for the coherent coupling is the transform-limited pulse duration.

However, there are conditions under which chirped pulses, partially or entirely, ob-

scure the coherent oscillations. Therefore, we use the intentional chirp in our ex-

periments to properly resolve the coherent oscillations. The chirp dependence of

coherent oscillations can be best understood from the following simplified density

matrix description: For the example of one coupling peak, a coherent oscillation can

be thought of as the following evolution of the matrix elements of the density operator

ρ: |0⟩ ⟨M | → |W ⟩ ⟨M | → |W ⟩ ⟨0|, where the respective states occur after interaction

with pulse A, B, and C respectively. Here, the |M⟩ and |W ⟩ states are the MoSe2

and WSe2 exciton states, respectively.

In order to observe coherent oscillations, two critical conditions have to be fulfilled:

1. When the third pulse arrives to convert the ⟨M | state into ⟨0|, the |0⟩ ⟨M |

coherence cannot have fully dephased yet.

2. Similarly, the |W ⟩ ⟨0| coherence that mixes with the |0⟩ ⟨M | coherence during

T cannot have fully dephased by the time the third pulse arrives.

To meet these conditions, the dispersion thus needs to be optimized. In the
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ideal case of no dispersion, this is trivial. However, with the dominant higher-order

dispersion in our experiment, the intentional GDD is necessary to sufficiently fulfill

these conditions and observe a coherent oscillation indicative of the coupling of the

two exciton states.

This explanation for the temporal resolution and chirp dependence of coherent

coupling significantly simplifies the complex dynamics of the system, especially in the

presence of dispersion. In the following, we present a full model of the sample system

using the OBEs.

5.5 Simulation of Multidimensional Coherent Spectra in the

Presence of Arbitrary Laser Pulses

To fully support the conclusions of this simplified explanation, we simulate differ-

ent level systems using the optical Bloch equations (Eq. 3.30) introduced in Chap. III.

For the most general solution to Eq. 3.30, we incorporate our pulse’s spectral ampli-

tude and phase and negative, positive, and no intentional chirp, as applied in the

experiment, into the system Hamiltonian H. Other parameters used for dephasing

and resonance energies can be found in table 5.1.

γ0M γ0W γMW γMM , γWW

12.5 ps−1 20 ps−1 6.67 ps−1 20 ps−1

EM EW µ0M ,µ0W E0

1610 meV 1680 meV 50 Debye 2,000 kV/m

Table 5.1: Parameters used in the simulation of the OBEs. For simplicity, we assumed
equal transition dipole moments for MoSe2 and WSe2.

Since the OBEs make no approximation about the order of the interaction, the

resulting solutions would contain all contributions to the polarization from 0th to

(technically) infinitely high orders, although lower orders dominate the resulting po-

larization. In order to filter out the FWM contributions detected in our experiment,
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we implemented a discrete phase-cycling scheme in the simulation. We subsequently

emulate the lock-in amplifier in our setup that filters out the heterodyne-detected

sample response. It is important to filter out the response a posteriori since satura-

tion effects, which result from lower- and higher-order signal contributions, can still

affect the third-order nonlinear response.

5.5.1 One-Quantum Spectra

We first simulate the rephasing one-quantum spectra with varying T with the

measured pulses and intentionally added GDD of -1500 fs2, 0 fs2, and +1500 fs2. We

do not incorporate charge transfer into the simulation except for a rapid population

decay for MoSe2 and WSe2. The results of this simulation are shown in Fig. 5.7. We

only simulate the rephasing spectrum instead of adding non-rephasing and rephasing

as in Fig. 5.3 for the sake of simplicity.
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Figure 5.7: Simulated MDCS rephasing one-quantum spectra for varying T delays
with the parameters detailed in table 5.1 and additional GDD of -1500 fs2 (GDD<0),
0 fs2 (GDD=0), and +1500 fs2 (GDD>0). The resulting interaction windows for the
two resonances are shown on the right.
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As can be seen from the middle panel of Fig. 5.7, when no intentional GDD is

added, the upper right coupling peak looks distorted for early times, an indicator

of dispersion effects. However, a small oscillation of this peak’s amplitude can still

be seen. Nonetheless, the dominant oscillation is on the bottom left coupling peak,

whose profile is much less distorted. When adding negative GDD to the pulse in the

simulation, the lower left coupling peak is even less distorted (compare T=30 fs), while

the upper right coupling peak is essentially non-existent due to the aforementioned

limitations related to dephasing for this peak. In contrast, when adding additional

positive GDD, the bottom left coupling peak gets distorted, while the upper right

coupling peak now shows significantly less distortion and an apparent amplitude os-

cillation. The resulting interaction windows for the two resonances, as defined in

[45], are shown on the right of the respective simulations. The intentional GDD nar-

rows one of the interaction windows while significantly lengthening the other. Thus,

the simulations indicate that despite a nominal temporal resolution well above the

oscillation frequency, an amplitude oscillation can be observed for the coupling peaks.

5.5.2 Zero-Quantum Spectra

We employed the same OBE solver to show that zero-quantum spectra of a V-

level system vs. two uncoupled two-level systems, even in the presence of chirp, can

be distinguished, further strengthening the evidence of the observation of coherent

coupling.

We simulate two independent two-level systems and a V-Level system in which

the two excited states are coupled via a common ground state. The simulation allows

us to see if we can distinguish between coherent coupling in a V-Level system and

chirp-related contributions to two independent two-level systems in the zero-Quantum

spectra in the presence of complex chirp.

We exemplarily plot the results of the simulations in Fig. 5.8 for additional GDD
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Figure 5.8: OBE simulations of zero-quantum spectra for two independent two-level
systems and a V-Level system in the presence of higher-order residual chirp and
intentional GDD of -1500 fs2 (a), 0 fs2 (b), and 1500 fs2 (c).

= -1500 fs2 (a), GDD = 0 fs2 (b), and GDD = 1500 fs2 (c). Note the different color

axes from the experimental results.

It is evident from these figures that a V-Level and two independent two-level

systems can be distinguished, despite the influence of chirp. While both systems

show somewhat of a contribution around the correct mixing energy around -74 meV

in Fig. 5.8(a), for the two two-level systems, it is only a weak tail with a maximum

at much lower mixing energies and emission energies between the two resonances.

However, there is an emphasized peak around -74 meV for the V-Level system, in

much better agreement with the experimental results. Moreover, for zero additional

GDD, there is a distinct peak at the correct mixing energy for the V-Level system

that does not occur for the two two-level systems. Our data shows a peak around

-60 meV in this case (see Fig. 5.6(b)). For positive GDD, the mixing peak is more

pronounced for a V-Level system, while the independent two-level systems again only

show a peak stretching out from zero mixing energy. All observations considered,

it is evident that our data does not match a simple two-level system but instead
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resembles the behavior of a V-Level system. The data and simulations for the V-

Level system agree well enough and are distinguished enough from two two-level

systems that we are confident that we are indeed resolving coherent coupling in the

heterostructure. Moreover, we have shown oscillations of the coupling peaks in the

one-quantum spectra, which do not occur for two independent two-level systems. We

did not fine-tune the simulation parameters to get maximum agreement between the

simulation and data because there are too many unconstrained variables. Instead,

the simulation illustrates that despite complex chirp, a V-Level and two independent

two-level systems can be clearly distinguished in a zero-quantum spectrum.

5.6 Intermediate Dynamics and Interlayer Exciton Binding

Energy

We furthermore acquired MDCS spectra with varying T delay over an intermedi-

ate (500 fs-5 ps) to long-term (150 ps-600 ps) time range, whose integrated peak am-

plitudes are shown in Fig. 5.9. The plot starts at 500 fs, after the initial coupling peak

rise and on-diagonal peak decay. The displayed data consists of three datasets taken

separately due to sample drift considerations. The three measurement ranges are

0.5-10.5 ps, 10.5-50.5 ps, and 50.5-600.5 ps. Measurements are repeated several times

and discarded if sample drift has been observed between datasets. The separate time-

range measurements are combined by overlapping points between them (10.5 ps and

50.5 ps) and are normalized to the integrated peak amplitudes at T=500 fs from the

early-time measurement (not displayed, but part of the data set in Fig. 5.3(c)).

Fig. 5.9 clearly shows two separate decays, one on a scale of a few picoseconds

and another on a scale of hundreds of picoseconds. In the literature, commonly, bi-

exponential decays are fitted for the two time scales. However, bi-exponential fits are

not a suitable model in our case because of the superposition of different dynamics we
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Figure 5.9: Integrated FWM of the four peaks in the MDCS spectrum for interme-
diate and long times (500 fs-600 ps).

can resolve in MDCS. Since the time scales of the early (fast) and late (slow) decay

differ by over two orders of magnitude, it is reasonable to separate the fits into two

independent exponentials and disregard the intermediate temporal dynamics from

5-100 ps. The fits show good agreement with the data, justifying the model of fitting

two separate exponentials.

Within the first 5 ps, three of the four peaks (except the MoSe2 peak) display an

amplitude decay, followed by another decay of all four peaks for T ≥100 ps. This

behavior is consistent with the literature, which reports bi-exponential time scales

in these samples’ intermediate and long-term dynamics [23, 24, 26]. In contrast

to previous experiments, which look at the coupling dynamics in an isolated set-

ting, the MDCS approach reveals distinctly different decay constants for the four

peaks. The difference in decay constants hints at a superposition of dynamics that

cannot be obtained in the selective experiments in the literature. On the intermedi-

ate time scale, the MoSe2/WSe2 peak (τ=1.22±0.12 ps), as well as the WSe2 peak

(τ=1.51±0.12 ps) decay quicker and with a larger amplitude than the WSe2/MoSe2

peak (τ=1.69±0.16 ps) and MoSe2 peak (no fit). Here, τ denotes the decay constant
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from a simple exponential decay. Competition between several dynamical processes

can explain this surprising behavior.

The difference in decay between the MoSe2 and WSe2 during the first 5 ps warrants

further study. However, the likely explanation is energy transfer from WSe2 into the

MoSe2 that contributes on these intermediate time scales [22]. We attribute the

initial decay of the coupling peaks to the phonon-assisted relaxation of momentum-

space “hot” ILEs [28] into a tightly bound ILE state. Either the difference in many-

body effects of the hot vs. tightly bound ILE or the fact that the hot ILEs are

more prone to electron-hole recombination than their tightly bound counterparts can

explain an initial decay of the coupling peaks. Both processes would indirectly affect

the intralayer excitons and, thus, the coupling peak strength. In the case of altered

many-body effects, the changed interactions between ILEs and intralayer excitons that

lead to the occurrence of the coupling peak in the first place would affect the coupling

peak amplitude. In the case of electron-hole recombination, the initial recombination

of electrons and holes would fill the ground state, reducing the peak amplitude. After

the formation of tightly bound ILE states, this relaxation into the ground state occurs

on a much longer time scale.

After initial relaxation of the “hot” ILEs, the FWM amplitudes stagnate during

intermediate times (10-100 ps). The long-term decay of hundreds of picoseconds does

not noticeably contribute during these time scales. The long-term decay, which is

fitted separately due to competing dynamics at early times, shows a roughly uniform

time scale for all four peaks: The MoSe2 on-diagonal peak (τ = 607 ± 22 ps), WSe2

on-diagonal peak (τ = 520 ± 13 ps), MoSe2/WSe2 coupling peak (τ = 580 ± 28 ps),

and WSe2/MoSe2 coupling peak (τ = 540 ± 8 ps) all show decay times in the range

of 500-600 ps within the uncertainty of the measurement and noise. We attribute

this decay to the ILE population decay. The literature has reported ILE lifetimes

from hundreds of picoseconds to hundreds of nanoseconds, depending on the twist
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Figure 5.10: (a) Characteristic low-temperature, low-power multidimensional co-
herent spectrum of the MoSe2/WSe2 heterostructure at a pump-probe time-delay of
T=5.5 ps. (b) Slices of fixed emission energy taken along the absorption energy axis.
The dashed line indicates the absorption energy for the ILE feature.

angle and other sample parameters [29, 46–49], with [46] reporting a decay time of

1.3 ns for a 1◦ twist angle, increasing by more than an order of magnitude for a 3.5◦

twist angle. Given the near zero-twist angle of the sample studied in this report and

common sample-to-sample variations, our values are in good agreement with these

findings.

After the relaxation of the hot ILEs, another signature of the ILE is obtained in the

MDCS spectra. An MDCS spectrum with a T delay of 5.5 ps is shown in Fig. 5.10 (a).

The features that show absorption at continuum energies around 1629 meV and emis-

sion at the MoSe2 and WSe2-A exciton resonances (dashed circles) have no visible

corresponding on-diagonal peaks and no emission at comparable energies. Therefore,

these spectral features cannot be due to another material resonance. Instead, we

believe these features occur due to the continuum absorption generating free inter-

layer electron/hole pairs, which subsequently affect the emission of the MoSe2 and

WSe2 excitons via many-body effects. The weak absorption by the free interlayer

electron-hole pairs is compensated by their very strong Coulomb interaction with the

excitons. Similar effects have been observed in GaAs QWs [41, 50]. Two slices, taken

at fixed emission energies of 1603 meV and 1678 meV along the absorption energy
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axis are displayed in Fig. 5.10 (b). We determine the ILE absorption feature to be at

1629 meV from the slices. From our PL measurement in Fig. 5.1(b), the ILE emission

is known to be at 1.375 eV. From the difference between these energies, we deduce

the binding energy of the ILEs in this sample to be around 254 meV. This value is in

excellent agreement with a recently performed first principle calculation [30], which

estimates the binding energy to be around 250 meV, and above other theoretically

predicted values [33]. This binding energy is consistent with previously measured

binding energies in these samples at 110 K using micro-angle-resolved photoemission

spectroscopy (ARPES) and PL [51] and two times larger than measured binding

energies in a WSe2/WS2 heterostructure [28].

As alluded to previously, many measurements of TMDs are taken on single spots or

magic samples. To render the observations and conclusions in this chapter meaningful,

we are thus interested in the reproducibility of the sample dynamics. In the following

section, we present MDCS data on a second MoSe2/WSe2 heterostructure.

5.7 Data on Second MoSe2/WSe2 Heterostructure

MoSe2

WSe2

Figure 5.11: Microscope image of the second MoSe2/WSe2 heterostructure sample.
This heterostructure sample contains a 3 nm graphite lead on top and a 5 nm graphite
lead at the bottom.

We have obtained data on a second, similar MoSe2/WSe2 heterostructure sample

that shows that all the dynamics - the peak rise due to charge transfer, the coherent
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coupling between the two materials, and any intermediate and long-term dynamics

- are highly reproducible and not sample-specific. A microscopy image of the het-

erostructure sample is shown in Fig. 5.11. The MoSe2 layer is placed on top of the

WSe2 layer. The sample is encapsulated in hBN and contains a 5 nm graphite lead

at the bottom and a 3 nm graphite lead at the top.

In Fig. 5.12(a), we show the MDCS spectrum with rephasing and non-rephasing

contributions added. Despite adding the two contributions, the four peaks are overall

less separated than for the heterostructure presented in Fig. 5.1. The increased overlap

between peaks is partially due to the resonance energy of the MoSe2 being roughly

15 meV higher in this material and partially because the MoSe2 peak is significantly

broader. While the absolute time scales differ, it is evident from Fig. 5.12(b) that the

dynamics agree with the other heterostructure qualitatively: We see a rapid decay of

the on-diagonal peaks, accompanied by a rapid rise for the two coupling peaks. The

broader linewidths correlate with faster charge transfer (67 fs from WSe2 to MoSe2

and 85 fs from MoSe2 to WSe2), supporting the statement in Sec. 5.2 that the new

dephasing channels are significantly influenced by population decay due to charge

transfer.

We also again see a signature of coherent coupling at early times, with non-zero

amplitudes for the coupling peaks and residual oscillations, which can be supported

by the zero-quantum spectrum in Fig. 5.12 (c). This zero-quantum spectrum was

taken at zero additional GDD, and the center of the zero-quantum peaks is thus

slightly lower than the 55 meV energy difference between the resonances in the two

materials. The intermediate and long-term dynamics in Fig. 5.12(d) also show a

behavior very similar to the one observed for the heterostructure discussed in Fig. 5.9.

At intermediate times, the WSe2 peak and the MoSe2/WSe2 see a significant decay

while the WSe2/MoSe2 peak barely decays and the MoSe2 peak rises. Again, the

peaks decay at longer time scales (891 ± 36 ps, 861 ± 55 ps, 634 ± 35 ps, 615 ± 30 ps
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Figure 5.12: (a) One-quantum MDCS spectrum at T = 600 fs taken on a similar
MoSe2/WSe2 heterostructure. (b) Early peak dynamics for the sample, showing
exponential fits to the rise of the coupling peaks (solid lines) (c) Zero-quantum MDCS
spectrum for no intentional GDD (d) Intermediate/long-term peak dynamics with
exponential fits (solid lines).

from left to right, top to bottom), which we attribute to the ILE relaxation.

5.8 Conclusions and Outlook

In this chapter, we use MDCS to study the coherent exciton-exciton interactions

and exciton dynamics in a MoSe2/WSe2 heterostructure. We show that the linewidths

of the MoSe2 and WSe2 resonances in the heterostructure are in the homogeneous

limit, dominated by exciton population decay caused by charge transfer. We use

MDCS to disentangle the contributions of coherent and incoherent coupling to the

FWM signal through a T -dependence of the MDCS spectra. We quantify the electron

transfer from WSe2 to MoSe2 happening on a characteristic time τW→M < 91±9 fs and

the hole transfer from MoSe2 to WSe2 to happen with a characteristic time τM→W <

149±28 fs.

We further observe strong signatures of coherent coupling between the excitons
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in the MoSe2 and WSe2 layer in both one-quantum and zero-quantum MDCS. We

model the system with different level systems and numerically solve the OBEs for the

residually-chirped input pulses to demonstrate that despite residual chirp, the exper-

iment is sensitive toward coherent coupling. The observations are a logical evolution

and continuation of the observation of coherent coupling between excitons and trions

in TMD monolayers [20]. While further work, e.g., using the absolute phase to ana-

lyze the real part of the signal similar to Ref. 42, is necessary to determine the nature

of the coherent coupling, the existence of it opens the avenue for quantum coherent

control, an essential aspect of quantum computing. Moreover, we measure complex

intermediate and long-term temporal dynamics of the MDCS spectrum peaks, con-

taining dynamics of the phonon-assisted relaxation of momentum-space “hot” ILEs

into a tightly bound ILE state, and the radiative decay of ILEs. Lastly, we observe a

many-body signature of the ILEs in the MDCS spectrum and determine the binding

energies of these ILEs to be 254 meV from a combination of MDCS and PL measure-

ments.

These results manifest a significant step towards a better understanding of TMDs

- characterizing both electron and hole transfer in a non-isolated setting has only been

realized in our work and the work by Policht et al. [27], which was published simulta-

neously. Moreover, coherent coupling had not been observed in TMD heterostructure

before, mainly because the MDCS experiments studying TMDs [20, 42] did not have

sufficient bandwidth. As illustrated in this chapter, increasing the bandwidth comes

with experimental challenges that we were able to overcome. Lastly, few reports of

the ILE binding energy for TMD heterostructures have been published [28, 51], and

a majority of studies have been theoretical [30, 33]. Our measurements further cor-

roborate the expectations of high binding energies for the ILEs, which renders them

promising candidates for room-temperature device applications.

While unraveling interesting physical phenomena, the work in this chapter also
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served as proof of principle for our experimental setup. When I joined this project, the

broadband Ti:Sapph had just been installed, and double passing had just been set up.

As a result, there were numerous experimental challenges that had to be met in order

for these experiments to work, including implementing pulse-chirp compensation and

integration of continuous scanning and the MONSTR Sense Technologies electronics

and software. Early during the experiments, we noticed inconsistencies in the spectra

and overall FWM strength across the sample. These observations motivated us to go

further and dream bigger: Spatially-addressed MDCS had been previously realized

[38, 52–54]; however, long acquisition times associated with MDCS spectra and slow

imaging had been significant barriers to widespread adoption. More specifically, in

our experiment, sample stability could not be guaranteed on the time scale of hours.

We thus wanted to incorporate rapid laser-scanning imaging with our spectroscopy

experiments - which required the invention of a custom lock-in amplifier, detailed in

the next chapter.
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CHAPTER VI

Lock-in Detector for Accelerated Nonlinear

Imaging

Reproduced in part with permission from:

Torben L. Purz, Steven T. Cundiff, and Eric W. Martin. ”Lock-in detector for

accelerated nonlinear imaging”. Optics Letters 46, 4813-4816 (2021).

6.1 Introduction

Every physics undergraduate student at a reputable research institution encoun-

ters a lock-in amplifier at some point throughout their study. The rationale behind

introducing aspiring young physicists to this technology is that the lock-in amplifier

has enabled numerous scientific achievements over its almost 90-year-long career due

to its characterizing quality: filtering out a weak signal against a large background

[1–3]. Contemporary digital lock-in amplifiers have dynamic reserves of up to 120 dB,

enabling the extraction of signals a factor of one million lower in amplitude than the

“noise” at a specific frequency (and a factor of a trillion in intensity) [4]. “Noise”

can both refer to a generic broadband noise floor or a well-defined interfering tone

that is not the signal of interest. In the following, those are referred to as extra-

neous modulations. Additional bandpass filters preceding the lock-in amplifier can
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further increase the dynamic reserve. Nowadays, lock-in amplifiers are used in fields of

research spanning everything from the Nobel prize-awarded measurement of the frac-

tional quantum Hall effect [5] and direct imaging of the bond characteristics between

atoms in a molecule [6] to characterizing solid-state samples [7, 8] and photosynthetic

bacteria [9].

Simultaneously, researchers at universities [9, 10], national labs [11], and hospitals

[12] rely heavily on nonlinear spectroscopy and imaging methods from 2P imaging

to SRS imaging. SRS imaging has proven useful for identifying biological tissue by

its molecular composition [13, 14], in-vivo imaging of numerous systems, including

mouse and human epidermis [15], and DNA [16]. Optically degenerate ultrafast four-

wave mixing (DUF-FWM) has proven itself more broadly useful in both imaging [10,

17, 18] and spatially-addressed spectroscopy [9, 10, 19–21] with applications from

identifying defects and inhomogeneity in semiconductor nanostructures [10] to dis-

tinguishing bacterial colonies [9]. We distinguish DUF-FWM from other nonlinear

imaging microscopies because the broadband excitation pulses and signal are spec-

trally overlapped. While nonlinear imaging microscopies such as 2P microscopy offer

a resolution enhancement of up to 1.4 (when compared to linear techniques) and an

enhanced transverse resolution, DUF-FWM techniques have several other additional

advantages. For one, DUF-FWM is naturally sensitive to defects and interfaces due

to its scaling with material oscillator strength [22], which is not true for all third-order

nonlinear spectroscopies. Moreover, using ultrafast pulses as excitations, we can ob-

tain time-resolved information about dephasing, electronic decays, and other rapid

processes, including electron/hole and energy transfer [8, 23, 24]. Specifically using

ultrafast lasers, Huang et al. [25] have shown the practicality of two-color transient

absorption decay times for defect sensing in graphene, while Jacubczyk et al. [17]

have shown the potential of dephasing times as an indicator of material quality for

TMDs.
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In non-degenerate nonlinear microscopies, including 2P microscopy, near-degenerate

four-wave mixing microscopy [26, 27], and SRS [13–16], the signal can be easily iso-

lated using dichroic mirrors and color filters. However, the isolation of a weak signal

that is spectrally degenerate with the excitation beams poses a challenge in DUF-

FWM microscopies. Commonly, the aforementioned lock-in detection is used to filter

out the signal. Even so, lock-in detection itself can impede rapid nonlinear imaging

because of the long pixel dwell times required to fulfill the constraints of signal-to-

noise ratio (SNR) and avoid correlation between adjacent pixels.

Gottschall et al. [28] have demonstrated rapid nonlinear imaging with a 1 µs pixel

dwell time for SRS by designing a custom laser system. However, their system is

currently using almost 10 full modulation cycles within the pixel dwell time, and this

implementation could be further accelerated by reducing the number of modulation

cycles. Moreover, their implementation of SRS uses a single modulation, while sev-

eral DUF-FWM imaging techniques [9, 10, 21] use multiple modulations, increasing

the necessary pixel dwell time to suppress adjacent modulations efficiently. Fimpel

et al. [29] have used boxcar averaging to obtain superior SNR to conventional lock-in

detection in their pump-probe imaging. Nonetheless, deriving benefit from boxcar

averaging requires a detector bandwidth that exceeds the laser repetition frequency,

a drawback for some imaging applications due to noise and acquisition speed consid-

erations.

In this chapter, we present an approach for signal filtering using a simple moving-

average filter instead of an exponentially-weighted-moving-average filter for the low-

pass filter in the lock-in amplifier. We coin the term box lock-in for the technique and

demonstrate increased SNR through efficient suppression of extraneous modulations

with this lock-in, making it a prime choice for imaging applications.

We first introduce the principles of lock-in detection, followed by a discussion of

impulse response and transfer functions for the conventional lock-in and box lock-in.
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Figure 6.1: (a) The scheme for lock-in detection. The low-pass filter can either
be realized as an infinite impulse response (IIR) filter (conventional exponentially-
weighted moving average) or as a finite impulse response (FIR) filter such as a simple
moving average.

Thereafter, we show simulations of the two lock-ins, establishing the superior perfor-

mance of the box lock-in for suppression of extraneous modulations (and therefore

imaging speed), before showing an experimental demonstration of the two lock-ins,

which corroborates the findings from our simulations.

6.2 Principles of Lock-In Detection

The lock-in detection scheme, as first introduced in the 1930s and 1940s [1–3], is

illustrated in Fig. 6.1 (a). Lock-in amplifiers extract a signal with a known frequency

modulation from a noisy environment. The frequency modulation of the signal is

usually achieved using choppers [30], electro-optic modulators [31], or AOMs [32]. A

noisy input, which consists of the desired signal and several extraneous modulations

at different frequencies, is mixed with a reference and a 90◦ phase-shifted replica. The

mixing down-shifts the signal to direct current (DC), and the resulting output is sent

through a bandwidth-adjustable low-pass filter [33, 34]. The mixing with two refer-

ences, one of them phase-shifted, is often referred to as a dual-phase demodulation

circuit [35].

In this chapter, we show that a tailored finite impulse response (FIR) filter allows

for the suppression of extraneous modulations more efficiently than a conventional
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lock-in amplifiers’ infinite impulse response (IIR) filter. The reason to shift the signal

to DC by multiplying it with a reference signal (and a 90◦ phase-shifted reference

signal) is two-fold: While a simple bandpass filter could still filter out the signal at

the tagged signal frequency, phase noise that is common to both the reference and

signal (and caused, e.g., by vibrations and temperature shifts) is canceled in this

scheme. Furthermore, this phase-sensitive scheme allows for the Fourier-transform

spectroscopy implementation discussed in Sec. 4.2.2, which requires passive phase

stabilization with a reference laser.

The signal down-mixing to DC can be best understood in the time domain: We

assume a cosinusoidal signal

VS(t) = R · cos(ωSt+ Θ) =
R

2
e+i(ωSt+Θ) +

R

2
e−i(ωSt+Θ) , (6.1)

in the temporal domain with the amplitude of the signal R, the phase of the signal Θ,

and the frequency of the oscillation ωS, which in our case depends on the frequency

tag of the detected signal.

The reference and phase-shifted reference can be expressed as

VR(t) = cos(ωRt) =
1

2
(eiωRt + e−iωRt) (6.2)

V 90◦

R (t) = cos(ωRt+ 90◦) = − sin(ωRt) =
1

2i
(e−iωRt − eiωRt) , (6.3)

with ωR being the reference frequency.

The multiplications of the signal with the unshifted and phase-shifted reference

then yield:

VS · VR =
R

4
(ei(ωS−ωR)t+iΘ + ei(ωS+ωR)t+iΘ + e−i(ωS−ωR)t−iΘ + e−i(ωS+ωR)t−iΘ) (6.4)

VS · V 90◦

R =
R

4i
(ei(ωS−ωR)t+iΘ − ei(ωS+ωR)t+iΘ − e−i(ωS−ωR)t−iΘ + e−i(ωS+ωR)t−iΘ) . (6.5)
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The subsequent low-pass filter, corresponding to a time average, then removes all

fast-rotating terms with ωR + ωS because the reference frequency ωR is set close (or

equal) to the signal frequency ωS. In this case, the down-mixed signal becomes

X = VS · VR =
R

4
(ei(ωS−ωR)t+iΘ + e−i(ωS−ωR)t−iΘ) =

R

2
cos((ωS − ωR)t+ Θ) (6.6)

Y = VS · V 90◦

R =
R

4i
(ei(ωS−ωR)t+iΘ − e−i(ωS−ωR)t−iΘ) =

R

2
sin((ωS − ωR)t+ Θ) . (6.7)

These two signals are referred to as the real part of the signal, X, and the imagi-

nary part of the signal, Y . Setting ωR = ωS, we then obtain the familiar result

X = R cos(Θ) , (6.8)

Y = R sin(Θ) . (6.9)

Lock-in amplifiers in their earliest stages only had one stage of phase-sensitive de-

tection (i.e., the signal was not multiplied with a 90°phase-shifted reference, and one

would only retrieve X [36]). One advantage of this approach is that any phase noise

will equally (randomly) increase or decrease X, such that there is no systematic noise

background or noise floor. Another advantage of tracking the phase of the detected

signal instead of just its amplitude is the information contained in the phase. As

discussed in Chaps. III and IV, the phase information allows us to perform Fourier

transform spectroscopy. Furthermore, other phase evolutions, such as the ones dis-

cussed by Boule et al. [37], can also yield crucial insights into the underlying physics

of sample systems.
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6.3 Impulse Response and Transfer Function

The conventional (exponential) lock-in uses an IIR filter for its low-pass filter, the

digital implementation of which can be described as

yexp[k] = yexp[k − 1] + α(xexp[k] − yexp[k − 1]) , (6.10)

with yexp[k] being the kth filter output, xexp[k] being the kth filter input for the ex-

ponential lock-in, and α the degree of weighting decrease. The weighting decrease α

has a value between zero and one, with larger α discarding older observations faster,

and is related to the time-constant of a conventional lock-in as τ = ∆T (1 − α)/α,

where ∆T denotes the sampling period. It is also common to use multi-pole filters to

achieve a faster high-frequency roll-off at the expense of longer settling times [35], in

which case the lock-in is referred to as a jth-pole lock-in, with j being the pole order.

The filter’s impulse response for the exponential lock-in in the time domain is shown

in Fig. 6.2(a). A significant change in the filter input x will immediately affect the

output y and affect it for a considerable amount of time. In imaging applications, a

rapid change from low to high signal and vice versa can be real, in which case blurring

occurs if the wait time between adjacent data points is too short.

The low-pass filter for the box lock-in is an FIR filter,

ybox[k] = ybox[k − 1] + xbox[k] − xbox[k −N ] , (6.11)

where N denotes an integer number related to the time constant of the filter by

τ = N∆T , and ybox and xbox are the respective filter outputs and inputs for the box

lock-in. This low-pass is a simple moving average of length N , where all values older

than N are discarded. The box lock-ins filters impulse response in the time domain

is shown in Fig. 6.2(a). This method of filtering makes the lock-in less susceptible
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Figure 6.2: (a) Impulse response function of the exponential (gray) and box (red)
lock-in. (b) Transfer function of the exponential (gray) and box (red) lock-in.

to strong correlation of adjacent pixels, and thus blurring, for rapid acquisition in

imaging applications.

In the following, the term wait time refers to the 100% settle time for the box lock-

in and the 95% settle time of the exponential lock-in, corresponding to the necessary

pixel dwell time. Using the wait time allows for a better comparison of the two

lock-ins.

For a frequency domain description of the filters, the transfer function can be

obtained by performing a Z-transform. The frequency response for the IIR filter then

reads

Hexp(ω) =
α

1 − (1 − α) exp[−iω]
, (6.12)

with ω = 2πf/fs, and the frequency f with respect to the reference (detection)

frequency, normalized by the sampling frequency fs. For the FIR filter, the transfer

function is expressed as

Hbox(ω) =
N

fs
× sinc

(
ωN

2

)
exp[−iωN/2]. (6.13)

The resulting amplitudes of the transfer functions for the two low-pass filters are

shown in Fig. 6.2(b). For a similar nominal time constant, the central lobe for the

box lock-in transfer function is wider than for the exponential lock-in in Fig. 6.2(b),
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but this changes when we compare transfer functions of the same wait time and

the exponential low-pass filter broadens. A narrower transfer function is generally

considered advantageous since it suppresses modulations outside the signal frequency

more efficiently.

While the transfer function of the exponential lock-in shows a smooth decay to-

wards higher and lower frequencies, the notches in the transfer function of the box

lock-in can be harnessed to improve data acquisition in experiments with multiple

modulations by efficiently attenuating spurious modulations. For example, in a dif-

ferential absorption/reflection experiment, modulated pump and probe beams have

modulation frequencies f1 and f2. The nonlinear interaction between the two beams

leads to signals at four modulations: f1, f2, f2 − f1, and f1 + f2. When detecting

at one of the modulation frequencies, the other undesired modulations can be placed

in one of the minima of the sinc function, yielding effective suppression. The con-

dition for suppressing extraneous modulations is that all modulations must have an

integer number of cycles within the averaging box. Fulfillment of this condition leads

to undesired modulations coinciding with a minimum in the sinc function as follows:

Using Eq. 6.13, we obtain

f0 = (n/N) × fs , (6.14)

for zero-crossings with n being an integer. The condition for the frequency f to have

an integer number of cycles can be written as

f =
m

τ
, (6.15)

with the time constant τ of the box lock-in. Using τ = N/fs, this can be rewritten

as

f =
m

N
fs . (6.16)

If the two modulations f1,2 from above fulfill this condition, then f1 ± f2 = ((m1 ±
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m2)/N)×fs. However, m1±m2 will still be an integer, and f1±f2 will fulfill Eq. 6.14

and be at a zero crossing. Detecting at either f1, f2, or f1±f2 thus shifts the respective

other modulation frequencies onto a zero crossing.

In more sophisticated four-pulse experiments [32, 38, 39], the four beams (A,

B, C, D) are frequency-shifted so that each beam pair’s interference is modulated

at lock-in detectable frequencies. Here, a total of nine different modulations (six

linear interference modulations such as ΩB − ΩA, and three third-order-nonlinear

modulation signals such as −ΩA + ΩB + ΩC − ΩD, see Sec. 3.5.1) can be observed. If

f1 = ΩB − ΩA, f2 = ΩC − ΩB, and f3 = ΩD − ΩC fulfill the condition from Eq. 6.16,

all other modulations will. Since it is necessary to sample at least one full modulation

of each signal while requiring modulations to have a distinct number of cycles within

the averaging box, the nonlinear modulation frequency of interest (e.g., the FWM

modulation) for M pulse pairs can be given as

fFWM =
fmax

K
, (6.17)

with

K = 4q + a , (6.18)

with the quotient, q, and variable, a, given by

q = mod(M − 2, 4) , (6.19)

a =



1, for r = 0

2, for r = 1

4, for r = 2

5, for r = 3


, (6.20)

with the remainder of the modulo division r. The laser repetition rate frep dictates
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the maximum sampling frequency, and the highest possible modulation frequency

(Nyquist) is thus frep/2. Relating the two equations, one retrieves

τ =
1

fFWM

=
2K

frep
, (6.21)

as the lower limit on the time constant.

6.4 Simulation of Exponential and Box Lock-In

Implementing various lock-in schemes into a digital lock-in amplifier is relatively

straightforward. In order to implement Eq. 6.10, at each sampling point, the measured

input (voltage) is multiplied with the generated (or externally provided) reference and

a 90◦ phase-shifted reference, as explained in Sec. 6.2. Subsequently, the difference

between this number and the lock-in value from the previous iteration is bit-shifted,

with the number of shifted bits determined by the time-constant. For example, a

time-constant corresponding to 256 sampling points would lead to a bit shift of 8 since

28 = 256. This bit shift corresponds to α = 2−8 in Eq. 6.10. Adding the bit-shifted

number to the lock-in value from the previous iteration then yields the new lock-in

value. This procedure is implemented separately for the reference and phase-shifted

reference and yields the values for X and Y of the lock-in amplifier. Multi-pole digital

lock-in amplifiers are implemented by further bit shifting: To implement a two-pole

exponential lock-in, we again use Eq. 6.10, but use the updated value y[k] for the

1-pole lock-in instead of the input x[k]. Higher-order lock-ins can then be obtained

iteratively using the filter output y[k] of the one-lower-pole lock-in amplifier instead

of x[k]. To digitally implement the box lock-in is straightforward from Eq. 6.11 and

requires no further discussion.

In Fig. 6.3, we present the results of simulations comparing the conventional ex-

ponential lock-in with a box lock-in. The input of the lock-in amplifier is shown in
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Figure 6.3: (a) Simulated signal consisting of three beat notes at f1 = 1
2
fs, f2 = 1

3
fs,

and f3 = 1
6
fs, each of which is sequentially turned on for 60 × 103 pulses. (b) Signal

detected with a 4-pole exponential lock-in having a time constant of 15.5 pulses. (c)
Signal detected with a box lock-in having a time constant of 12 pulses.

Fig. 6.3(a). It consists of three different modulations at f1 = 1
2
fs ,f2 = 1

3
fs, and

f3 = 1
6
fs that are consecutively turned on at different times. These sampling fre-

quencies are a realistic model of a nonlinear experiment in which linear modulations

exist at the two higher frequencies (f1,2) while the nonlinear signal is modulated at

a lower frequency (f3). We detect the input at the nonlinear signal frequency f3 for

a four-pole exponential lock-in in Fig. 6.3(b) and the box lock-in in Fig. 6.3(c). Here,

we employ a wait time of 15.5 pulses for the exponential lock-in and 12 pulses for

the box lock-in. In this case, we assume the data acquisition rate to be synced with

the laser’s repetition rate, which is necessary when approaching the few-pulse limit

for lock-in detection. To put real-life numbers to this theoretical example, for a laser

with a repetition rate of 120 MHz, the FWM signal at f3 is modulated at a frequency

of 20 MHZ and 12 pulses correspond to a wait time of 100 ns. Fig. 6.3(b) shows a well-

detected signal with tolerable noise. However, the signal also displays a significant

breakthrough of the signals modulated at f1 and f2. In contrast to the exponential

lock-in, the box lock-in, whose response is shown in Fig. 6.3(c), shows very efficient

suppression of all undesired modulations while maintaining a comparable SNR to the

exponential lock-in for the signal modulation. In real-life applications, the insuffi-

cient suppression of spurious modulations will lead to a significantly reduced SNR for

the exponential lock-in. An additional effect that favors the box lock-in is few cycle

effects that become important when the time constants approach the modulation pe-
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riods of the signals. In this limit, only a few oscillation cycles are captured by the

exponential lock-in, and the detected signal is strongly affected by which part of the

few cycles is captured. In contrast, because the averaging box has the same length

as the modulation periods, this issue does not occur for the box lock-in, and a single

cycle can be sufficient to filter the desired signal.
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Figure 6.4: (a) SNR of the detected signal at f3 for an input SNR of 1. (b) Sup-
pression of the f2 modulation when detecting at f3 as a function of wait time for the
1-pole exponential lock-in, 4-pole exponential lock-in, and box lock-in.

In the following, we emulate a 1-pole, and 4-pole exponential lock-in, as well as a

box lock-in, detecting at the frequency f3 for varying wait times. At first, we study

how the SNR of the signal evolves as a function of wait time for the three lock-ins.

Here, we set the SNR of the simulated signal to 1. As evidenced by Fig. 6.4(a), the

SNR of all three lock-ins increases by about an order of magnitude when the wait

time increases from 10 sampling periods to 2000 sampling periods. The decreasing

slopes of the SNR curves can be understood by the fact that doubling the averaging

time increases the SNR by a factor of
√

2. Most notably, the SNR between the three

lock-ins does not vary significantly, with the box lock-in having a slight edge over the

exponential lock-in. Therefore, the primary influence on SNR at short wait times is

insufficient suppression of adjacent modulations. As a measure of suppression, we use

the ratio of the amplitude of the signal (f3) over the breakthrough amplitude of the

linear modulation at f1. The resulting behavior of the suppression for different wait
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times is shown in Fig. 6.4(b).

Firstly, a large difference between the 1-pole and higher-order filter 4-pole lock-in

detection can be observed here. The main strength of the higher-order filters lies in

having a sharper high-frequency roll-off, and as such, they more efficiently suppress

the spurious modulations by about six orders of magnitude. However, neither lock-

in comes remotely close to the box lock-in, which achieves suppression factors that

exceed the exponential lock-ins by ten orders of magnitude for short wait times. The

advantage of the box lock-in is especially evident for these short wait times and

quickly decreases as the wait times increase. Nonetheless, the box lock-in shows

superior suppression, still by three orders of magnitude for wait times exceeding 1000

pulses. This behavior can be traced back to the transfer functions in Fig. 6.2(b): the

narrower the exponential lock-in transfer function (i.e., for longer time constants), the

more efficiently it can suppress extraneous modulations. In contrast, the box lock-in

shows perfect suppression, independent of the time constant (this is not strictly true

once noise is added ). The slight difference in suppression between early and late

times for the box lock-in can be assigned to numerical artifacts.

The results of Fig. 6.4 can vary depending on the data correlation requirements.

For example, requiring 99% settling instead of 95% settling for the exponential lock-

in would shift the curves for the exponential lock-ins in Fig. 6.4 towards higher wait

times by a factor of 1.3-1.4, further increasing the advantage of the box lock-in over

the exponential lock-in.

6.5 Experimental Demonstration on MoSe2/Distributed Bragg

Reflector Sample

The advantages of the box lock-in over the conventional exponential one can also

be seen directly in laser-scanning-based imaging applications. For the data shown in
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the following, we use the laser-scanning imaging setup introduced in Sec. 4.4.1 with

the spectroscopy setup detailed in Sec. 4.3. We set the Ti:Sapph laser to a center

wavelength of 785 nm and a bandwidth of 30 nm (FWHM). Furthermore, we measure

the amplitude of the FWM signal with all pulses overlapped in time, τ = T = t = 0.

We use the AOM frequencies ΩA=78.74 MHz, ΩB=78.7 MHz, ΩC=79.755 MHz, and

ΩD=79.7 MHz to put the FWM signal frequency (−ΩA + ΩB + ΩC − ΩD) at 30 kHz,

ΩA−ΩB at 80 kHz, and ΩC −ΩD at 110 kHz. The sampling rate of the digital lock-in

is 5 MSamp/s.

10 μm

Figure 6.5: Microscope image of the MoSe2/DBR sample. The MoSe2 flake can be
seen as a lighter blue shape at the left of the sample (indicated by the red arrow).

The sample used in this chapter for the proof of principle is a monolayer of MoSe2

encapsulated in hBN, placed on a DBR. A microscope image of the sample is shown

in Fig. 6.5. The DBR gives this sample a near-perfect absorption at cryogenic tem-

peratures [40] and a strong absorption even at room temperature. The sample is

extensively described in Ref. 40.

We record three different data sets, using (I) an exponential lock-in with a time

constant of 25µs (wait time: 105µs), (II) an exponential lock-in with a time constant

of 100µs (wait time: 100 µs), and (III) a box lock-in with a 100 µs time constant.

The wait time in the first dataset corresponds to 91.5% settling time to allow for

comparable wait times with the box lock-in. We average five images for the data
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Figure 6.6: (a) Schematic layout of the experimental setup, consisting of a multi-
pulse spectroscopy and subsequent laser scanning imaging setup. (b) Linear ab-
sorption for the monolayer MoSe2 sample on a distributed Bragg reflector for three
different lock-in settings: (I) Exponential lock-in with 25 µs time-constant (105 µs
wait time), (II) Exponential lock-in with 100 µs time-constant (100 µs wait time)
(III) Box lock-in with 100 µs time-constant (100 µs wait time). (c) FWM images on
the sample corresponding to the linear images described for (b). All images consist
of five averages.

provided here, though faster measurements with comparable SNR may be achieved

with a higher power laser. Here, we used pulse energies of 0.5 pJ/pulse (2 pJ total),

well below energies used for medical imaging [41], and damage thresholds for semi-

conductor samples [8]. Fig. 6.6(a) shows the corresponding linear absorption images

obtained by taking the linear interference between C and D. Fig. 6.6(b) shows the

matching FWM images for the three data sets. Both in linear and FWM images, the

box lock-in shows an improved SNR over the exponential lock-in. Only for a nominal

time constant of 100 µs for the exponential lock-in (corresponding to a 486 µs wait

time) does the SNR become comparable to the 100 µs wait time box lock-in. The

main reason for the difference in SNR here is that extraneous modulations are not ef-

ficiently filtered out by the exponential lock-in at short wait times. A signature of the
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breakthrough of extraneous modulations can be seen in column I of Fig. 6.6(a). The

spurious modulation leads to the signal’s slow beating, which ultimately creates a zig-

zag pattern when imaged. In the corresponding FWM image, an overall large noise

floor, as well as random pixel-to-pixel fluctuations, can be observed. This noise can

again be attributed to spurious modulations breaking through. Moreover, the short

dwell time measurement using the exponential lock-in (column II of Fig. 6.6) shows

a strong correlation between adjacent pixels along the fast scan axis compared to its

long dwell time counterpart and the box lock-in. The correlation can be best seen

from the line-to-line variation of the image, which occurs for the insufficient wait time

because adjacent vertical lines are taken with opposing motions of the galvo. Finally,

images acquired using the box lock-in are presented in column III of Fig. 6.6(b,c),

showing efficient suppression of extraneous modulations and increased SNR. These

images also show no blurring at the edges of the sample.
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Figure 6.7: Slice along the y-axis for the three FWM images (slice indicated by white
dashed line in Fig. 6.6(b)). The graphs are normalized and offset.

In Fig. 6.7, we present slices of the FWM image along the y-axis (fast scan axis)

for the three data sets at the fixed x position indicated by the white dashed line in

Fig. 6.6(c). We quantify the SNR by calculating the standard deviation in a region of

constant signal in the central area of the slice and normalize it by the average signal

strength. This procedure yields an SNR of 3.1 for the 25 µs exponential lock-in, an

SNR of 6.3 for the 100 µs exponential lock-in, and an SNR of 7.2 for the 100 µs box
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lock-in. Most strikingly, the 100µs box lock-in even outperforms the 100 µs (required

wait time: 486µs) exponential lock-in, yielding an improvement of more than a factor

of 4.8 in data acquisition speed.

6.6 Conclusions and Outlook

In conclusion, we have introduced in this chapter a method for enhancing the scan

speed for imaging in collinear multi-pulse nonlinear experiments by implementing a

box lock-in. We first introduce the principles of lock-in detection as well as impulse

response and transfer function, which are crucial to understanding the box lock-in’s

advantages: In the temporal domain, the box lock-in allows for less correlation be-

tween adjacent pixels than the exponential lock-in. In the frequency domain, the

notches of the box lock-in’s sinc transfer function can be harnessed to achieve effi-

cient suppression of extraneous modulations, resulting in the box lock-in’s SNR being

improved compared to the exponential lock-in. We first demonstrate the superiority

in suppression and SNR for the box lock-in with a simulation before experimentally

validating the results on a MoSe2/DBR sample. The strong suppression of extraneous

modulations enables an order of magnitude enhancement in scan speed for nonlinear

imaging as the wait time approaches fundamental limits.

Future technological improvements will mainly focus on pushing the modulation

frequencies towards their fundamental limit, which will further the need for the box

lock-in because of the short time constants, as discussed in Fig. 6.4(b). In the example

above, modulating the linear signals at 1
2

and 1
3

of the laser repetition rate would

yield a FWM signal modulated at 1
6
th of the laser repetition rate, yielding detection

frequencies of up to 20 MHz for the FWM and 60 MHz for the linear signals. The

high modulation frequencies require higher sampling rates from the analog-to-digital

converter (ADC) in the detection electronics and syncing up the detection electronics

and AOMs with the laser repetition rate.
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Together with these future technological improvements, box lock-in detection in

laser scanning microscopy opens the avenue for improved semiconductor inspection,

medical imaging, and other applications in substance-sensitive imaging in both science

and industry.

For our CINeMaS setup, the implementation of this box lock-in enables us to

combine MDCS with imaging at reasonable data acquisition times. In the following

chapter, we use this newly gained capability to image linewidths, strain, and exciton

coupling strengths across TMD monolayers and heterostructures.
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CHAPTER VII

Imaging Dynamics of Exciton Interactions and

Coupling in Transition Metal Dichalcogenides

Reproduced in part from:

Torben L. Purz, Eric W. Martin, William G. Holtzmann, Pasqual Rivera, Adam

Alfrey, Kelsey M. Bates, Hui Deng, Xiaodong Xu, and Steven T. Cundiff ”Imaging

dynamic exciton interactions and coupling in transition metal dichalcogenides”. J.

Chem. Phys. 156, 214704 (2022).

with permission of AIP Publishing.

7.1 Introduction

In previous chapters, we have motivated the study of TMDs, both for their inter-

esting intrinsic physics and their potential for device applications. For most devices,

reliable performance requires minimal device-to-device fluctuations in performance

and homogeneous performance across the entire device area (e.g., when proposing

to use TMDs for solar cells). Depending on the sample system, different physical

parameters determine the feasibility of those applications.

In TMD monolayers, low inhomogeneity and long intralayer exciton dephasing

times are crucial, especially for quantum information applications. Martin et al. [1]
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demonstrated picosecond dephasing times for MoSe2 monolayers by measuring the

homogeneous linewidth, which is inversely proportional to the dephasing time. These

dephasing times are well above previously reported values [2–5] due to the dominant

contribution of inhomogeneous broadening in these samples. Meanwhile, Jakubczyk

et al. [6, 7] and Boule et al. [8] have shown broader homogeneous linewidths, with the

exciton optical response being in the homogeneous limit for certain areas. Identifying

promising areas for quantum information applications thus requires finding uniquely

suited sample areas with small inhomogeneity and large dephasing times. Unfortu-

nately, there is a caveat to this condition: As previously established by Jakubczyk et

al. [6, 7], anti-correlation between homogeneous and inhomogeneous linewidths is ex-

pected, favoring long dephasing times in areas of large inhomogeneity. Non-radiative

broadening mechanisms can weaken this anti-correlation. However, a large inhomo-

geneity is detrimental to quantum information applications since it corresponds to

several different emitters within the excitation volume.

For heterostructure systems, these considerations change based on the physical

effects harnessed for quantum information applications. For example, ILEs have

been proposed as potential candidates for qubits [9, 10]. Moreover, coherent coupling

between excitons in the different layers of the heterostructures, as shown in Chap. V,

is another pathway toward coherent control for quantum information applications.

Lastly, the rapid charge transfer discussed in Chap. V is another property closely tied

to applications such as photovoltaics.

Thus, for feasibility considerations, identifying areas with robustness of these prop-

erties - ILE lifetimes, coherent coupling strength, and charge transfer - is a require-

ment. Outside of quantum information applications, the rapid charge transfer is

another property of interest for photovoltaic applications [11].

However, the intricate spatial and temporal variations of exciton interactions with

their environment and amongst themselves in TMD monolayers and heterostructures
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have remained mostly elusive due to limitations in the employed experimental tech-

niques. With the MDCS technique introduced in Chaps. III and IV, the box lock-in

amplifier introduced in the previous chapter, and the laser-scanning imaging setup

described in Chap. IV, we have the pieces assembled to realize an imaging version of

MDCS that we coin multidimensional coherent imaging spectroscopy, introduced in

Sec. 4.5.

In the following, we use MDCIS to map the distribution of FWM strength, de-

phasing times, and inhomogeneity across a MoSe2 monolayer, giving insight into

strain and enabling the identification of promising and unfavorable areas for quan-

tum information applications. We initially correlate findings from PL-detected and

heterodyne-detected FWM, highlighting a spatially dependent distribution of bright

and dark exciton states across the monolayer. Subsequently, we show maps of homo-

geneous and inhomogeneous linewidths and exciton resonance energies, establishing

strain as the dominant source of sample inhomogeneity. In this context, we discuss

the advantage of frequency over time-domain fitting by simulating the fit error for

the two methods for varying noise levels. In the second part of this chapter, we use

MDCIS to spatially map strain and conduction band changes across a MoSe2/WSe2

heterostructure. We achieve this by tracking the spatial exciton resonance energy

changes for the two materials and correlating them with the ILE emission. Despite

considerable, complex local strain and dielectric environment changes, we demon-

strate the surprising robustness of key sample properties: The rapid electron and

hole transfer, as well as coherent coupling between intralayer excitons in the MoSe2

and WSe2 monolayers and ILE lifetimes, are homogeneous across a majority of the

heterostructure.

These results have larger implications for the commonly made claims for device ap-

plications: The dephasing times and inhomogeneity show significant variations across

the sample, casting doubt on some quantum information claims with current sample
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qualities. On the other hand, the robustness of coherent coupling, charge transfer,

and ILE lifetimes strengthens the case for TMDs heterostructures as a promising

choice for various applications, including quantum information and photovoltaics.

7.2 Four-Wave Mixing vs. Photoluminescence-Detected Four-

Wave Mixing on a MoSe2 Monolayer

Fig. 7.1(a) shows a white light microscope image of the MoSe2 monolayer studied

in this chapter. The monolayer (red lines) shows a region with cracks and bubbles

towards the center but otherwise appears mostly pristine. The upper-left part of

the monolayer region (shaded) is non-encapsulated, while the lower-right side of the

monolayer (unshaded) is hBN encapsulated (brown lines). Given the reported insta-

bilities and inconsistencies of non-encapsulated samples [1, 7, 12], we will focus our

studies on the encapsulated area of the sample.
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Figure 7.1: (a) White light microscopy image of the MoSe2 monolayer. (b) PL-
spectrum on the lower edge (Location A) and center area (Location B) of the MoSe2
monolayer. For location B, the signal tail towards lower energies is associated with
the trion. (c) PL-detected FWM image of the MoSe2 monolayer.

A PL measurement of location A and location B, marked with a green and yellow

rectangle in Fig. 7.1(a), is plotted in Fig. 7.1(b). The raw data of the PL measurement

was provided to us by my collaborator Adam Alfrey. While the PL measurement

shows changes in maximum PL intensity and linewidth, the integrated PL strength
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(from 1630-1675 meV) for the two spots varies somewhat but is comparable with a

ratio of 0.71. In Fig. 7.1(c), we plot a spatial map of the spectrally integrated PL-

detected FWM with the raw data provided by my colleague Kelsey M. Bates. The

spatial profile of the PL-detected FWM indicates dipole strength and density of stage

changes since the integrated FWM will scale with dipole moment and density of

states (∝ Nµ4), with N being the density of states and µ the dipole moment. PL-

detected FWM [13], compared to the heterodyne-detected FWM scheme presented

otherwise in this work, uses the interaction of a fourth pulse with the sample to

detect a modulation in PL intensity. Therefore, PL-detected FWM selects bright,

luminescing states, while heterodyne-detected FWM(in the following simply referred

to as FWM) is more sensitive to the ensemble as a whole, including non-luminescing

states. The difference in sensitivity between the two techniques is similar to the

difference between PL excitation spectroscopy and absorption in the linear regime.

PL-detected FWM is thus better for comparison to FWM. We spectrally integrate the

PL-detected FWM from 1630-1675 meV for both the absorption and emission axis.

Fig. 7.1(c) then shows a clear maximum in integrated amplitude towards the center

of the sample, with the signal decreasing towards the edge of the sample. However, a

small area around Location B from Fig. 7.1(a) shows a decreased integrated amplitude.
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Figure 7.2: (a) Integrated FWM of the hBN-encapsulated MoSe2 monolayer. (b)
Low-power, low-temperature MDCS spectrum at location A. The excitation laser
spectrum used for the experiments on the monolayer is shown atop. (c) Low-power,
low-temperature MDCS spectrum for location B.

For comparison, a spectrally integrated heterodyne-detected FWM image of the
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MoSe2 monolayer is shown in Fig. 7.2(a). The spatial profile of the integrated FWM

differs from the integrated PL-detected FWM. A large area on the top of the sample

shows a strong and approximately homogeneous FWM amplitude. In contrast, a

dark area towards the center of the samples coincides with cracks and bubbles visible

in the white light microscope image in Fig. 7.1(a). The bottom area of the sample

again shows a comparatively homogeneous strength. While the PL-detected and

heterodyne-detected FWM have different spatial resolutions, mainly due to the 30◦

angle of the sample in the PL-detected FWM setup (for details, see Ref. 14), it is

evident that the low FWM area in Fig. 7.2(a) shows the highest PL-detected FWM

in Fig. 7.1(c). The reason behind the difference between PL-detected FWM and

heterodyne-detected FWM (in the following, if not stated otherwise, simply FWM)

can be understood from the difference in state-selectivity of the two techniques: PL

and PL-detected FWM are only sensitive to bright, photoluminescing states, while

heterodyne-detected FWM is sensitive to both bright and dark states, introduced in

Sec. 2.5. As Smallwood et al. [13] discussed, the difference between PL-detected FWM

strength and heterodyne-detected FWM strength thus suggests a highly spatially

dependent distribution of bright and dark states, with a large number of dark states

outside the center area of the monolayer.

Apart from the distinct behavior of PL-detected FWM and heterodyne-detected

FWM toward the center (Location B) and edge (Location A) of the sample, the PL

shows a noticeable linewidth change between the center and edge area of the mono-

layer. The exemplary MDCS spectra (not obtained from an MDCIS measurement)

for Location A (Fig. 7.2(b)) and Location B (Fig. 7.2(c)) corroborate this linewidth

observation. Location A shows some inhomogeneous broadening, but comparatively,

Location B shows a more dominant inhomogeneous broadening, which manifests as

an elongation along the diagonal of the MDCS spectrum (dashed line). The homo-

geneous linewidths for the two locations remain comparable. The broader linewidth
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in the PL spectrum in Fig. 7.1(b) is thus caused by an increase in inhomogeneity

and not related to homogeneous linewidth changes. Moreover, the inhomogeneously

broadened spectrum of the center area shows more weight towards lower energies,

suggesting the existence of notable resonance shifts on the order of several meV.

7.3 Spatial Dependence of Homogeneous and Inhomogeneous

Linewidth Changes Across a MoSe2 Monolayer

A more systematic study of resonance shifts and linewidths is required to under-

stand the underlying physics and identify promising areas for quantum information

and other applications. The linewidths are measures of spatial and temporal coher-

ence, both of which are crucial for quantum information applications. However, there

is a trade-off between spatial and temporal coherence: Spatial inhomogeneity, cor-

responding to local exciton energy changes due to a change in the environment, is

associated with a lower spatial coherence because the energy shifts destroy the co-

herence between excitons. Hence, in the presence of a smaller inhomogeneity σ, the

exciton coherence volume in real space, i.e., the spatial coherence, is larger. A larger

real space volume corresponds to a smaller k-space volume. The smaller k-space

volume increases the overlap of the exciton dispersion with the light cone, increas-

ing the strength of the light-matter interaction (and hence dipole moment µ) and

decreasing the radiative lifetime Trad. A decreased radiative lifetime decreases the

overall dephasing time T2 via Eqs. 2.7 and 2.8 and yields an increased homogeneous

linewidth γ. By this argument, one expects larger γ for smaller σ and hence an anti-

correlation between the two linewidths. This relation was pointed out previously by

Jakubczyk[6, 7] and Boule et al. [8]. In the following, we use the Pearson correlation

coefficient, which measures the linear correlation between two sets of data, A, and

B, to quantify the (anti-)correlation. The Pearson correlation coefficient is defined
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as ρ(A,B) = cov(A,B)/(σAσB). Here, cov denotes the covariance of data sets A

and B, and σA,B is their respective standard deviation. In the idealized scenario of a

radiatively limited homogeneous linewidth and no changes in the intrinsic linewidth

(i.e., only changes in the radiative linewidth contribute to homogeneous linewidth

changes), a perfect anti-correlation between γ and σ is expected. However, this anti-

correlation might not be perfectly linear but display a strictly monotonous decrease

of γ for increasing σ. Because ρ only captures the linear correlation, the coefficient

would be close to but above -1. Furthermore, in the presence of non-radiative homoge-

neous broadening mechanisms such as non-radiative electron scattering, γ can be fur-

ther increased [6, 7], weakening the anti-correlation. This weakened anti-correlation

is reflected in the literature, where Ref. 7 measures correlations of ρ = −0.06 and

ρ = −0.425 for two different MoS2 monolayer samples.

For quantum information applications, linewidths in the homogeneous limit (i.e.,

σ < γ) and small homogeneous linewidths γ (i.e., long dephasing times) are desired.

The definition of “long” dephasing times is somewhat arbitrary because the time-

scale has to be seen in relation to the time it takes to manipulate the qubit for

quantum computing. A few years ago, the ratio of dephasing to manipulation time

was approaching 104 [15], such that with single-cycle optical pulses (around 2.7 fs at

800 nm), dephasing times in the tens of ps range are desirable. Unfortunately, the

smallest γ and σ are hard to achieve for a given materials platform because of the

anti-correlation, which can only be weakened by an increase in γ due to non-radiative

contributions, as explained above. However, based on the chosen materials platform,

an overall low γ and σ can still be achieved.

Maps of γ and σ across the MoSe2 monolayer are shown in Fig. 7.3(a) and (b),

respectively. The linewidths are extracted by simultaneously fitting diagonal and

cross-diagonal slices in the 2D frequency data with the analytical solutions for ar-

bitrary amounts of γ and σ provided in Sec. 3.7. This is notably different from the
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Figure 7.3: (a) Homogeneous (γ) linewidth map of the MoSe2 monolayer. We
average 2×2 pixels together for these maps, obtaining a pixel size close to the spatial
resolution. (b) Inhomogeneous linewidth (σ) map of the MoSe2 monolayer. For
legibility, the color bar is capped at 14 meV.

procedure employed in [6–8] where linewidths are fitted in the temporal domain. As

discussed in Sec. 7.4, the frequency domain fitting is less susceptible to measurement

noise because the Fourier transform filters most of the high-frequency noise. After

fitting, we further average 2 × 2 pixels together to reduce pixel-to-pixel noise. The

averaging leaves us with a pixel size of 700 nm × 700 nm, close to the spatial resolu-

tion.

The areas of lower FWM show a significantly increased σ and a smaller γ. Over-

all, γ shows changes ranging between 0.75 meV and 1.7 meV, more than a factor

of two difference. Depending on the sample spot, σ increases by up to a factor of

10, from below 3 meV to values up to 35 meV. As pointed out in Refs. 67816, these

changes could be caused by strain, wrinkling, flake deformations, cracks, changes in

the dielectric surrounding, doping, trapped charges, impurities, defects, and the free

carrier concentration. In this chapter, we use the term “strain” to encompass all

material deformations due to mechanical stress, including strain, wrinkling, and flake

deformations. We can assign strain as the leading cause for the sample changes by

considering the alternatives: As discussed by Ref. 1 and Ref. 17, the dielectric per-

mittivity and doping variations are suppressed by hBN encapsulation and, therefore,
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are unlikely to occur in this sample. A change in doping would cause a change in

the exciton-trion ratio in the PL. The full energy-range PL for the MoSe2 monolayer

shown in Fig. 7.4 shows signatures of both the exciton (high energy) and trion (low

energy). We quantify the ratio of the energy-integrated PL intensity (area under the

curve) for the exciton and trion by isolating the exciton and trion peaks and fitting

a Bi-Voigt profile to each of them, yielding a good agreement between PL Intensity

and fit (dashed lines). We then integrate over the exciton and trion contribution

isolated from the fits. The ratio between the PL for exciton and trion only modestly

varies between locations A and B (ratio: 14.1 for Location A, 10.7 for Location B),

suggesting no significant change in doping for the two locations.
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Figure 7.4: PL of the MoSe2 monolayer for location A and location B (Fig. 7.1(a)),
showing the exciton (high energy) and trion (low energy) emission.

In conclusion, similar to Ref. 6, we thus exclude changes in the dielectric environ-

ment of doping as the leading cause for the variations in the optical measurements.

Similar to Ref. 67, we assign linewidth and dipole changes to strain. Strain is associ-

ated with larger exciton localization and larger σ, smaller γ, and smaller µ.

The (anti-)correlation between γ and σ across large areas of the sample can best

be visualized by plotting σ against γ, as done in Fig. 7.5(a). Here, sample points

falling within the green and yellow rectangle (Fig. 7.1(a)) are plotted in green and

yellow, respectively, while all other sample points are plotted in black. A moderately
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strong anti-correlation of ρ = −0.47 ± 0.1 can be observed for the two linewidths

across the sample.
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Figure 7.5: (a) σ vs. γ for all sample points. Sample points falling within the
area of the green (yellow) rectangle in Fig. 7.3(a) are plotted in green (yellow). All
other sample points are plotted in black. Correlation for the sample points within
the colored rectangles and all data points together is calculated using the Pearson
correlation coefficient. (b) Resonance energy map of the MoSe2 monolayer.

A closer inspection of Fig. 7.5(a) together with Fig. 7.3(a,b) suggests that there are

areas of stronger anti-correlation, while other areas show a weaker correlation between

the linewidths. Indeed, the green sample points show a strong anti-correlation with

a correlation coefficient ρ = −0.74 ± 0.13. In contrast, the yellow points show a

much weaker anti-correlation with a correlation coefficient ρ = −0.33 ± 0.26. Most

importantly, with regards to quantum information applications, the points within the

yellow rectangle show values of γ around 0.9 meV with comparatively low σ between

4.5-7 meV, while for the green rectangle, similar values of γ can only be found with σ

above 10 meV. Hence, the yellow rectangle area towards the bottom of the sample is

a more favorable area than the green rectangle for quantum information applications

that rely on low inhomogeneity and slow dephasing. However, another low-strain area

towards the top of the sample (identified by its low σ), while showing an overall lower

σ, also shows higher γ, illustrating that a low-strain area is not inherently a “good”

area of the sample concerning the application potential. “Good” areas, with respect

to quantum information applications, fulfill the abovementioned condition of small γ
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and σ.

After assigning the linewidth and dipole changes to strain, we can further distin-

guish between tensile and compressive strain via the sign of resonance energy shifts

across the sample [17]. We plot an image of the exciton resonance energy distribution

across the sample in Fig. 7.5(b). This map shows significant shifts in the resonance

energy between 1645 meV and up to 1660 meV across the 10 µm × 15 µm area of

the sample. The areas of strongest resonance shifts also coincide with the areas of

lower integrated FWM, further supporting the assignment to strain. The observa-

tion of both red and blue shifts across the sample points toward complex local strain

dynamics involving both tensile (red-shifted energies) and compressive (blue-shifted

energies) strain caused by the cracks and bubbles in the central area of the sample.

Before applying MDCIS to a more complicated material system, specifically a

MoSe2/WSe2 heterostructure in Sec. 7.5, we will shortly discuss the advantage of

frequency over time-domain linewidth fitting, which is a strength of the MDCIS tech-

nique.

7.4 Advantage of Frequency Over Time-Domain Linewidth

Fitting

As pointed out in the previous section, we extract γ and σ through fits in the

frequency domain. However, as discussed in Ref. 18, linewidths can be extracted in

either the time or frequency domain. For complex systems, there are apparent ad-

vantages to the frequency domain fitting: In the case of more than one resonance, the

time-domain trace will contain contributions from both resonances simultaneously,

including interactions, and linewidths for the particular resonances cannot be reli-

ably extracted in the time domain. In contrast, the resonances are separated in the

frequency domain, and separate linewidth fits can be applied. Moreover, additional
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sample dynamics, such as spectral diffusion, can be more easily accounted for in the

frequency domain, as discussed in Sec. 3.7.

Time domain fitting has one major advantage over frequency-domain fitting:

Diederich et al. show [18] that taking slices in the time domain is significantly faster

than acquiring full MDCS spectra. Nonetheless, even in cases where extracting the

linewidths in the temporal domain is theoretically possible (i.e., singular resonances,

simple spectral response of the sample without noticeable spectral diffusion), the in-

troduction of noise into the measurement can significantly alter the reliability and

stability of the extracted fits.
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Figure 7.6: (a) Time trace for an MDCS measurement with an SNR of 7 dB. (b)
Corresponding MDCS spectrum (c) Fit error as a function of SNR for both frequency
domain and time domain slice fits.

Fig. 7.6(a) shows the simulated two-dimensional time trace for an MDCS measure-

ment with an SNR of 7 dB. The simulation assumes a single resonance with T2 = 700 fs

(γ = 1.34 meV) and ξ = 250 fs (σ = 3.78 meV). Fig. 7.6(b) shows the corresponding

MDCS spectrum obtained after Fourier transform. We extract γ (or equivalently T2)

with two different methods: either taking a slice in the time domain or a slice in the

frequency domain, and subsequent fitting. The analytical form for the fits can be

found in Sec. 3.7. We simulate the noise dependence of the fit error for the two cases

and plot the results in Fig. 7.6(c). We use white Gaussian noise to model the experi-

mental noise in the simulation, which is a valid assumption since our experiments are

limited by the shot noise of the DC background.

While these two fitting procedures in the ideal, low-noise scenario (corresponding
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to a large SNR) are equivalent, the advantage of the frequency domain fitting proce-

dure becomes quickly apparent once noise becomes stronger. Both time and frequency

domain show noticeable fit errors for low SNR, though the frequency-domain fit error

never exceeds 25% for the noise levels displayed here. Meanwhile, the time domain

error increases drastically below 15 dB and reaches unacceptable values around 10 dB.

The secret behind the superiority of the frequency domain is Fellgett’s advantage: In

the case of signal-independent noise, as is the case here, the SNR improves by a fac-

tor of
√
m, with m being the number of sample points [19]. This advantage applies

along both the t and τ axis. The improvement in SNR is evident from comparing

Figs. 7.6(a,b). The considerations above are only true entirely for 2D-Fourier trans-

form spectroscopy, where the data is fully acquired in the temporal domain. Mixed

time-frequency domain spectroscopies as, e.g., employed by Refs. [12, 20] are more

prone to noise since only one Fourier transform (either into the time domain or fre-

quency domain) is performed. Additionally, the fitting procedures here assume a fit

of the amplitude in both the time and frequency domains. The reasoning behind this

assumption is that most setups that operate partially or fully in the time domain

do not have the full phase information to extract real and imaginary parts [6]. The

fit error can, however, be further reduced by fitting the real and imaginary parts in

either the time or frequency domain.

In conclusion, the frequency-domain fitting allows for a much more robust retrieval

of linewidths even for low SNR and reaches very reliable results at much lower SNR

values than the time domain fitting.
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7.5 Visualizing Strain and Exciton Coupling Strength Across

a MoSe2/WSe2 Heterostructure

We extend our study to a MoSe2/WSe2 heterostructure encapsulated in hBN.

Fig. 7.7(a) shows a white light microscopy image of the heterostructure, which is

the same sample as in Chap. V. Three exemplary MDCS spectra (not obtained with

the MDCIS technique, see App. C) taken at the three points marked in Fig. 7.7(a)

are plotted in Fig. 7.7(b-d). For the MoSe2/WSe2 heterostructure, unless otherwise

stated, data was taken at T = 500 fs. Similar to Chap. V, we plot the absorptive

spectrum obtained by adding the rephasing and non-rephasing spectra.
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Figure 7.7: (a) White light microscopy image of the hBN-encapsulated MoSe2/WSe2
heterostructure. (b-d) Low-power, low-temperature MDCS spectra of MoSe2/WSe2
heterostructure at three different sample points marked by the three squares in (a).
The laser spectrum used for all MDCIS experiments on the heterostructure is plotted
atop.

The two on-diagonal (dashed line) peaks are associated with the MoSe2 and WSe2

intralayer A-excitons. As discussed in Chap. V, the two off-diagonal peaks indicate
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Figure 7.8: (a) Integrated FWM of the four peaks shown in Fig. 7.7(b-d). The
integration area for the four peaks is shown for Location B in Fig. 7.7(c) and is kept
fixed across the sample. The area of low intensity is a high-strain area with cracks and
wrinkles. (b) MoSe2 resonance energy map across the MoSe2/WSe2 heterostructure.
(c) WSe2 resonance energy map across the MoSe2/WSe2 heterostructure. (d) MoSe2
resonance energy vs. WSe2 resonance energy for all sample points. Sample points
falling within the area of the red (blue) rectangle in (c) are plotted in red (blue). All
other sample points are plotted in black. Correlation for the sample points within
the colored rectangles and all data points together is calculated using the Pearson
correlation coefficient.

both coherent coupling and incoherent electron and hole (charge) transfer. The spec-

tra show significant energy shifts and varying peak strengths for the MoSe2 and WSe2

resonances across the sample. We spectrally integrate the four peaks to better visu-

alize their strength variations across the sample. The integration area is highlighted

in Fig. 7.7(c).

Maps of the integrated FWM for the four peaks (obtained from the rephasing

MDCIS data) are shown in Fig. 7.8(a). The figures have the same order as the peaks

- with the MoSe2 (M) peak in the lower left, the WSe2 (W) peak in the upper right,

and the MoSe2/WSe2 (M/W) and WSe2/MoSe2 (W/M) peak in the lower right and

upper left respectively. Similar to the MoSe2 monolayer, there is a region of decreased

FWM towards the upper center of the sample, which is associated with a high strain

area due to wrinkles and bubbles formed during fabrication. Apart from this area,
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the peak strength is mostly homogeneous across the sample for all four peaks, except

for the MoSe2 and MoSe2/WSe2 peaks having a lower strength towards the bottom

left of the sample. The differences in peak strengths can partially be attributed to

spatial variations of the dipole moment µ that differ for the two materials based on

the local strain profile. Furthermore, the finite bandwidth of the employed laser and

the reduced excitation density at sample points where the WSe2 (MoSe2) resonance

shifts to higher (lower) energies can contribute to the spatial peak strength variations.

The resonance energy shifts for the two resonances are plotted in Fig. 7.9(b,c). A

significant shift towards lower energies down to 1607 meV for the MoSe2 resonance

can be observed in the center-left of the sample. Meanwhile, the WSe2 resonance

shifts towards higher energies, up to 1680 meV in this area. Towards the bottom

area of the sample, both resonances shift towards higher energies. Moreover, the

MoSe2 resonance shifts towards significantly higher energies up to 1622 meV in the

upper part of the sample. To correlate the resonance shifts, we plot the MoSe2 res-

onance vs. the WSe2 resonance energy in Fig. 7.9(d). Sample points falling within

the red (blue) rectangle are plotted in red (blue), and all other data points are plot-

ted in black. While changes in the resonance energies seem correlated at first look,

a Pearson coefficient of ρ = −0.04 ± 0.13 suggests otherwise. A closer examina-

tion of Fig. 7.9(d) together with Fig. 7.9(b) and (c) shows both strong correlation and

anti-correlation, whose simultaneous presence cannot be captured by the Pearson cor-

relation coefficient. Instead, to visualize the substantial variation of correlation across

the sample, we examine the select areas marked by a blue and red dashed rectangle in

Fig. 7.9(c). For the area marked by the blue rectangle (Reg D), a moderately strong

correlation with ρ = 0.46 ± 0.14 can be observed. A correlation between the two

resonances is what would be expected: It is well known that both encapsulation and

heterostructure formation commonly redshift the excitons [1, 21]. At the same time,

compressive (tensile) strain leads to red (blue) shifts [16]. Both monolayers should
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Figure 7.9: (a) Integrated ILE PL across the sample. (b) Map of ILE PL emission
energy (c) PL-spectrum for two points on the center and bottom area of the het-
erostructure marked in (a).

be affected in the same way by these factors. Contrary to this expectation, the area

marked by the red rectangle (Reg E) shows a moderately strong anti-correlation with

ρ = −0.42 ± 0.23. This points toward complex local strain dynamics, where the two

monolayers experience different strain that leads to opposite resonance shifts. One

possible scenario is the compression of one monolayer, which leads to a bubble in the

other monolayer, inducing tensile strain and, thus, the opposite sign resonance shift.

The attribution to strain is further supported by the fact that the largest resonance

shifts can again be observed around an area of low FWM with physical imperfections

(cracks, bubbles, wrinkles) visible in white light microscopy (see Fig. 7.7(a)).

The local strain profile also leads to large variations in the ILE PL. The integrated

ILE PL plotted in Fig. 7.9(a) shows a strong maximum at the high-strain area of

minimum FWM but appears otherwise relatively homogeneous in strength across the

sample. These observations align with the observations on the MoSe2 monolayer.

The emission energy of the ILE is plotted in Fig. 7.9(b). The area of strong PL

shows above average energy of ILE emission around 1370 meV. The upper area of

the sample also shows a higher ILE emission energy of around 1355 meV, while the

lower part shows lower emission energies down to 1330 meV. The substantial changes

of the ILE PL, including emission strength and energy, even outside the high strain

area, can be further emphasized when plotting two select spectra in what appears to

be a relatively homogeneous region in the bottom half of the sample. These spectra
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Schematic of conduction and valence band for MoSe2 and WSe2 under the influence
of strain.

plotted in Fig. 7.9(c) demonstrate that even in the bottom part of the sample, ILE

emission is highly spatially heterogeneous.

Another signature of strain-induced changes can be found by correlating the ILE

PL emission energy with the MoSe2 and WSe2 resonance energy (measured with

MDCS). In Fig. 7.10(a,b), we plot the MoSe2 and WSe2 resonance energy (measured

with MDCS) against the ILE PL emission energy. Fig. 7.10(a) shows a moderately

strong correlation and a correlation coefficient ρ = 0.52 ± 0.10. The correlation with

the WSe2 resonance (Fig. 7.10(b)) is weaker (ρ = −0.30 ± 0.12). This difference

can be explained as follows: As Khatibi et al. [16] show, for TMD monolayers,

along the K-point, strain mainly affects the conduction band, while effects on the

valence band are negligible. Thus, as illustrated in Fig. 7.10(c), the strain-induced

conduction band shift in the MoSe2 immediately affects the ILE emission energy,

while the strain-induced shift in the WSe2 should have no effect. The residual anti-

correlation between ILE emission energy and WSe2 resonance energy stems from

the local (anti-)correlation between MoSe2 and WSe2 resonances, established in the

discussion of Fig. 7.8 above. Given these significant strain-induced changes to the

heterostructure, if and how much these changes affect the coupling between excitons
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Figure 7.11: (a) Integrated FWM of the MoSe2/WSe2 coupling peak for varying
T delays. (b) Integrated FWM of the WSe2/MoSe2 coupling peak for varying T
delays. The strong amplitude signatures of the coherent coupling oscillations and
charge transfer are evident.

in the two layers is a topic of interest.

Therefore, to shed some light on the coupling dynamics, we employ dynamic MD-

CIS, where the pump-probe delay T varies to access coherent and incoherent coupling

dynamics in the heterostructure. We plot the integrated FWM of the MoSe2/WSe2

(M/W) and WSe2/MoSe2 (W/M) coupling peaks for varying T delays in Fig. 7.11(a)

and (b), respectively. All images for the two peaks are normalized by a single value

so that the brightest pixel at T = 0 fs has a unity amplitude.

Initially, the signal decays from 0 to 40 fs for both coupling peaks but recovers

again for 60 fs. A smaller variation of the integrated amplitudes can be observed be-

tween 60-100 fs. This behavior can be assigned to coherent coupling oscillations that

we have shown to occur in MoSe2/WSe2 heterostructures in Chap. V. The coherent

oscillation has an amplitude of approximately 50% (with respect to the peak am-

plitude) across the sample, the signature of strong coupling between excitons in the

two layers. As Hao et al. [22] discussed, the amplitude is below unity due to inter-

ference between different coherent coupling contributions and exponentially decaying
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phase-space filling nonlinearities. In between T=100 fs and T=500 fs, both coupling

peaks show a rise that we assign to the charge transfer observed using MDCS in this

specific heterostructure in Chap. V. The noticeable amplitude change between 100 fs

and 500 fs suggests highly efficient electron and hole transfer in the heterostructure.
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Figure 7.12: (a) Difference in integrated FWM amplitude for the MoSe2/WSe2 peak
between various T delays, normalized by the MoSe2/WSe2 peak amplitude at T=0 fs.
This visualization emphasizes the homogeneity of the coherent coupling and charge
transfer.

Most strikingly, both coherent coupling and charge transfer appear mostly ho-

mogeneous across the sample. The homogeneity is evident from the fact that the

relative peak strength across the sample remains mostly unchanged along T , while

the absolute peak strength changes. The homogeneity can be visualized by compar-

ing the relative strength profiles at T=0 fs, T=40 fs, T=100 fs, and T=500 fs, as done

in Fig. 7.12. Here, we plot the difference between the integrated FWM maps for the

M/W peak, normalized by the M/W map at T=0 fs. We plot the difference between

T=0 fs and T=40 fs (Fig. 7.12(a)), T=40 fs and T=100 fs (Fig. 7.12(b)), and T=100 fs

and T=500 fs (Fig. 7.12(c)). The initial decrease and increase of the FWM, part of

the coherent coupling oscillations, show a homogeneous strength profile across the

entire sample. Moreover, the charge transfer rise between 100 fs and 500 fs shows the

same homogeneous strength profile apart from the low FWM area where no reliable

FWM can be obtained.
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Figure 7.13: (a) Difference map for T=0-40 fs, offset by the average value. Figure
(b) considers a 2x2 pixel average. (c) Difference map for T=100-500 fs, offset by
the average value. Figure (d) considers a 2x2 pixel average. (e) Sample area falling
within varying amplitude thresholds for the amplitude difference maps for T=0-40 fs
and T=100-500 fs.

We propose two different methods to quantify the homogeneity of coherent cou-

pling and charge transfer. The first characterization method involves determining how

much of the sample falls within certain boundaries of the relative amplitude change

for the amplitude change maps plotted in Fig. 7.12. We begin by normalizing the

relative amplitude change maps for 0-40 fs and 100-500 fs by their respective average

value. We exclude the low FWM signal area for determining the average because it

would skew the average value. We then offset each of the normalized maps by 1, so

pixels with the average value are 0.

These maps can be found in Fig. 7.13(a)-(d). Here, we show the difference maps for

T=0-40 fs (a,b) and T=100-500 fs (c,d). Maps in (b) and (d) use a 2×2 pixel averaging

to reduce noise. Subsequently, we determine for the collective sample points if they

fall within the boundaries of a certain amplitude threshold, i.e., for an amplitude

threshold of 30%, we only count sample points with a relative normalized amplitude

change between -30% and 30%. We then determine which percentage of the sample

area all sample points falling within those boundaries account for. This procedure

leads to the two curves in Fig. 7.13(e). 84% of the sample falls within ±30% of the

average relative amplitude change for T=0-40 fs. This method underestimates the
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homogeneity of the coherent coupling because changes in oscillation frequency due

to resonance shifts change the oscillation amplitude at the discrete sample points.

Fig. 7.13(b) shows that the only areas of significant amplitude deviation are at the

edge and the low FWM signal area towards the center, where no reliable oscillation

can be measured. Similarly, 54% of the sample falls within ±30% of the average

amplitude change for T = 100 − 500 fs for charge transfer. The lower percentage can

be primarily attributed to increased noise because of the normalization procedure.

Fig. 7.13(d) shows that areas of large deviations are again constrained towards the

edge of the sample and the low-FWM signal area towards the center. We chose an

amplitude threshold of 30% here because of the relatively large noise on the amplitude

difference maps.

To overcome the noise limitations of this method, we propose another method

to determine the homogeneity of coupling: Since the amplitudes of the two coupling

peaks, in the case of coherent coupling, are proportional to the square of the MoSe2

and WSe2 dipole moments, ∝ µ0M
2µ0W

2, and the amplitudes of the two on-diagonal

peaks are ∝ µ0M
4 and ∝ µ0W

4, respectively, normalizing the coupling peaks by the

on-diagonal peaks removes the contribution of the dipole moment to the coupling

peaks. Specifically, we can normalize the integrated FWM maps from Fig. 7.11 by

the on-diagonal peak strength
√
M ·W , with M and W being the integrated FWM

map of the MoSe2 and WSe2 peak at T=20 fs, respectively. We choose the MoSe2

and WSe2 peak map at T=20 fs for the normalization because finite pulse effects oc-

cur for small T < 20 fs [23], while population decay processes become important for

T >20 fs. The normalization procedure is illustrated in Fig. 7.14(a). This normaliza-

tion factors out changes in the spatial profile of the coupling peaks due to changing

dipole moments which, as discussed above for Fig. 7.8, are a dominant effect. It also

similarly eliminates contributions from finite bandwidth effects. Changes in the spa-

tial profile should then be exclusively caused by a reduced coherent coupling strength
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Figure 7.14: (a) In order to isolate coupling effects, we normalize the FWM maps
by

√
M ·W , with M and W being the integrated FWM maps of the MoSe2 and

WSe2 peaks, respectively. (b) Integrated FWM of the MoSe2/WSe2 coupling peak for
varying T delays. (c) Integrated FWM of the WSe2/MoSe2 coupling peak for varying
T delays. The strong amplitude signatures of the coherent coupling oscillations and
charge transfer are evident.

or other incoherent transfer processes (e.g., charge transfer). The resulting dipole-

normalized coupling peak maps for the MoSe2/WSe2 and WSe2/MoSe2 are plotted

in Fig. 7.14(b,c), respectively.

To quantify the homogeneity of the coupling, we can then normalize the M/W

coupling peak maps at T=40 fs and T=500 fs by their respective averages and deter-

mine how much of the sample area falls within certain amplitude boundaries of the

average value. The resulting curves in Fig. 7.15 show that large areas of the sample

show a very homogeneous coupling peak strength, both for T=40 fs and T=500 fs. As

a matter of fact, 81% of the sample falls within ±20% of the average amplitude for

T=40 fs. This T -step was chosen because finite pulse effects influence the signal at
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Figure 7.15: Sample area falling within varying amplitude threshold for the M/W
coupling peak amplitude maps for T=40 fs and T=500 fs.

earlier T , while incoherent charge transfer dominates for later T , leading to a domi-

nant coherent coupling contribution. Similarly, for T=500 fs, 91% of the sample falls

within ±20% of the average amplitude.

The results from the two methods suggest that while some inhomogeneity of the

coherent coupling and charge transfer remains, both are surprisingly robust toward

the strain in this sample. Moderate resonance shifts due to strain on the order of

10-20 meV are not inherently expected to change the charge transfer dynamics sig-

nificantly because the shift is comparatively small to the band offsets of hundreds

of meVs [24, 25]. However, the sensitivity of charge transfer to sample parameters

such as lattice separation [26] is well documented. With the resonance shifts being an

indicator of complex local strain dynamics, this strain is expected to change the in-

terlayer spacing, among other things. These previous findings render our observation

of spatially homogeneous charge transfer somewhat surprising. It is worth mention-

ing that these results somewhat differ from the observations of Plankl et al. [27].

However, the spatial variations they observe are on the same spatial scale or below

the spatial resolution of our experiment. Moreover, they perform their experiments

on non-encapsulated samples, which are more sensitive to environmental changes and

strain.
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Figure 7.16: Integrated FWM of the MoSe2/WSe2 coupling peak for varying T delays
along the arrows indicated in Fig. 7.11(a) and Fig. 7.14(b).

Furthermore, the coherent coupling between the resonances is also expected to

depend on the intralayer separation. While there is overall robustness of the coupling

properties, we would be remiss not to comment on a change of the coherent coupling

that is observable for the top part of the sample, as illustrated in Fig. 7.16. Here, we

plot the integrated FWM of the MoSe2/WSe2 coupling peak along the three arrows

drawn in Fig. 7.11(a) and Fig. 7.14(b). Both the red and green arrows (Fig. 7.16(a,b))

on the lower part of the sample show a strong coherent coupling oscillation with

only small, random changes when moving across the sample, consistent with the

observations in Fig. 7.12. However, the data for the blue arrow (Fig. 7.16(c)) shows

a reduced signature of the oscillation, which might be either caused by a reduced

amplitude or a more rapid dephasing of the coherent coupling in the upper area of

the sample. Because the peak-to-valley amplitude change in Fig. 7.16(c) is similar to

those observed in Fig. 7.16(a,b), a more rapid dephasing seems more likely. The top

area of the sample where this effect occurs also shows large resonance shifts for the

MoSe2 resonance in Fig. 7.8(b).

Another hint at the underlying physics can be found in the integrated linear

reflectance map, plotted in Fig. 7.17(a), and spectra at select locations in Fig. 7.17(b).

The lower area of the sample shows few changes in reflectance, as evident from both

the integrated reflectance and the spectra at locations A and B in Fig. 7.17(b). The

upper area of the sample, above the low FWM signal area, however, clearly shows

a much stronger reflectance than the rest of the sample. Fig. 7.17(b) shows that
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Figure 7.17: (a) Integrated reflectance for the MoSe2/WSe2 heterostructure. (b)
Reflectance spectra for the three areas marked by colored squares in (a).

Location C has an increased reflectance across the entirety of the spectrum. Based

on the combined observation of resonance shifts and reflectivity, we assume the top

of the sample to be an area of increased interlayer spacing. This increased interlayer

spacing can explain the reduced coherent coupling strength/more rapid dephasing.
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Figure 7.18: Decay time (T ) map of the FWM signal taken at t = τ = 0, indicative
of the ILE lifetime.

This specific area also appears distinctly in the FWM decay time map plotted in

Fig. 7.18. The decay time map is acquired at t = τ = 0 while moving the T delay. We

subsequently fit the data after 50 ps with a uni-exponential decay, similar to Sec. 5.6.

The FWM decay in the heterostructure for T > 50 ps is dominated by ILE decay

through ground-state bleaching contributions to the signal, as established in Chap. V.

The decay time can thus be taken as an indirect probe of the ILE lifetime. The bottom
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area of the sample again shows no notable spatial inhomogeneity in the lifetime, with

values between 500-550 ps. Given the low twist angle of this sample, these values are

in good agreement with the literature [28] and further match the values in Sec. 5.6.

The top area of the sample has, on average, a 30-40% lower lifetime and larger

inhomogeneity with values ranging from 300-550 ps. The combination of reduced

ILE lifetime as well as reduced coherent coupling, together with the resonance shifts

observed in this area, shows that the sample properties are not entirely immune to

strain and defect-induced changes. Nonetheless, the relatively low sensitivity towards

these changes remains surprising.

7.6 Conclusions and Outlook

In this chapter, we have examined an encapsulated MoSe2 monolayer and an

encapsulated MoSe2/WSe2 heterostructure using MDCIS. We visualize a spatially-

dependent distribution of bright and dark exciton states using PL-detected FWM

in conjunction with heterodyne-detected FWM. Furthermore, we visualize strain-

dependent changes of resonance energy, dephasing, and inhomogeneity across the

monolayer, showing a moderately strong anti-correlation between homogeneous and

inhomogeneous linewidths that increases and decreases based on the area on the sam-

ple. Using MDCIS allows us to identify promising and unfavorable areas for quantum

information applications unambiguously. Carrying this technique over to the het-

erostructure, we map the complex strain dynamics by correlating resonance energies.

Our observations lead us to propose a phenomenological model for the band structure

changes due to strain variations, using additional ILE PL measurements. Finally, by

employing dynamic MDCIS, we visualize coherent coupling and electron and hole

transfer across the sample. We employ two methods to determine the homogeneity

of coherent coupling and charge transfer. While some regions of the sample show

a reduced coherent coupling and decreased ILE lifetime, we demonstrate the overall
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robustness of the coupling dynamics to strain and defects across the sample.

The future of these materials, especially in the realm of quantum information,

is inherently coupled to the scalability and quality of fabricated devices. This work

shows the reproducibility of crucial physical properties - charge transfer, coupling

strength, and ILE lifetime - across large sample areas. The reproducibility lays the

groundwork and strengthens the case for TMDs as a next-generation material. Con-

versely, certain material properties such as dephasing time and inhomogeneity show

residual dependence on strain, showing that sample growth techniques need to im-

prove for future large-scale applications of these materials.

We further demonstrate the usefulness of the MDCIS technique, which, on a

smaller scale, has been realized by spatially-addressed MDCS [6–8, 29]. However,

recent technological advances in lock-in detection [30] allow for a larger-scale real-

ization of MDCIS and related techniques, advancing the forefront of materials and

device characterization.

As this chapter clearly shows, standard material characterization techniques such

as white light imaging, linear micro-reflectance spectroscopy, or PL imaging fall far

short of accurately assessing sample quality. We present MDCIS as a powerful al-

ternative, but scan durations currently remain too long for commercial applications.

Motivated by this assertion, the future of nonlinear imaging requires simplified ver-

sions of FWM imaging that extract the principal quantities of interest for material

characterization. The work in the following chapter shows how said future might

look like, by introducing smart and rapid scanning schemes for FWM imaging in the

temporal domain.
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CHAPTER VIII

Rapid Multiplex Ultrafast Nonlinear Microscopy

for Material Characterization

8.1 Introduction

Since the invention of the microscope over 400 years ago, the need to improve

imaging techniques and modalities for obtaining previously inaccessible information,

as well as obtaining it faster, has been a common theme surrounding microscopy.

As new groups of advanced materials shift into focus, the need to image these ma-

terials for fundamental science and characterization in a manufacturing/fabrication

setting has spurred numerous experimental innovations. These materials include two-

dimensional quantum materials such as TMDs (extensively studied in this thesis) and

graphene [1–9], III-V semiconductors such as GaAs and GaN in both science [10–12]

and industry [13] (e.g., for high-power, high-frequency applications), and silicon car-

bide (SiC) for electric vehicles [14]. Material characterization of advanced materials,

and TMDs in particular, has seen a plethora of techniques, from white-light opti-

cal microscopy to PL imaging [15], micro-reflectance and transmission [16], scanning

tunneling microscopy [17], ARPES [17], Raman spectroscopy [18–20], atomic force

microscopy imaging [21], tip-enhanced spectroscopy [22], ultrafast nanoscopy [23],

and FWM imaging [24–28]. Specifically using ultrafast lasers, Huang et al. [8] have
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shown the practicality of two-color transient absorption decay times for defect sensing

in graphene, while we (in Chap. VII and Ref. 28) and Jacubczyk et al. [26] and have

shown the potential of dephasing times as an indicator of material quality for TMDs.

In the previous chapter, we introduced our approach to FWM imaging, featuring

three-dimensional (two frequency, one time dimension) spectro-temporal information

on top of the two-dimensional spatial information. While useful in a research setting,

different experimental schemes are necessary to make FWM imaging a commodity in

the microscopy space.

With many advanced measurement techniques, there is a tradeoff between the

amount of useful information acquired and acquisition speed. To overcome the lim-

itations of previous techniques concerning their lack of information or acquisition

speed, we here introduce rapid multiplex nonlinear imaging to characterize advanced

materials. Specifically, we demonstrate the technique’s feasibility on WSe2 monolay-

ers grown by CVD, which serve as a canonical example. The presented technique

employs degenerate FWM, which has a high sensitivity to defects and interfaces due

to its scaling with material oscillator strength. We acquire resonant linear reflectance

and nonlinear FWM images that provide rich information about the materials’ quality

in real-time while acquiring full exciton dephasing and lifetime maps within a minute.

We correlate the results from the dephasing maps with MDCIS data to corroborate our

findings while also highlighting areas with strong many-body effects. Subsequently,

we present exciton population decay maps that display a bi-exponential decay indica-

tive of a spatially dependent dark exciton state distribution. We also show that the

dephasing times are radiatively limited by correlating dephasing and lifetime maps.

Areas of the monolayer flakes that can be distinguished by their FWM strength also

show up distinctly in the dephasing and decay maps. In the context of acquiring rapid

dephasing and population decay maps, we discuss how to treat finite pulse effects in

multi-pulse FWM experiments. Lastly, we demonstrate how the techniques modali-
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ties can be further accelerated in the future by modeling the robustness of decay time

fits across an extensive range of decay times for different sampling point spacing.

These results constitute an important step toward real-time material characteri-

zation of advanced materials on an industrial scale, a necessity for devices to make it

out of the lab and into the marketplace.

8.2 Rapid Imaging

The MDCIS technique helps us unravel the changes of dephasing time, coherent

coupling, and charge transfer in the presence of strain across TMD samples, as shown

in chapter VII. However, for material characterization, the need for speed often out-

weighs the need for full spectroscopic or temporal detail. Therefore, more rudimentary

temporal or spectral data is often sufficient to assess the sample quality. Quantities

that can be used to assess the quality of a sample include the FWM strength, the

exciton dephasing time, and the exciton population decay time across the sample.

All of these modalities can be extracted from complete MDCIS measurements with

data acquisition times of at least 30 minutes. However, specific parameter images can

be acquired within a minute or less.

In our rapid imaging technique, we still use the four pulse (3+1) scheme detailed

in Chap. III in the same setup used to acquire the MDCIS data in Chap. VII. FWM

strength can be assessed by setting all time delays to zero and recording a single

image by scanning the laser beam across the sample. Similarly, decay maps of the

sample can be obtained by setting the τ - and t-delay to zero while scanning the

T -delay. Obtaining dephasing time maps involves scanning the τ and t-delay simul-

taneously across the photon-echo while leaving the T -delay stationary. As established

from Eq. 3.52 in Sec. 3.7, the dephasing time can then be extracted by fitting a uni-

exponential decay to the data. The authors in Refs. [26, 27] fit slices along the

diagonal and cross-diagonal in the time domain to extract dephasing times and in-
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homogeneous linewidths but still acquire a complete, two-dimensional time domain

signal. To clarify, here, instead of scanning the full range of τ - and t-delays, we scan

along the diagonal in the scheme detailed above and initially perceived by Diederich

et al. [29]. This measurement can be obtained in less than a minute and thus yields

rapid information about the dephasing time across the sample.

8.3 Comparison of Techniques
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Figure 8.1: (a) White-light microscopy image (false color) of a CVD-grown WSe2
monolayer. (b) Resonant integrated reflectance from 1600 meV to 1700 meV of the
WSe2 monolayer. Here, we set the substrate to have a reflectance of one. (c) FWM
intensity image of the WSe2 monolayer.

An image of the sample acquired with a conventional white-light microscope is

shown in Fig. 8.1(a). The sample is a commercially available CVD-grown flake of

WSe2 (6Carbon Technologies), grown on a separate substrate and transferred onto a

new substrate of SiO2/Si. In contrast to the samples discussed in previous chapters,

this sample is not hBN encapsulated. The monolayer shows an uneven structure due

to residue remaining from the transfer process, a common problem in CVD-grown

materials [30]. A resonant (with the exciton) integrated reflectance image is shown

in Fig. 8.1(b). Here, we use a sample point on the substrate to reference a reflectance

of one and integrate over the laser spectrum spanning a range from 1600 meV to

1700 meV. The sample reflectance is influenced by both reflections from the sample

and the back-reflected signal from the substrate absorbed by the sample. The spatial

structure of the integrated reflectance coincides with the spatial structure in the
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white light microscopy image in Fig. 8.1(a). Nonetheless, differences (e.g., at the

bottom of the sample) remain. A FWM intensity image of the sample is shown in

Fig. 8.1(c). It indicates a strong spatial dependence of the FWM strength, attributed

to local strain profiles, changes in the dielectric environment, doping, trapped charges,

impurities, defect densities, and distribution of dark states [25–28, 31]. Some regions

of stronger FWM correlate with areas of weaker reflectance (e.g., the bright center

structure). In contrast, some areas of weaker reflectance (e.g., towards the center-

left of the sample) show an overall weaker FWM signal. Moreover, some areas of

higher reflectance, such as the bottom of the sample, show a stronger FWM signal.

These observations highlight one of the benefits of nonlinear FWM imaging: while

white light microscopy and even resonant linear micro-reflectance spectroscopy can

be helpful for sample characterization, the sensitivity of FWM to material changes,

including doping, defects, strain, dielectric environment, and dark state distribution

changes [24, 28, 31, 32], yields more detailed information about the quality of a

sample.

8.4 Dephasing Maps

Next, we acquire dephasing time maps of the sample. By the procedure described

in the experimental methods section, we extract dephasing times for every image

pixel and plot the resulting dephasing time maps in Fig. 8.2(a). Before fitting a uni-

exponential decay, we subtract a background determined from an image acquired after

the FWM response of the sample has fully decayed. The measured sample response

is commonly modeled by convolving an exponential decay fit function with the in-

strument response function [26, 27] to account for the finite pulse duration. However,

finite pulse effects in nonlinear multi-pulse experiments are more complicated [33].

Therefore, here we only fit the exponential decay for sample points with t′ ≥ 40 fs,

such that t = τ ≥ 20 fs while also convolving the fit function with the Gaussian
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Figure 8.2: (a) Dephasing time T2 map of the sample obtained by fitting a uni-
exponential decay in the time domain. The hue level signifies the dephasing time,
while the saturation signifies the FWM strength. (b) FWM amplitude dephasing
curves at select sample spots marked with colored triangles in (a). Uni-exponential fits
are plotted as solid lines. Only sample points with photon echo times t+τ = t′ ≥ 40 fs
are fitted to exclude finite pulse effects present for early t′.

instrument response function. Fig. 8.2(a) shows a joint representation of FWM inten-

sity and dephasing times. Here, the hue level signifies the dephasing times, while the

saturation signifies the FWM intensity. The high FWM intensity area of the sample

shows approximately homogeneous dephasing times across the sample, except for the

bottom part, which shows faster dephasing. However, several low FWM areas on the

sample show a significantly increased dephasing time. To understand the physical

reasoning behind such behavior, Fig. 8.2(b) shows three exemplary dephasing curves

for the sample points marked with blue, red, and green triangles in Fig. 8.2(a). The

red curve clearly shows a faster decay than the blue curve, establishing that the de-

creased dephasing time for the bottom of the sample is not an artifact of the fits but

is reflected in the data. In contrast, the green curve initially rises before peaking at

70 fs and decaying for larger photon echo time values. For the red and blue curves,

the fits agree well with the data in the range of 40 fs-150 fs for the photon-echo times,

while early times show a deviating behavior due to both finite pulse and time-ordering

effects during pulse overlap [34]. The map in Fig. 8.2(a) shows increased speckle noise

compared to the linear and FWM images in Fig. 8.1(b,c), which can be traced back
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to fit errors, especially in areas of lower FWM intensity and areas that show a behav-

ior deviating from a simple exponential decay (see green curve). However, the noise

level is still sufficient for material characterization because regions of interest remain

unobscured by the noise.
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Figure 8.3: (a-c) Two-dimensional time domain signal for the three locations marked
in Fig. 8.2(c), obtained by scanning the τ - and t-delay. (d-f) MDCS spectra for
the three locations marked in Fig. 8.2(a), obtained by Fourier transforming the time
domain signals displayed in (a-c). (g) Joint map of dephasing time T2 map of the
sample obtained by fitting the linewidths of the MDCIS spectrum with the procedure
outlined in [35] and FWM strength.

A better understanding of the physical behavior that causes the non-trivial tem-

poral behavior for the sample region marked by the green triangle in Fig. 8.3(a) can

be gained by taking a full MDCIS scan at T=25 fs. Exemplary two-dimensional time

domain signals and MDCS spectra at the three sample spots marked in Fig. 8.2(a)

are plotted in Fig. 8.3(a-c) and (d-f), respectively. The time domain photon echo sig-

nal and corresponding spectra for Fig. 8.3(a,b) and (d,e) show similar behavior, with

the echo in Fig. 8.3(b) showing a slightly faster decay, and hence a slightly increased

homogeneous linewidth in the spectrum presented in Fig. 8.3(e). In contrast to these

two sample spots, the sample spot marked with a green rectangle whose MDCIS data

is plotted in Fig. 8.3(c,f) shows a photon-echo that is delayed along t. The delayed

sample response along t has been observed previously [36–38] and can be explained

by increased many-body effects in this sample area. The shift in the time domain
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explains the dephasing curves’ shape in Fig. 8.2(b). While the extracted dephasing

times T2 at those sample spots are unreliable, our rapid technique still unequivocally

identifies these areas, and, using MDCIS, these areas can be studied further.

To prove that the dephasing times extracted for the higher FWM signal sample

areas can be reliably determined by scanning along the diagonal of the photon echo,

we fit the linewidths of the MDCIS measurements using the procedure outlined in [35].

We plot the T2 times determined via T2 =
√

2ℏ/γ from the MDCIS measurements

in Fig. 8.3(g). Firstly, the qualitative changes of the linewidths across the sample

extracted from the two methods agree well for the high FWM signal areas. The good

qualitative agreement is especially evident for the sample’s bottom area, which shows

reduced dephasing times in both measurements. Furthermore, a reasonable quanti-

tative agreement between the dephasing times extracted from the rapid dephasing

curves and the MDCIS linewidths can be observed. Over large areas of the sample,

the dephasing times lie within 15 fs of each other. The systematically lower dephasing

time for the MDCIS measurement can be explained by finite pulse and time-ordering

effects that play a significant role in this measurement because T2 ≈ Tpulse. While

early delay times where those effects dominate can be filtered out efficiently in the

time domain fits, the same treatment is not as straightforward in the frequency do-

main. An in-depth discussion of these effects can be found in the literature [33, 34]

and section 8.6. For T2 > Tpulse, these effects become negligible.

8.5 Decay Maps

An additional modality of our nonlinear microscope is the ability to take rapid

FWM decay images, characterizing the exciton population lifetime by varying the

T delay. We apply a bi-exponential fit to the data to capture the full temporal

decay dynamics of the WSe2 flake, which displays rapid, sub-50 fs decay, followed

by a slower decay on the order of a few picoseconds. Similar to the dephasing time
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Figure 8.4: (a) FWM amplitude decay curves at select sample spots marked with
colored rectangles in Fig. 8.2(a). Bi-exponential fits are plotted as solid lines. (b)
Joint representation of fast fit amplitude and decay time T1

(1), obtained from the
bi-exponential fit to the decay curves. (c) Joint representation of slow fit amplitude
and decay time T1

(2), obtained from the bi-exponential fit to the decay curves. (d)
Spatial map of the percentage of the exciton population that decays into dark states,
obtained by normalizing the fit amplitude of the fast decay by the sum of slow and
fast fit amplitudes.

maps, we exclude sample points with T ≤20 fs to avoid the influence of finite pulse

effects and consider the finite pulse duration by convolving the fit function with the

instrument response function. The fast decay components’ fitted amplitude and decay

time are plotted in the joint representation introduced earlier in Fig. 8.4(a). Across

the sample, the intensity of the first decay component is relatively homogeneous,

while the decay time fluctuates mainly between 10-25 fs, approximately twice as fast

as the dephasing time. These observations suggest a radiatively limited dephasing

time via the relation T2 = 2T1. Although we observe a factor between 1.5-2 in our

measurements, this deviation can be explained by the dephasing and decay times
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approaching the temporal resolution of the experimental setup. The second decay

component plotted in Fig. 8.4(b) shows a more distinct spatial profile, matching the

spatial intensity profile of the FWM plotted in Fig. 8.1(c). The bottom and center

of the sample display a longer decay time on the order of 2-3 ps, while the rest of

the sample shows decay times of around 1 ps. The exemplary decay curves for the

three sample spots marked in Fig. 8.2(a), plotted in Fig. 8.4(c), further corroborate

this behavior. The rapid sub-50 fs decay component shows comparable amplitudes

(the FWM dropping by approximately 0.4 during the first 100 fs) for all three sample

points. However, the green curve has a remaining amplitude of 0.2, while both the

blue and green curves have a remaining amplitude of 0.6, showing the stark contrast

in amplitude for the slow decay.

Bi-exponential decays for monolayer TMDs have been observed in the past, with

the fast component being attributed to the population relaxation of bright excitons

and the second decay component attributed to additional states such as dark states

or localized states (in the following: dark states) beyond a simple two-level system

[6], with the dark state constituting the ground state of the exciton in WSe2 [39].

In this case, the fast decay is caused by decay into the dark states. After exciton

populations of bright and dark states equilibrate, excitons tunnel back from dark

into bright states, and subsequent radiative decay of the bright excitons causes the

slow decay of the signal [40]. Hence, by dividing the amplitude of the fast decay by

the sum of the two fit amplitudes, we can further extract which percentage of the

exciton population decays into dark states and observe the spatial variation of this

quantity across the sample. A spatial map of this quantity is plotted in Fig. 8.4(d).

On average, the stronger FWM signal regions of the sample show a lower percentage

of exciton population decaying into dark states. Among these regions, the bottom of

the sample stands out, with only 40% of excitons decaying into dark states, while the

center area shows approximately 60-70% of excitons decaying into dark states. Low
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signal areas of the FWM show more than 90% of excitons decaying into dark states.

This observation corroborates earlier findings from FWM strength and dephasing

maps: Low FWM signal areas of the sample, which have been identified by both

their FWM strength as well as dephasing and population maps to be distinct in their

physical properties from other regions of the sample also have more available dark

states. Given that the exciton ground state in WSe2 is dark, the higher number of

dark states can explain the lowered measured FWM signal.

The ability to observe these physical changes across the sample is an important

distinction in capabilities between ultrafast FWM imaging and other techniques pre-

sented here - resonant micro-reflectance, white light microscopy, and even the static

FWM image (taken at fixed τ−, T−, and t-delays): While static FWM imaging at

least provides an identification of areas with stronger and weaker FWM (which is a

measure of underlying changes in material parameters that FWM is more sensitive

to than linear imaging techniques), dephasing and decay imaging show which phys-

ical properties of the sample are altered and where. These insights into the sample

changes can be incorporated into the manufacturing process: either for sample re-

pair (e.g., through chemical processing) or within a feedback loop used to adjust the

fabrication process.

8.6 Treating Finite Pulse Effects in Multi-Pulse Four-Wave

Mixing Experiments

Despite efficient pulse compression, when the pulse duration Tpulse approaches the

time scales of the sample dynamics, such as dephasing time T2 or population decay

time T1, finite pulse effects influence the retrieved dynamics of the sample. The

influence of finite pulse effects is evident from Fig. 8.5(a), where we plot the simulated

sample response for 20 fs pulses to a dephasing process with a dephasing time T2 =
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Figure 8.5: (a) Dephasing curve with T2 = 30 fs without finite pulse effects (red) and
with finite pulse effects for a 20 fs pulse (blue curve). (b) Lineshape retrieved from
the blue curve in (a) (blue) and retrieved from the green curve in (a) where all signal
at negative times is set to zero. Both lineshapes have been spectrally normalized with
the procedure outlined below.

30 fs. The pure sample response (red) does not consider finite pulse effects, while

the actual response (blue) takes them into account. The effects of finite pulse effects

on the sample response differ for the different modalities (dephasing vs. population

decay) presented above. For population scans, the sample response is modeled by

convolving an exponential decay with the cross-correlation of the intensities of the

pump and probe pulses [41]. The same procedure as for MDCS needs to be employed

for dephasing maps. As inferred from Ref. 33, when also considering heterodyne

detection with a fourth pulse, finite pulse effects in the frequency domain correspond

to finite bandwidth effects. In order to determine the bandwidth-independent sample

response, all finite-bandwidth effects can be treated by dividing the MDCS spectrum

by the intensity spectrum of the laser pulse along the two frequency axes. Given

the Gaussian shape of the spectrum, this corresponds to convolving the time domain

response along the diagonal with E1/4(t′). Here, E(t′) is the Gaussian pulse profile in

the temporal domain. Considering the finite pulse effects in the frequency domain is

identical to considering them in the time domain for the idealized scenario presented

here. In Fig. 8.5(a), the real sample response extends to negative times, Fourier

transforming this response and doing a Lorentzian linewidth fit in the frequency
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domain after employing the spectral normalization procedure introduced above yields

the same results for the dephasing time T2 as the time domain fit. The resulting

lineshape and fit after considering the finite pulse effects in the frequency domain

are shown in blue in Fig. 8.5(b). As discussed by Ref. 34, interaction ordering of the

various pulses plays a vital role in multi-pulse experiments. In this scenario, negative

time delays are often excluded because they contain contributions from additional

signal pathways that interfere with the sample response of interest. However, this

also removes the real negative time signal in Fig. 8.5(a). Setting the signal to zero for

negative times (green dots) yields a significantly altered lineshape in Fig. 8.5(b). The

corresponding fit deviates from the data points and shows a significantly broadened

linewidth compared to the blue fit. The retrieved dephasing time in this scenario is

T2=18 fs, significantly below the true value of 30 fs. We avoid underestimating the

dephasing time in our time domain experiments and fits by considering finite pulse

effects in our fit function and only fitting data points for sufficiently large delay times

at which interaction-ordering effects are negligible. Excluding these effects is non-

trivial in the frequency domain and elucidated further in Ref. 34. The time-ordering

effects are the reason why our MDCIS measurements underestimate the retrieved

dephasing times by a few femtoseconds. In practice, it is often common to plot the

MDCS spectrum with the local oscillator bandwidth normalized out. This can lead to

the underestimation of linewidths, depending on the laser bandwidth and linewidths.

8.7 Accelerating Ultrafast Nonlinear Imaging Through Smart

Scanning Schemes

Lastly, we discuss how to further accelerate and improve the presented material

characterization techniques. In an ideal, noise-free scenario, two sample points are

sufficient to determine the fit parameters for a uni-exponential decay. However, as
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experimental noise increases, a higher number of points increases the reliability of

the extracted fit parameters. The increased noise is evident in Fig. 8.6, where we

plot the dephasing time maps for a different selection of data points: Fig. 8.6(a)

shows the dephasing time map obtained by considering all 12 time data points (per

pixel) between 40 fs and 150 fs, equidistantly spaced by 10 fs, Fig. 8.6(b) shows the

dephasing time map obtained by omitting the last three data points, Fig. 8.6(c) shows

the dephasing time map obtained by omitting the last six data points. As more data

points get omitted, the noise for the dephasing time map visibly increases while also

showing a systematic shift towards higher dephasing times. However, while using the

same number of data points as in Fig. 8.6(c), Fig. 8.6(d) uses every second data point

between 40 fs and 150 fs. This sampling scheme shows a significantly improved noise,

effectively comparable to the dephasing time map in Fig. 8.6(a), which takes twice as

long to acquire. The absolute values for the dephasing times in Fig. 8.6(a) and (d)

also agree.

12 pts - 10 fs 6 pts - 20 fs(a) (b) (c) (d)9 pts - 10 fs 6 pts - 10 fs

10 μm

T
2  (fs)

15
90Amp0 1

Figure 8.6: (a) Dephasing time map obtained by considering all 12 time-data points
per pixel between 40 fs and 150 fs, spaced by 10 fs. (b) Dephasing time map obtained
by disregarding the last three data points. (c) Dephasing time map obtained by dis-
regarding the last six data points. (d) Dephasing time maps obtained by considering
6 data points between 40 fs and 150 fs, spaced by 20 fs.

These observations spark the question of which distribution of sample points yields

the highest robustness to inevitable noise sources in the FWM measurement. The

possibility of gaining an SNR advantage with non-equidistant sample point spacing

is well known and exponential sampling has been known to the nuclear magnetic res-

onance community since the 1960s [42]. To answer the question of which distribution
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Figure 8.7: (a) Uni-exponential amplitude decay with a decay time τ = 50 fs. We add
average white Gaussian noise with an SNR of 10 for the amplitude, corresponding to
-20 dB. (b) Simulated fit reliability, defined as a fitted decay constant within ±10%
of the true value, for 200 iterations with randomized noise as a function of sampling
point spacing for the second (t2) and third (t3) sample points. The first sampling
point is fixed to time zero. (c) Simulated fit reliability as a function of time constant
for five sampling points with varying spacing.

of sample points is best in our scenario, we simulate a uni-exponential amplitude

decay curve with added average white Gaussian noise with an SNR of 10 for the am-

plitude (-20 dB), exemplarily plotted in Fig. 8.7(a). The dominant noise source is the

DC shot noise from the four beams impinging on the detector, which does not scale

with the FWM intensity and remains constant as the time delay is changed, therefore

following a Gaussian distribution. Comparing this curve to Fig. 8.2(f) and Fig. 8.4(a),

we determine that this constitutes a reasonable approximation for the measurement

noise level. We first simulate the scenario of three sampling points. While this is

one more sampling point than necessary, this allows us to see if/how increasing the

number of sampling points helps the reliability of the extracted decay times in the

presence of noise. We fix the first sampling point to time-zero and simulate a grid

of sample points t2,3 between zero and five times the decay time τ in steps of τ/10.

Due to symmetry conditions, we also enforce t3 > t2. For each grid point, we run

200 iterations with randomized average white Gaussian noise, all with a -20 dB noise

floor. We fit each curve and consider the fit reliable if it reconstructs the decay time

τ = 50 fs within ±10%. The result of the simulation is plotted in Fig. 8.7(b). The

vertical stripe structure indicates that a reliable decay constant can almost always be

extracted as long as the second sampling point is close to the decay time τ . To cor-
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roborate this observation, for low values of t2, a higher fit reliability can be observed

for values of t3 close to 1. Despite the vertical stripe structure, choosing t3 in areas

of meaningful signal within 2-3 τ yields a higher reliability of the fit. In this case, the

third data point contributes meaningful information to the fit instead of being close

to zero, a value all exponential fits eventually approach.

However, this model considers a priori knowledge of the decay times, which is not

always given. Moreover, decay times will inherently vary across the sample. Another

area of interest is hence which range of decay constants can be reliably retrieved with

a particular spacing of points. The answer is relatively straightforward in the three

sample point case: Setting the second sampling point to the lowest expected decay

time while setting the third sample point to the largest expected decay time will yield

the largest range of possible decay times. However, there is a potential decrease in

reliability for intermediate values, depending on the range of decay times explored. In

this case, acquiring more sample points, compromising speed for reliability to a certain

extent, can be advantageous. We simulate the reliability of fits for a range of decay

times from 20 fs to 1000 fs with five sampling points and plot the results in Fig. 8.7(c).

Here, we choose five different spacings: A non-equidistant spacing of sampling points

where the distance between each sampling points doubles, once with an initial 25 fs

spacing (blue curve) and an initial 50 fs spacing (purple curve), a non-equidistant

spacing of sampling points where the distance is tripled, with an initial spacing of

25 fs (yellow curve). We also simulate a scenario with an equidistant spacing of 50 fs

(red curve) and a curve with mixed spacing (green curve). We simulate a thousand

fits with the same -20 dB average white Gaussian noise for each decay time.

From Fig. 8.7(c), we observe that non-equidistant spacing is preferable in most

scenarios. While the non-equidistant curves show a lower peak fit reliability (80%

for the blue/green/purple curve, 75% for the yellow curve, instead of 90% for the

equidistant red curve), the range of decay times they span is significantly higher.
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The blue curve shows fit reliabilities above 80% down to the shortest decay times

simulated. In comparison, the purple curve shows fit reliabilities above 50% for decay

times up to 1000 fs and down to 20 fs. Non-equidistant spacing is also not limited

to doubling the distance between the sampling points, i.e., exponential spacing with

base 2. From the yellow curve, which uses a tripled spacing (exponential spacing

with base 3) between sampling points, we observe that the range of reliably extracted

decay times can be further extended, with fit reliabilities over 70% for the entire 20-

1000 fs range. However, the peak fit reliability is further decreased in this case. A

decreased sample point spacing at early times and an increased sample point spacing

at later times is thus a powerful tool that can be adjusted as needed for fit reliability

and extracted decay time range changes.

8.8 Conclusions and Outlook

This chapter presents an approach to rapid multiplex ultrafast nonlinear imaging

of advanced materials based on FWM generated by three pulses. An evolution from

our MDCS spectroscopy setup, which constitutes a sophisticated but slow technique,

using three pulses to generate the FWM allows us to track FWM intensity, dephasing

times, and exciton lifetimes across a CVD-grown monolayer of WSe2 rapidly when

employing smart scanning schemes in the temporal domain. We show that a single

FWM image alone allows us to distinguish areas that show distinct exciton dephasing,

population decay times, and distribution of dark states. The access to the variation

of these parameters across the sample gives the ultrafast FWM modality presented in

this work a selectivity that can be employed as a feedback mechanism in a manufactur-

ing setting where material throughput is important. FWM strength, dephasing, and

decay times are material parameters that reveal more about the sample’s quality than

current techniques such as white light microscopy, micro-reflectance/transmission, or

even PL [28].
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Furthermore, we demonstrate how to extract these parameters without compro-

mising acquisition speed by performing all measurements in the time domain using

few sampling points. We further show via simulations that non-equidistant spacing

of the time domain sampling points allows for the retrieval of a more extensive range

of decay times at only a small cost of reduced fit reliability.

Given the broad usability of FWM-based ultrafast imaging from two-dimensional

quantum materials (see Chap. VII) and defects in graphene [43] to distinguishing

benign from malignant melanoma [44], these method advancements constitute an

essential step toward material inspection in both research and industrial settings and

potentially life-science and medical imaging. Moreover, the acceleration of the MDCIS

technique allows for in-situ, real-time imaging of sample parameters during sample

alteration processes such as annealing or chemical reactions.
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CHAPTER IX

Summary and Outlook

In this thesis, we have provided crucial insights into the exciton physics of TMDs

alongside the advancement of nonlinear (spectroscopic) imaging techniques. All chap-

ters in this thesis contain an outlook specific to those projects. In this last chapter,

we want to provide a more all-encompassing perspective. As the thesis is two-fold,

covering both technique development and insights into materials physics, so is the

outlook presented below.

9.1 The Future of Transition Metal Dichalcogenides

While charge transfer had been observed previously in TMD heterostructures [1–

4], our MDCS experiments in Chap. V, quantifying both electron and hole transfer

to occur on a sub-150 fs time scale, provide a unique perspective on the simultaneous

electron and hole transfer. The electron charge transfer times were also not previously

reported for this specific heterostructure. Furthermore, we observe coherent coupling

between intralayer excitons in the MoSe2 and WSe2 monolayers. Coherent coupling

had only been previously observed between excitons and trions in TMD monolayers

[5, 6], but not between excitons in different layers of a TMD heterostructure. Lastly,

our measurement of the ILE binding energy as 254 meV adds to the compelling case

of ILE applications at room temperature and beyond.
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These findings manifest an essential step toward the applicability of TMDs: For

applications relying on charge transfer, such as photovoltaic applications, gaining

a better understanding of the charge transfer scales in a “natural” setting where

electrons and holes transfer simultaneously is vital. Our approach is in contrast

to the more common approach in the literature of isolating either electron or hole

transfer [1–4]. In addition, coherent coupling opens the avenue for quantum coherent

control. Given that TMD heterostructures are highly tunable material systems that

can interface photons, charges, and spin states, the prospect of tunable quantum

coherent control is certainly enticing.

In addition to the findings from simple MDCS, no spatial study of either coherent

coupling or charge transfer homogeneity had been performed previously. Bearing in

mind that current TMD devices have only been demonstrated on tens of microns

scales and less [7–10], the reproducibility of key properties across large areas of these

devices is inevitable for scalable, translatable devices. Our MDCIS scheme reveals

a surprising robustness of charge transfer and coherent coupling in the presence of

complex strain in Chap. VII, with 81% of the sample showing strong coherent coupling

of intralayer excitons and 91% of the sample showing strong charge transfer. Our

results are encouraging for the possible translation of these technologies from the

lab to the marketplace and warrant further investment into growth techniques that

yield large-scale TMD layers. In addition to studying heterostructures in MDCIS,

we expand on the work from Kasprzak and Boule et al. [11–13] in studying the

distribution of dephasing and inhomogeneity across TMD monolayers in Chap. VII.

While our MDCIS experiments affirm some of the promises of TMDs, they also reveal

shortcomings regarding the homogeneity of linewidths across the sample for TMD

monolayers. We observe large changes of an order of magnitude for the inhomogeneous

linewidth and a factor of two for the homogeneous linewidth.

Despite the progress of the field and the progress presented in this thesis, much
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work remains to be done. For example, even though we have demonstrated coher-

ent coupling between intralayer excitons, the underlying mechanism is unknown for

TMDs. Kasprzak et al. [5] show how different types of coherent coupling mecha-

nisms can be distinguished by studying the real part of MDCS spectra. Utilizing the

phase information provided by the real part of the signal in MDCIS would further

allow us to study whether the coupling mechanism changes across the sample or is

sample-dependent. Furthermore, demonstrating quantum coherent control, similar

to the experiments of Day et al. on silicon vacancy centers [14], represents a large

step toward quantum information applications of TMDs.

Further insight into TMDs could be gained by polarization-dependent MDCS.

Many applications harness the strong spin-valley coupling of the excitons, and a

better understanding of the nature and homogeneity of this coupling could be obtained

through polarization-dependent MDCIS. Moreover, studying the spatial dependence

of many-body effects such as EID and EIS could shed further light on the complex

many-body dynamics in these samples. Either the acquisition of power-dependent

MDCIS or two-quantum MDCS or MDCIS can reveal signatures of these effects that

have not been sufficiently studied in TMDs. We briefly discuss the spatial dependence

of these dynamics in Chap. VIII, in which we observe enhanced many-body effects in

some regions of the sample. Further studies into the cause of these changes are vital

for a more thorough understanding of TMDs.

Moreover, the heterostructure samples studied in this thesis are small - only a few

micrometers in size. Hence, much work in high-quality, large-scale material growth

remains to be done. CVD growth still appears promising for this direction [15], but

its resulting sample quality currently remains well below exfoliated samples’ quality.

Lastly, the future of TMDs rests on which application is deemed most attractive.

In recent years, the field of TMDs has seen an ever-growing production of research,

with strain-engineering for single-photon emission [16] or diffusion [17] and Moiré
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engineering [18], to only name a few. However, many previous “TMD crazes” have

cooled down after a few years of intense research, and which application emerges as

the “killer” application remains to be seen.

9.2 The Future of Nonlinear (Spectroscopic) Imaging

Pushing nonlinear imaging further toward industrial applicability requires addi-

tional work, especially on the electrical engineering side, covering everything from

detector development to detection electronics. However, for most scientific purposes,

the current technique is sufficient and far exceeds most current experimental capa-

bilities. The key development behind the acceleration of nonlinear imaging during

this thesis work was introduced in Chap. VI, where we show that an FIR box lock-in

reduces the blurring of images and increases the suppression of extraneous modu-

lations, which improves SNR and reduces data acquisition times. Smart scanning

themes introduced in Chap. VIII further reduce data acquisition times for useful ma-

terial properties such as dephasing times and lifetimes.

At the accelerated data acquisition rate of the current technique, acquiring complex-

valued linear and FWM images with pixel dwell times of 240 µs and less, new bot-

tlenecks are being reached. For one, as lock-in time constants are further reduced,

detector noise becomes a more important source of noise. The noise-equivalent-power

of the currently-used detector could be improved, for example, by adding a cooling

capability, which would benefit any imaging/MDCIS applications. Other possible im-

provements include synchronization of the FPGA with the laser repetition rate and

accelerating data transfer between the FPGA and the computer.

These engineering improvements aside, an immense scientific benefit could be

gained by expanding the current “multifunctional spectrometer” setup to other tech-

niques such as SRS. Raman microscopy is used in a variety of contexts, from biomed-

ical imaging [19] and clinical medicine [20] to semiconductors (including TMDs [21,
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22]). SRS, offering a signal improvement for dense samples because of its coherent

nature, can be easily added to our current CINeMaS setup with few modifications. It

could serve as an added modality that is helpful for material characterization but also

allows the technique to enter different application spaces, such as biomedical imaging.

Even with conventional MDCIS, different sample systems, such as the photosyn-

thetic bacteria explored in spatially-addressed MDCS by Tiwari et al. [23], would

benefit from the technique. Hence, expanding this technique beyond TMDs or simi-

lar semiconductor nanostructures can be another avenue for impact.

Furthermore, access to the nanometer scale has been crucial to unravel some of the

more intricate sample dynamics for TMDs [24, 25]. Integrating full MDCS with near-

field techniques would allow for a better understanding of the fundamental physics

behind coherent coupling and many-body effects, giving access to spatial variations

on the tens of nanometers scale.

Finally, it is important to continue seeking benefits and applications of rapid FWM

imaging outside of pure academia. On this point, we explored some of the potential

applications in Chap. VIII. While beyond the scope of this thesis, defect inspection

using FWM intensity or population decay maps, similar to Ref. 26, is undoubtedly an

exciting avenue for exploration in the private sector.

To summarize, the results presented in this thesis are only a small piece of the puz-

zle that is understanding TMDs. I believe that the combined might of spectroscopy

and imaging with ultrafast temporal resolution and bandwidth tunability can provide

revolutionary insights in many fields, including, but not limited to, TMDs. Progress

is a combination of many small steps forward, and as such, I hope that this work is

a small step in the right direction.
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APPENDIX A

Additional Details on Pulse Compression

The collinear MDCS setup employed for the work in this thesis leads to significant

dispersion of the pulses traveling through the setup, as the AOMs consist of highly

dispersive material. To obtain transform-limited pulses at the sample, the pulses need

to be chirp-precompensated for GDD and TOD. We used a Grism compressor for the

results presented in Chap. V. Because of residual dispersion and low tunability, we

upgraded to an SLM-based pulse compressor for the results presented in Chaps. VII

and VIII.

Grism Compressor

We initially chose a Grism compressor because prism pairs compensate only small

amounts of material dispersion [1], well below the values needed for our experiment.

Grating-based compressors do not compress but worsen the TOD when compensating

for GDD [1]. It has been shown that with a grism (a prism on top of a grating)-based

compressor, both GDD and TOD can be compensated [2, 3].

Here, we use a grism compressor design based on the calculations provided by Dou

et al. [3]. The design of the grism compressor is shown in Fig. A.1(a), while a photo-

graph of the actual setup in the lab is shown in A.1(b). The initial grating distances,
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Figure A.1: (a) Schematic of a grism compressor consisting of two grisms (prisms
glued onto gratings). Different colors (i.e., the red and blue beam) experience a
different path length in the compressor, allowing for efficient pulse compression. (b)
Photograph of the Grism compressor used in the CINeMaS setup.

insertion distances, and angles were designed based on an initial characterization of

the laser pulses at the sample plane.

Signal

Reference

Reference pulse

Unknown pulse

Figure A.2: Cross-correlation pulse characterization scheme with self-referencing.

To characterize our pulses, we employ phase-resolved cross-correlation with a

known reference pulse, shown in Fig. A.2. We interfere the reference pulse with the

unknown pulse which has passed through the CINeMaS experimental setup and gen-

erate a reference for the phase-resolved measurement as follows: After combining the

two pulses, we take one of the beamsplitter outputs and spectrally narrow it using

a grating and thin slit before sending the beams onto a detector. A focusing lens
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is placed a distance f (focal length) away from the grating and the detector/slit.

The spectral narrowing ensures that the reference is temporally longer lived than the

signal. This scheme is similar to the procedure employed in [4] for generating a ref-

erence signal. The reference signal is subsequently electronically processed with the

procedure outlined in [5]. The signal can be efficiently filtered out by exploiting the

beat note between the amplitude modulation that the laser repetition rate imparts

on the reference pulse and the amplitude modulation imparted on the unknown pulse

by the AOM. The other beamsplitter output is sent directly onto a detector and

used as the lock-in input. By scanning the delay between the reference and unknown

pulse, we obtain full amplitude and phase information in the temporal domain and,

via Fourier transform, can obtain spectral amplitude and phase information of our

laser pulse. The reference pulse is characterized using second harmonic generation

(SHG)-frequency-resolved optical gating (FROG). Figs. A.3(a,b) show the measured

and reconstructed FROG traces. The corresponding spectrum and spectral phase of

the reference pulse are shown in Fig. A.3(c).
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Figure A.3: (a) Measured FROG trace of the reference pulse. (b) Reconstructed
FROG trace of the reference pulse. (c) Reconstructed spectrum and spectral phase
of the reference pulse.

Optimizing the grism compressor, we obtain sub-100 fs pulses, with estimates for

the effective temporal resolution of our technique derived from the method outlined in

Ref. [6]. This work notes that absorption profiles narrower than the pulse bandwidth

have an effectively higher temporal resolution than what the chirp-limited pulse du-

ration might initially suggest. In Fig. A.4(a), we plot the pulse profile at the sample
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characterized via cross-correlation. In Fig. A.4(b), we plot the assumed absorption

profile for the MoSe2 and WSe2 resonance on the heterostructure sample discussed

in Chap. V, estimated from the MDCS spectra. Since we are only interested in a

rough estimate of our temporal resolution, this is sufficient. In Fig. A.4 (c), we plot

the corresponding temporal response function for the on-diagonal MoSe2 and WSe2

peaks and the two coupling peaks. We generalize the procedure of Ref. [6] by using

the sample absorption (which also corresponds to the emission) of the two resonances

in both the preparation and observation window. Using the MoSe2 absorption for

both the preparation and observation window, we obtain the temporal profile for the

MoSe2 peak in Fig. A.4. Similarly, we obtain the temporal profile for the WSe2 peak.

We obtain the profile for the coupling peak by assuming absorption from one reso-

nance for the preparation and emission from the other resonance in the observation

window. The symmetry of Eq. (12) in Ref. [6] automatically leads to the same tem-

poral resolution for both coupling peaks. We then estimate the temporal resolution

from the full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) of the displayed temporal intensity pro-

files, which read 83 fs for the MoSe2 peak, 100 fs for the WSe2 peak, and 92 fs for the

coupling peaks.
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Figure A.4: (a) Temporal profile (amplitude and phase) of the pulse at the sample,
characterized via cross-correlation. (b) Approximated absorption profile on the het-
erostructure for MoSe2 and WSe2. (c) Temporal intensity profile of the on-diagonal
and coupling peak response assuming an instantaneous sample response and the ab-
sorption profile shown in (b).
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Figure A.5: Schematic drawing of SLM-based pulse shaper used to compress pulses
for the experiments presented in Chaps. VII and VIII.

Spatial Light Modulator Compressor

Because of the complex and large chirp imparted onto the pulses by the CINeMaS

setup and the desire to maintain the center wavelength and bandwidth adjustability

of the laser pulses, we moved from a grism compressor-based setup to an SLM-based

pulse shaper for pulse compression. Our design is inspired by the apparatus presented

in Ref. [7]. This compressor was built by Blake Hipsley.
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Figure A.6: (a) Laser pulse spectrum and corresponding phase and (b) time-domain
trace and transform-limited pulse of the laser spectrum.

The SLM-based pulse shaper employed in our setup is shown in Fig. A.5. The

laser pulses are spatially dispersed using a 1200 grooves/mm grating and focused

onto the SLM using a 10 cm focal length concave cylindrical mirror. These optics have

been chosen to spread the laser spectrum across many pixels on the SLM, mitigating

the detrimental effects of pixelation and cross-talk between adjacent pixels on the
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compressed pulses. The SLM (Meadowlark Optics 1x12K Linear SLM) then acts as

a variable phase mask and is used to alter the phase of individual wavelengths of the

laser spectrum. We generate a phase mask on the SLM to specifically pre-compensate

for the dispersion acquired from the optical elements in the experimental setup.

We present spectral amplitude and phase information of our laser pulses measured

at the sample position in Fig. A.6(a). Within the bandwidth of our laser, the complex

phase is mostly flat. This observation suggests that the pulse compression system has

corrected much of the dispersion. In Fig. A.6(b), we show the compressed pulse and its

transform limit in the temporal domain. Fitting the time domain traces to Gaussian

pulses, we determine the FWHM of the laser pulse to be 30 fs as compared to the

FWHM of 24 fs for the transform limit, suggesting near-transform-limited pulses.
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APPENDIX B

Transfer Matrix Method for Linear Reflectance

Spectra of Transition Metal Dichalcogenide

Samples

To understand the reflection spectra of TMDs such as the ones presented in

App. C, the contributions from numerous backreflections caused by the typical en-

capsulation in hBN and backreflections from the substrate that interfere with other

reflections must be considered. For a complete understanding of the experiments, a

thorough treatment using the transfer matrix method is thus inevitable.

The transfer matrix method relates the incoming and outgoing fields on one side

of the interface to the incoming and outgoing fields on the other side of the interface

[1], Ej
+

Ej
−

 = M

Ei
+

Ei
−

 , (B.1)

with i,j signifying the side of the respective interface. This form is convenient when

several interfaces are considered, as is the case for conventional encapsulated TMD

samples. As an example, we present the case of an encapsulated MoSe2 monolayer

treated experimentally in Chap. VII.
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Figure B.1: Illustration of the sample geometry. The MoSe2 monolayer is surrounded
by two layers of hBN and mounted onto a SiO2/Si substrate.

The general structure of such a sample is shown in Fig. B.1. The MoSe2 monolayer

is encapsulated with layers of hBN on both sides, which weaken both dielectric effects

from the substrate and surface effects [2, 3]. A typical substrate for TMD samples is

a thin layer of SiO2 on a hundreds of micron-thick layer of Si, which can be effectively

treated as a bulk material. As derived in Ref. [4], the general structure of the transfer

matrix then reads

Ttot = TSiO2→SiTSiO2TSiO2→SiThBN→SiO2T
′

hBNTair→hBNTMoSe2T
−1
air→hBNThBNTair→hBN ,

(B.2)

with the matrix Tair→hBN and its inverse matrix being incorporated because the trans-

fer matrix for the MoSe2 monolayer, TMoSe2 , assumes a monolayer in vacuum. The

three-matrix expression Tair→hBNTMoSe2T
−1
air→hBN can be shortened to TMoSe2 with

1

t

t2 − r2 r

−r 1

 , (B.3)

with the reflection coefficient

r =
iΓ0

hBN

ω0 − ω − i(Γ0
hBN + Γ)

, (B.4)

where Γ0
hBN = Γ0

vac/nhBN considers the change of the radiative linewidth Γvac
0 due
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to the dielectric environment of the hBN. Using the relation t = 1 + r, the transfer

for the hBN-embedded MoSe2 can be determined. The transfer matrix between two

interfaces, marked by the → in the subscript

Tn1→n2 =
1

2n1

n1 + n2 n2–n1

n2–n1 n2 + n1

 , (B.5)

can be determined by using the refractive indices n1,2 for the two materials.

Similarly, the transfer matrix for the propagation in a material can be determined

by

TML =

exp(ikL) 0

0 exp(−ikL)

 , (B.6)

with k = 2πn/λ and L the thickness of the material. We use the Sellmeier equation

for the refractive indices given the broad excitation bandwidth of the laser used in

our spectroscopy experiments.

Once the transfer matrix Ttot is obtained from Eq. B.2, the relation

Ttot

 1

rtot

 =

ttot
0

 , (B.7)

can be used to obtain the reflection coefficient of the entire sample structure, rtot. The

ultimate form of the reflection strongly depends on numerous parameters, most of

which are expected to remain approximately constant across the sample, such as sub-

strate and encapsulation thickness. However, as shown by Refs. 56 and in Chap. VII,

the radiative linewidth and scattering contributions can strongly vary across the sam-

ple, affecting the linear reflectance. The change in reflectance is important to consider

in spectroscopy setups where the heterodyne reference reflects off the sample, which

is the case for Chaps. VII and VIII.
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Figure B.2: Simulated reflectivity of the sample geometry shown in Fig. B.1 for (a)
varying scattering decay rate, (b) varying Si2 thickness, and (c) varying top hBN
thickness.

We have plotted exemplary spectra obtained for the sample geometry in Fig. B.1

in Fig. B.2. In Fig. B.2(a), we vary the contribution of the non-radiative decay

from 0.1 meV to 1 meV. The fixed parameters are Γrad = 1 meV, ER = 1650 meV,

dhBN,1 = 30 nm, dhBN,2 = 30 nm, and dSiO2 = 200 nm. As the non-radiative con-

tribution increases, the general reflectivity curve shape is preserved. However, the

maximum visibly decreases, and the minimum increases. In Fig. B.2(b,) we keep the

non-radiative contribution to the linewidth fixed at Γnon−rad = 0.1 meV but vary the

thickness of the SiO2 layer between 60 nm and 120 nm. As the thickness of the SiO2

layer increases, the overall reflectivity outside the exciton resonance decreases. Fur-

thermore, the dispersive lineshape features increasingly narrow. Lastly, in Fig. B.2(c),

we vary the top hBN thickness between 10 nm and 30 nm. In this case, the maximum

of the reflectance remains approximately constant, while the minimum decreases for

decreasing hBN thickness. As further discussed in App. C, the interplay between

these parameters guarantees a reflectivity that will vary from sample to sample and,

most importantly, across the sample.
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APPENDIX C

Additional Data on Chapter VII

Linewidth Fitting and Absorption Correction
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Figure C.1: (a) Reflectance spectrum for the MoSe2 monolayer, showing a noticeable
dip around 1650 meV. (b) Using the reflectance spectrum from (a) in the correction
scheme leads to a singular line at fixed emission energy dominated by noise. In con-
trast, the rest of the MDCS spectrum is reconstructed reliably. (c) Fit of diagonal and
cross-diagonal slices when excluding specific emission energies with low reflectance.
Data points that are excluded in the fits have a black edge.

Since the fourth pulse used for heterodyne detection is also sent onto the sample,

the absorption has to be considered to retrieve the accurate spectral weight along

the emission energy axis. Rapid imaging and the desire for phase stability make this

option more viable than routing the fourth beam across the sample as down for the

experiments in Chap. V.
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However, TMD monolayers at cryogenic temperatures have strong absorption.

Due to multiple reflections stemming from the substrate and hBN encapsulation,

reflectance spectra with strong absorption dips, as plotted in Fig. C.1(a) and discussed

in App. B can result. In this case, FWM signals around the reflectance dip will be

noise dominated, and the absorption correction procedure fails for small parts of the

spectrum, as illustrated in Fig. C.1(b). As evident from the spectrum, data points

towards the left and the right of the sharp, bright line at 1650 meV are unaffected.

Hence, excluding the erroneous data point(s) can yield robust fits that reliably extract

the homogeneous and inhomogeneous linewidths. The fit robustness is illustrated in

Fig. C.1(c), which shows the diagonal and cross-diagonal slices of the spectrum in

Fig. C.1(b), with all data points where the reflection amplitude falls below 7.5% of the

maximum excluded (marked with a black edge). The fits (solid lines) match the data

points well, and the extracted linewidths can be trusted. We employ the described

cutoff procedure for data points where the reflected spectrum has an amplitude below

7.5% for all linewidth fit maps in Chap. VII.
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Figure C.2: Homogeneous linewidth (γ) map of the MoSe2 monolayer with an am-
plitude cutoff of (a) 2.5%, (b) 7.5%, (c) 15%.

The value 7.5% has been determined as a reasonable cutoff by observing fit errors

and reliability of extracted linewidths for cutoffs between 2.5% and 15%. The ex-

tracted linewidths were only sensitive for a few sample points, as shown in Fig. C.2,

where we plot the extracted homogeneous linewidth for three different amplitude

cutoffs. The area marked with a green rectangle in Fig. C.2(a) is the only area of
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the sample showing noticeable linewidth changes when changing the cutoff to 7.5%

(Fig. C.2(b)) and 15% (Fig. C.2(c)).

Linear Reflectance of MoSe2 Monolayer
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Figure C.3: (a) Integrated reflectance for the MoSe2 monolayer. (b) Reflectance
spectra for the three areas marked by colored squares in (a).

The cutoff procedure described in the previous section is only crucial for a few

select data points on the sample, as the reflectance spectrum varies strongly across the

sample. The integrated reflectance map of the MoSe2 monolayer sample is shown in

Fig. C.3(a). The high strain area of the sample identified in Chap. VII shows a lower

integrated reflectance. The lower reflectance of this area (yellow square) is due to an

overall lower reflection, especially towards higher energies, as evident from Fig. C.3(b).

For the two other sample areas selected here, the difference between the depth of

the reflectance dip around 1652 meV and the height of the reflectance peak around

1657 meV is smaller. The stark differences can be explained by linewidth changes,

which strongly influence the reflection coefficient for an encapsulated monolayer with

numerous backreflections, as further discussed in App. B and the literature [1].
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Multidimensional Coherent Imaging Spectroscopy Data on MoSe2/ WSe2

heterostructure

Fig. C.4 shows three exemplary MDCIS spectra corresponding to the locations

from Fig. 7.7 in the main text.
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Figure C.4: MDCIS data on Location A (a), Location B (b), and Location C (c)
from Fig. 7.7.

The rephasing data shows broader linewidth than the absorptive spectrum and shifts

in energy along the absorption energy axis can be observed due to the high sensitivity

towards phase-shifts in the τ stage (see discussion of phase stability in Sec. 4.2.2). This

is exacerbated in the MDCIS data in Fig. C.4 due to the long acquisition time of 30-60

minutes, but can even be observed in Fig. C.5, where we plot the rephasing part of

the spectra from Fig. 7.7.
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Figure C.5: Rephasing one-quantum MDCS data (T=500 fs) on Location A (a),
Location B (b), and Location C (c) from Fig. 7.7

The difference between the MDCIS and MDCS data can be attributed to phase-

shifts along τ and t, which also affects the normalization spectrum and can explain the

difference in strength distribution of the two peaks at MoSe2 and WSe2 emission. The
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quality of the MDCIS data can further be improved by averaging, which has not been

done for this T -dependent data set due to data acquisition time constraints. Further

increasing the phase-stability of the setup through an improved enclosure (which has

been built after the acquisition and publication of this data) and parallel-oriented

Michelson interferometers can also improve the quality of the MDCIS spectra. The

effect of improved phase-stability can be seen in Ref. 2.

However, the spectrally integrated data in Chap. VII alleviates many of these

issues (including reduction of noise), allowing for a consistent extraction of resonance

energies as well as temporal dynamics of the four peaks.
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APPENDIX D

Additional Data on Chapter VIII
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Figure D.1: Decay curves for T delays between 0-150 fs, highlighting the rapid decay
and finite pulse effects at early times.

Fig. D.1 shows the decay curves from Fig. 8.4 in the range of 0-150 fs for the time

delay T . Again, finite pulse effects are observable during early delay times, followed

by a rapid decay. The excellent agreement between fit and data for early times yields

reliable retrieval of exciton population decay times.
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